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Over 100 reps to attend Queer Day today
By Ruben Moreno
Staffwrlter
Career Day is shaping up to
be the best yet with 113 companies participating In the
field house today, said
Romulo Martinez/Career
testing and placement director.
He said this event Is giving
students an opportunity to
meet employers and ask them
questions.
"Freshmen, Sophomores,
Juniors and Seniors should all
go to Career Day," he said.
"Freshmen should see five
recruiters in their field and one
out, sophomores should see
10 in their field and two out,
juniors should see 15 in their
field and three out and seniors
should see 20 In their field and
four or five out."
He said students should go
directly to the student information tables where they will
be given a list of recruite.rs and
where to find them and a list
of questions to ask the
recruiters.

"The !nformanon tables will helping during career day.
be located In the center front
He said these organizaltions
of the gym," he said. "We will wlll assist students In any way
have a good mixture of com- they can.
panies attending this event."
"It Is very important that
He said students In the past students take advantage of
have misjudged companies this service," he added
and what kind of majors they "Students 3hould go because
are looking for.
they will never get this oppor"Don't just go to a certain tunity again."
type of company," Martinez
said. "Students shouldn't
judge a company by Its
Bu•lneu CompanJe•
name."
Alexander Grant and ComHe said students shouldn't pany • McAllen, Texas, Allmake the mistake of limiting state Insurance Co., • Irving,
themselves; Instead they Texas, American General
should explore the different Corporation • Houston ,
career opportunities that will Texas , Bell Telephone
be available.
Laboratories · Norcross,
"Students shouln't waste Georgia, Boy Scouts of
their time during their visit at America • Irving, Texas and
career day," he said. "It will Harlingen, Texas , Comonly take one minute to find merical Union Insurance
where they (the recruiters) Companies · Dallas, Texas,
are."
Computer Sciences CorporaVarious organizations will tion -Houston, Texas, Dow
be helping during Career Day ' Chemical U.S.A. • Freeport,
he said.
Texas, Gulf Oil Corporation
!K's, APO, AKPsi, ASPA -Dallas, Texas, and H. E. Butt
and HEP are among the Grocery Co. • San Antonio,
organizallions that will be Texas.

Also: IBM . Austin, J . C . -Corpus Christi, Texas, State
Federal Agencle•
Penny Co. , Inc., • Dallas, Farm Insurance Companies
Defense Contract Audit
Texas, Lockheed Mlssles and -Austin, Texas..
Agency · Marietta, GA., Drug
Space Co. , Inc. • Austin,
Enforecement Administration
Education
Texas, McAllen State Bank
. Dallas, Texas, Federal AviaAbillne ISD · Abeline, tion Administration • McAllen
-First City Bancorporation
-McAllen, Texas, Merrill Texas, Aldine ISD, • Houston Air Traffic Control Tower
Lynch· McAllen, Texas, Mer- Texas, Brownsville ISD -McAllen , Texas, IRS •
<.k, Sharp and Dohme • -Bronwsville, Texas, Car- Austin, Texas, IRS • Houston,
Austin, Texas, Mobil Oil Cor- rollton-Farmers Branch ISD - Texas, navy Recruiting Staporation • Dallas, Texas, Carrollton, Texas, Crystal Ci- tion • Pharr, Texas, Social
ty ISD · Crystal City, Texas,
Phillip Morris U.S.A.
Security Admnistration •
Dallas ISD • Dallas, Texas, McAllen, Texas, U..S Border
Houston, Texas.
Others are; Richardson- Deer Park ISD • Deer Park, Patrol, INS - McAllen, Texas.
Vicks Inc.· Wilton, CT., Shell Texas, Edcouch-Elsa ISD •
Others coming are the U.S.
Oil Co. . Houston, Texas, Edcouch, Texas, Edinburg, Customs Service • Hidalgo,
South Texas Teachers Federal Texas, Edinburg, ISD Texas, USDA . Animal Plant
Credit Union · McAllen, -Garland ISO · Garland, Health Inspection Service
Southwestern Life Insurance Texas, Goose Creek CISD Plant Protection and QuaranCo., • Harlingen, Texas, -Baytown, Texas, Harlingen tine - Brownsville, Texas,
Texas Commerce Bank -Aus- CISD • Harlingen, Texas.
USDA · Forest Service •
tin, Texas, Texas Commerce
Lufkin, Texas, USDA· Office
Also Mission CISD - Mis- of Inspector General, InBank • McAllen, Texas, tide
Products Inc., · Edinburg, sion, Texas, North East ISO vestigations • Temple, Texas,
Texas, Tropical Savings, A -San Antonio, Texas, PSJA U.S. Department of Labor •
Division of Richardson · Sav- ISO. Pharr, Texas, Roma ISD Wage and Hour Division •
ings and Loan Harlingen, • Roma, Texas, South Texas McAllen, Texas, U.S. MarTexas, Sears and Roebuck -ISO • Harlingen, Texas, shals Service • McAllen,
-McAllen, Texas, McDonald Waco ISD • Waco, Texas, Texas.
Corporation · Houston, Weslaco ISD • Weslaco,
Texas, Zale Corporation Texas Sinton ISO • Sinton,
See Career Day page 8
-Dallas, Texas, Radio Schack Texas.

VP halts mail censorship
after delivery refused
By Anna Martinez

Stray cat atrut-MelbH School of Dance pre-nted a dance routine Tuesday night
ae part of Sport• Night In the fleldhouee. Untverelty preetdent Dr. Nevarez
declared thl• week •• National Sport■ Week. (Photo by Deida Lopez)

Until yesterday, central
receiving, which receives and
distributes mall on campus,
considered it routine pro·
cedure to open and read certain mail going through campus mall.
Following a memo from Dr.
Roy Flores, vice president for
business affairs, under who
jurisdiction central receving
falls, the practice of Inspecting
mail by opening and reading It
will be stopped.
In the memo, Flores stated
that the practice of mail in·
spection must be discontinued; It ls both an "unseemly
and impractical" practice.
The memo was sent from
Flores to Sam Odstrcil, direc·
tor of purchasing and central
services, yesterday
"We are not to be In the
position to act as mail inspectors," Flores said.
Dr. Jim Aldridge, of the
behavioral sciences department, sent a communication

to a facualty member In
another department, but said
it was returned to him because
it was undeliverable. He was
told ii was undeliverable
because It was not considered
official university business.
The letter had originally been
folded and stapled shut; but
when he received it, the paper
had been opened and restapl•
ed several times.
The words, "Received by
purchasing" were stamped on
the outside of the letter,
meaning that it has been
routed to that office, from
which campus mall services Is
supervised, even though the
professor to whom it was addressed was in the School of
education.
Aldridge said that he called
central receiving and asked
about the incident. He said he
was told that opening and
reading certain mail was
routine procedure.
"If there were several things
that looked alike, if It was fold~d and stapled, or it if it look-

ed like a leaflet, then they
opened It and read It,"
Aldridge said.
Aldridge did say the pe.rson
he spoke to said that not all
campus mail was opened and
read. Aldridge chose not to
name that person since he did
not make policy but only tried
to follow It, Aldridge said.
Lupe Rodriguez, administrator for the mail room,
said that if there was ever any
question about whether any
mail articles could go through
campus mail, he routed that
mail to his superiors. There
were questions whenever It
was in a plain envelope with
no return address or not In the
large brown interdepartmental
envelopes, Rodriguez said.
The mail room is supervised
by Bob Smith who is war·_·
house supervisor. Smith's
supervisor is Odstrcil, director
of central services. Odstrc!I
said that If a letter is folded
and stapled, "We'll take a
peek at it."
See Mall page 5

Pres., VP request. clarificatton
Gonzales sent a memo to
Wally Trejo, PAUSA chief
justice; Joe Bailey, PAUSA
attorney general; and Judy
A request for clarification of Vinson, dean of students; in
the Judicial Branch's decision which they ask the Judicial
on the interpretation of the Branch to answer several
PAUSA constitution was filed questions concerning their
by the PAUSA president and Feb. 21 decision.
"Without these answers,
vice-president Thu;3day.
Rico Saldivar and Thomas several areas of the decision

By Nora Lopez
Managing Editor

are unclear and could cause
problems if PAUSA m·
divlduals interpret them In different ways," the memo
stated.
The hearing was originally
scheduled for Friday but was
rescheduled for Monday and
rescheduled a second time
because Bailey could not at·

tend due to an injury to his
foot.
The questions brought
before the judicial branch are
as follows:
Concerning the courts decision inreference to Sec.
5 .011A, the decision reads,

See PAUSA page 5

'Shock Treatment'
tomorrow, Saturday night
Shock Treatment, a horror
and musical movie, will run
tomorrow and Saturday night
in the Snack Bar at 9 and 11
p .m. Admission will be $1.50
for students with an ID and $2
for faculty and staff
Shock Treatment is a se-

quel to the "Rocky Horror
Picture Show". will feature
new original music and most
of the reliable cast of the
Rocky Horror Picture show.
The movie is sponsored by the
University Center Program
Council.
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LRC checks out
library noise
No doubt, many PAU students have read the recent letters
to the editor of the Pan American newspaper concerning
the noise problem in the Library, and/or have filled out one
of the questionnaires on library noise, handed out at the
Library between Feb. 19th and Feb. 21st, 1983.
Seven hundred questionnaires were handed out randomly
to students, with a request they fill them out and tum them In
at the Circulation Desk. About 400 completed questionnaires were received. Among those who filled them out were
150 Freshmen, 95 Sophomores, 75 Juniors and 60 Seniors.
The remainder were graduate students and high school
students. Without going Into the total votes received on each
question, the general results of the survey were as follows:
About 250 of the 400 students felt that there was too
much noise in the Library, and the great majority felt that this
noise was worse on the fourth floor.
The majority also felt that the noise probler,1 was worse on
weekday mornings. Students were about equally divided
when it came to whispering or low talking In the Library. Half
objected to it, half did not. Many objected to low talking, but
did not object to whispering. About half of the respondents
admitted that they talked to friends in study areas. It was interesting to note that many of these respondents who admitted to talking to friends stated that they did not feel that the
Library was a place to socialize.
The Library was indicated as being the most popular place
on campus to meet friends. The reasons for this are that it
was centrally located, and students wanted to study together.
Most students who did meet their friends at the Library, met
them ln the lobby, and 285 students felt that more seating
space in the lobby would keep students from socializing on
other floors. About the same number (280) felt that the
Library should not be a place to socialize and meet friends.
In addition to filling in the blanks on the questionnaire,
about 150 students added comments at the bottom of the
forms. The great majority of the comments were constructive
and well thought out suggestions to allPviate the noise pro•
blem. Unf?rtunately, five or six students saw the opportunity
to make some obscene remarks on the form, and/or so~e
rather childish attempts at humor. These questionnaires were
thrown out.
We do not have space to list all of the comments here;
however, for those of you who wish to see them, they will be
available in the Library Reserve Room. Ask for Student
Survey Concerning Noise In Library, Feb. 19-21, 1983.
We feel that the survey was well worth the effort, and that
the sampling of 400 students represented those students who
study ln the Library. It proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that these PAU students are concerned with an excessive
amount of noise in the Library. For this reason, the Library
staff will begin taking action to resolve the problem. Please
do not expect overnight results. Some thought and planning
must go into this matter; however, we anticipate that you will
see some favorable results in the near future.
We sincerely thank all of you who took the time to fill out
the questionnaires.

Robert L. McDowell
ANlatant Ubrarlan for Public Services

TUT-Tur ... NOT So
fA~T YoUN6 iMAN ...
LE:T ME GIVE YOU

e,

A &HORT COUf\SE
ON TERM5 Of
CITlZE.N5HIP
OBLJGATIONv, ..

ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Today-Much 18
Prinn by Ma)or 20th Century Artlm from Pratt Graphic
Center at Fine Arts Gallery at FA 215 from 9 a.m. to 4 p .m.

Tueeday, Much 8
MaH by Catholic Campus Ministries at Chapel of the Lord's
Prayer from 10:30 a .m .to 11:30 a.m.

Today
Cueer Day at the Fieldhouse from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Tintypes starring Pat,tce Munsel at the McAllen Civic
Center Auditorium at 1300 S. 10th at 8 p.m. Tickets $12,
$16 and $20.

Elizabethan Vocal Chamber Performance at the Fine
Arts Complex recital hall in FA 103 from 10:25 to 11:50.

Saturday, Much 5
San Antonio Symphony Opera at McAllen Civic Center
Auditorium at 1300 S. 10th at 8:15 p.m. Donizetti: Don
Pasquale. Tickets from $7 to $25.
Monday, Much 7
Stage Band performs at Fine Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m.

San Antonio Outdoor Symphony at McAllen High
School Stadium at 1201 La Vista at 6:30 p .m Outdoor concert of classical favorles Including the 1812 Overture, wtth
fireworks!
Wedneaday, March 9
75¢ lunch at Baptist Student Center from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Catholic Campua Mlnl■trln meeting, prayer sesson,
study night and sleepover at CCM Center starting at 8 p.m.

Tintypes at the McAllen Civic Center Auditorium at 8 p.m.
tickets half price this night for students with ID cards.

LIBRARY HOURS • SPRING BREAK
Saturday, March 12
Sunday, March 13
Monday, March 14 thru
Friday, March 18
Saturday, March 19
Sundav. March 20

Closed
Closed
8:00 A.M. • 5:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M. • 10:00 P.M.

THE ~N AMERICAN STAFF
Editor-in-Chief •..•...••...•...... Eliseo A Roclngu'ez
Manag1ng
. Edi tor ...................•.• Nora
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Sport Editor • · · • • • • • • • • • • ..... .'. . . . . . . Karen Russell
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Randy Klutts
Sonia Morales
Ruben Moreno
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Ann Marie Medrano
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. .
Delcia ltzel Lopez
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'ThreepennyOpera, jamboree opens March 23
"The Threepenny Opera,"
the offbeat musical to whith
audiences made a beaten path
for sic-and-a-quarter years in
New York, will open on
March 23, brevetted with the
record of having run longer
than any other musical show
in American threabical history
up to the date of its dosing in
December, 1961.
The tune-filled jamboree
that was based by Bertolt
Brecht on the 200-year-old
English satire, "The Beggar's
Opera," will be given at the
Fine Arts Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. through March 26.
There will be an afternoon

matinee Friday, March 25, at
2:00 p.m.
Dr. Doug Cummins,
theatre manager, warns
theatregoers that this attraction is not suitable for
children--not out of the insinuating motives that cause
exhibitors to advertise some
films as "For Adults Only," but
simply as a fair notice that
"The Threepenny Opera" is
an acrid tale of cutthroats,
disreputable damsels and
other venal vagabonds that is
not appropriate for youngsters.
Randall Ashley will sing and.
act the leading role whose

crimes are celebrated in the
show's most famous song-hit,
"Mack the Knife." Leslie Law,
Rosalinda "Cooky" Estrada
and Rise Dawn Atkins will be
seen as three of the targets of
his careless love, and each has
a famous song to sing from
the show's abundant bag of
ditties, expressing her feelings
about the Lothario who has
seduced her.
Miss Law, as his sweetheart
in a house of ill-fame, will sing
the rasping, bitter, rhythmic
"Pirate Jenny," her daydream of revenge after being
Jilted. Rosalinda "Cooky"
Estrada has the more lyrical

"Bide-a-Wee in Soho" to sing
at the moment of her happiness right after MacHeath
has married her in a weird,
secret ceremony in a stable.
This is the song that was
known on the hit parade as
"The Bilbao Song." Rise
Dawn Atkins, as a jailer's
daughter whom MacHeath
callously woos in order to get
hold of her papa's keys, expresses in "The Barbara
Song" the despair and
desperation of being in love
with a brutal, brawling outlaw
like MacHeath.
Others who will be portraying assorted thugs, fancy

ladles, corrupt constables and
similar denizens of a rampant
robber's roost in the University
Theatre's production of this
famous hit wiU be Ed Vela,
Mark Reed, Carlos Campos,
Peter Watson, Kerri K .
Logsdon and Letty Valadez.
Though the background of
"The Threepenny Opera" is
lurid and everyone of its
characters is a cheat, a thief, a
murderer or a prostitute, the
show was never found offensive during its long run in New
York. This was because Its
authors'.intent was clearly not
to shock or titillate audiences
with their portrayal of the

underworld, but instead to express a witty disdain for the
grotesque depths to which
human beings all too often
can descend. However, "The
Threepenny Opera" is not
preaching. Thought inherently moral, it is primarily entertainment.
Dr. Doug Cummins is directing the production, and Tom
Grabowski is designing the
backgrounds of a colorful and
sordid London underworld,
while Jack Alton Strawn is
designing the tatters and
hoodlum clothes of the cast.
James Stover is the musical
director.

Send a Clown

'Red Rocker' blitzes CC Bayfront

To Say

"'l
~

By David fergueon

~,,

Amidst a cold, overcast
Saturday night in Corpus
Christi, "The Red Rocker,"
Sammy Hagar toted out his
heavy artillery to put on a
blazing performance at the
Bayfront Coliseum.
Opening for Sammy was
equally hot Night Ranger,
who are currently riding a
wave of success with their first
single, "Don't Tell Me You
Love Me." Night Ranger is
powered by guitarist Brad
Gillis who some might
recognize as the guy who
came to the rescue of Ozzy
Osbourne last year following

Balloon Somebody
located in

y~~~
1619 South Closner

383-5420

. a,, S:)"vu,t

'

IEACH RESORT • SOUTH PADRI ISLAND
WELCOMES YOU DURING SPRING BREAK

the tagic death . of Ozzy's
brilliant guitarist, Randy
Rhodes.

Concert
Review
After what seemed an eternity, Sammy, clad in red and
carrying a red guitar, finally
took the stage and led his
group through all of the
crowd's favorites like, "Your
Love Is Driving Me Crazy,"
"There's Only One Way To
Rock," "Bad Motor Scooter"
from his early days with Montrose, and his trademark,
"Red," he even got the audience to participate by having
them sing along to "Heavy
Metal" and "Fast Time At
R!dgemont High" from the
movies of the same names.

Alone and Pregnant?
Need someone
to talk to?

CALL
Vicky
787-0033

Sister Irma
or Blanca
425-3422

Hidalgo County

DANCE TO

From the opening chords to
"Three Lock Box," Hagar was
in perpetual motion whether
he was dancing on the
amplifiers or the roof and
hood of a gutted, red Trans
Am which was "parked" on
stage.
All of this mobility was aided by utilizing a wireless guitar
and a wireless mike that was
attached to his headband. His
energy and enthusiasm were
matched only by his rapid-fire
guitar work which kept the
crowd of 6,000 yelling for
more.
For an encore, Swing!n'
Sammy saluted the Who with
·a rendition of "Baba O'R!ley''
and paid tribute to Vietnam
veteran with "Remember The
Heroes," after which he exploded his guitar and promised to return soon.

Cameron County
Our Counseling Is free and confidential
A service of Catholic Charities

''MIDNIGHT''

aoffiii•

~.·,
BARBER

•

FROM: 9:00 P.M. TO 2:00 A.M.

HAIRSTYLING

,,,._,. ... ..,a,alfnl_,
383-9012
Arnoldo Rom•u
BobbyFolcon
Joe Falcon

ATITS

ALMA'S

CLUB

'His
-nHers'
422 112 E. University

Edinburg

S20 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

Those who witnessed that
show were convinced that
Sammy Hagar was a man of
his word when he sang,
"There's Only One Way To
Rock!"

Alumni
presents
recital
The music department will
present an alumni recital
March 11 at 8 p.m. In lhe Fine
Arts Recital Hall.
Alumni being featured are
Samson Candelaria, (1979
graduate), and Sharon Pena,
(1979). both on clarinet; Arturo Gonzalez, (1980). on
bassoon; Frank Cazares,
(1980), on alto saxophone;
and Luis Maldonado, (1980),
on euphonium.
Candelaria is the clarinet instructor at PSJA High School
and at PSJA Memorial Ninth
Grade School. Pena is the
clarinet instructor at Austin
Junior High School and at
LBJ Junior High School, also
at PSJA. Gonzalez teaches
bassoon, bass clarinet, and
saxophone for the PSJA
school system.
Cazares is the assistant band
director at Donna High
School. Maldonado is the
trombone and euphonium instructor for the PSJA schools.
The program will consist of
Mazart's Clarinet Concerto,
Paul Creston's Alto "Saxophone Sonata," Beethoven's
"Duo No. 3" for clarinet and
bassoon, Warner Hutchison's
"Sonatine for Euphonium,"
and David Sanborn's "One In
A Million for small Jazz
ensemble.
The recital is free and open
to the public.
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Jobs available
Student Employment service is a referral service that will
help students In need of a job. Various jobs are available
through SES.
Below is a listing of the positions available; however these
Jobs are subject to change without notice. Student Employment Service Is located in UC Room 107.

Full-Tlmtt

Tool and Die Supervisor/ Elsa/ Salary $25,000 yearly
Weaver Narrow Fabrics/Brownsville/ Salary - open
Monument Carver/Donna/Salary $4 an hour
Sewing Machine Operator/ San Benito/ Salary $3.35 an
hour
Painter/Pharr/Salary $7 an hour
Tire Repairer/Truck/Salary - open
Pharmacist/Brownsville/Salary - open
Secretary/McAllen/ Salary $675 monthly
Live in Housekeeper/McAllen/Salary - open
Teacher/ Business/ Salary $900 monthly

Regents approve construction projects
Enrollment Jumped more
than nine percent this Spring
over last, the largest year-toyear Increase since 1975,
university president Dr .
Miguel A. Nevarez told the
university's Board of Res ents
Tuesday.
Nevarez said enrollments
on the Edinburg campus
stood at 8,245, the largest
number since the Fall of 1981,
and at 1 , 182 on the
Brownsville campus, which
also experienced a nine percent Increase.
Regents, meeting In
Brownsville, accepted a bid of
$425,516 from the Peterson-

humanities classroom and office building.
Walker said he expected
the university to be able to
award the contract for the Student Services project In April
and humanities building In
May.
"We expect to stay on
schedule," said Walker.
In related work, the regents
accepted the low bid of Land
Construction Co. of Edinburg
to move "temporary"
buildings on campus that were
first erected In 1967.
The temporary building are
on the site on which the
humanities building will be
constructed.
Nevarez told the regents
five of the temporary buildings
would have to be moved, but
will continue to be utilized for
two more years while the

Madson Construction Co. of
McAllen to build an annex to
the biological sciences building
which will house small animals
for research.
The architect for the project, Calvin Walker of SHWC,
said the bid was well within
earlier cost estimates and he
expected bids to be sou~Ji}t in
the coming months for two
additional projects to also
come within lnitlal estimates.
The two projects are
renovation of the Student Services Building and the addl·
!Ion of three floors of
classroom and office space,
and the construction of a

humanities building Is under
·construction.
"We really need the space,"
said Nevarez.
He said he hoped the new
humanities building would be
ready for use In the fall of

1984.
In other business, the
regents:
• Adopted a new policy for
admission of faculty and staff
to athletic events, allowing
purchases of a fam!ly card for
$35 or a single card for $25
for general admission seating.
Faculty and staff would purchase tickets for play-ofa
games and special promotional events at the regular
price.
• Approved a list of budget
changes.
• Set the next meeting for
April 5 In Edinburg.

Job skills seminar set

Part-Time

LVN/Harllngen/Salary $8 an hour
Teacher Secondary/ Brownsville/Salary $13,110 yearly
Clerk-typist/Edinburg/Salary $3.35 an hour
Survey Worker/ Brownsville/Salary - open
Field Interviewer/Harlingen/Salary $5.12 an hour
Bookkeeper/San Benito/Salary $3.65 an hour
Teller/Weslaco/Salary $3.35 an hour
Doctor's Receptionist/McAllen/Salary $3.35 an hour
Companion/Pharr/Salary $3.35 an hour
Cake Decorator/McAllen/Salary $3.35 an hour

• WEDDINGS

• PICNICS

On Tuesday the visiting
professor from IBM will speak
on job search skills.
Jerry Lattimore, faculty
professor with the School of
Business on loan from IBM Is
scheduled to meet In the
cafeteria overflow room from
10:30 to 11:30.
All students are encouraged
to attend the seminars.
The Office of Placement,
Testing and Cooperative
Education schedules "Job

• HOLIDAY PARTIES

• COCKTAIL PARTIES • GRAND OPENlNGS • DINNER PARTIES
• LUNCHEONS

• BARBEQUES

•

• BUSINESS FUNCTIONS

Search Seminars" for all
students who are Interested In
developing their job search
skills. Faculty and local
employe.rs assist as guest
speakers for these seminars
throughout the semester.
The topics are selected by
the speakers and are related
to career search skills, communication, assertiveness
training, and Interviewing
sktlls.

lntermaniage survey conducted
·'Come ry Our 0111/clous Food"
Chicken Pl11tt1s • Fish P l a t es~
.
Shrimp • French Fries •

.

Onion Rings

~
,0

for your conw,n/ence

,0

<:>

calf orders to (JO 383-9093
·319 East Cano Edlnbur(I

············••HH•HH••·····
With the purchase of hamburoer &
fries you w/11 ~ , . , . a ' ' "

burrito with coupon.
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• Gift

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Wr1ppi111
• Enar1vi111

VALLEY
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS ... :x: ,...c: .

.....

···~·~············· * •••
~ TE

.,.

£•en at twice the price, you
won't find the power of a Commodore 64 iD my r,enonal compu~er:_ .T he Commodore 64 bu a
built•m memory of 641C.

But there'• more.
At ten times the price, you
oo;uau

a da • won't find a r,enonal computtSr
with a mt11ical synthesizer u
~ood u profeuional ones.
Then add the graphica: threedimensiODal objects that can

Twtn Palm Plaza
1101 N. Cege Blvd, Suite A-1

move over, under, md behind
one mother. And add the 16 colors md high reaolution. And add
the 66-key keyboard.
Add all those things md you'll
tuli.ze the tecb.oological breakthrough that the Commodore 64

repreants.
Then check out the cost and

you'll realize maybe even a
greater breakthrough: the price
breakthrough.

bpwy. 83 at US 281

PHARR, TEXAS 1asn
(512) 781-8560

AS

•
•
•

•

----------------~

I

About 50 Intermarried
couples are Invited to participate In a survey being conducted by a teaching assistant
In the History department.
Because very little research
has been done In the area of
Anglo-Mexican American
marriages, it is necessary for
Penny McCormick Rosas to
formulate a quesllonalre In
order lo compare Valley Intermarriage trends with the rest
of the country.
The results of the survey
will be tabulated and used as
the primary source of information for an analytical paper.
115 E. PARK

THEATRE

PHARR, TX.
1s1-u22

DOORS OPEN 12:15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY,

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)
AT ITS BEST
- --

••
•
•
••
•

.

.

-

-

NOW PLAYING!

"COMING OF ANGELS"
~

"BEAUTY"

•••
••
••
••
•

.•
•

•

•it

""'.

It

_NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-

Jt

>I IMI Ill I ',IN(;I I TIC"KI f W C()lJf'ON 01! l'All Ill

'-el •

•
•
·---------------·
• ****

•
•
•

••
•

LATE SHOWS

• • • •

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, DOORS
OPEN AT 10: 15 SHOWS AT 10:30
"ALL ABOUT ANNETTE"

-G!:).
"SEDUCTRESS"

•

•
•
•

•
••

•
®:
••• ••••••••••••••••••
- NO ONE UNOER 18 YEARS ADMITTEO > I 1•11111 "l;\1,11 IIC"KI I W ( IJlll~I;\ OH l•/\1111>

Persons willing to answer the
confidential questlonalre
should contact Rosas at the
Liberal Arts Building 370 or
call 381-3423.

Veteran's office
relorotes
The Veteran's Affairs office
has moved from Office
Building G to the Business
Administration Building
Room 120, which Is where
the computers used to be.
They should be there until
sometime this summer, according to Vicente Ochoa of the
VA office. At that time , they
will move to the Student Service Building which will be the
office's permanent site.

Attention
students
Any stud,mt interested In providing housing
for an International student'
during Spring Break can contact Mrs. Faoa at 381-2591.

Classified
Ads
POSITIVE IMAGES
Photography by Daniel L. Lopez.
Personal Portraits, Model's Portfolios, Special occasions. Phone
686-6458.

Classified rate Is 25 cents II line
with II minimum of $1 .25 for each
insertion, payable In advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia Hall. Room 100
Deadline is Friday noon prior to
publication on Thursday. To esllmate cost, count 30 letters and
spaces to II line For Display Ad·
verlislng call The Pan American at
381-2541

1
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"The letter was a list of state
commissions, to which the
governor will make appointments, asking for responses
from the faculty If there was
any interest in being
nominated to them," Aldridge
said.
He had already handed out
50 of them he said, but for

some reason or other, he was
unable to get the letter to these

seven people. Not knowing
that It was considered an Improper use of campus mail, he
put the letters through the
mail but then had them
returned to him last week.
"I understand it (the memo)
will prohibit opening campus
mail but it doesn't deal with
the other problem of defining
university business," Aldridge
said. "Does the university In-

elude just the administration
or does it include the faculty
and students?"
Flores said that union mail
should not be going through
campus mall because it is not
considered official university
business.

group) are on the university
staff," then a group is not
necessarily a university group
of official capacity, Flores
said. "Even If the whole group
is made up of aniversity faculty or university staff" the
group is not necessarily an official entity of the university.
"The union business Is
Aldridge said, "To me, that
union business," Flores said. Is defining the university as beIf "the only relation is that ing the administration. That
some of them (members of a seems an awfully narrow

definition." Any organization
that Is made up of faculty or
students should be considered
official, Aldridge said.
"Excluding the union excludes any faculty professional
association of any kind and
that is not in keeping with my
conception of the university,"
Aldridge said.
Flores pointed out that the
university receives state funds
and "we do have to account
for state resources."

Dr. David Alvirez, dean of
the School of Social Sciences,
said, "The university has the
legal right to open mail, but it
Is both unethical and immoral
to do so."
Other faculty groups which
use the campus mail are
American Association of
University Women and
American Association of
University Progessors, for example.

the Tradition By-Laws and
Sec. 5.01 lD seem to be Inconflict.
• What should Presld~nt
Saldivar do about his Traditions By-Law responsibilities,
according to the Court Decision? .
The last questions Involve
the Court's recommendation
that a commltt~ be formed to
review the constitution and to
revise it.
• Was there such a recommendation, and lfso, should ii

be Included in the written
Court Decision?
• Who Is responsible to form
this committee and who
should be on it?
(The recommendation was
omitted from the written
Judicial hearing but was added to the form by Trejo the
day after the omission was
discovered.)
As of press time, the
meeting to review these questions had not been rescheduled.

PA USA continued from page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "All legislation involving
PAUSA programs must go
through the Fiscal Operations
Committee for their modificatlon . . ."
• What is the PAUSA
Judicial Branches official interpretation of "legislation"?
The next question deals
with Article Ill. Sec. 3 _313 of
the constitution which says the
legislative branch will "review,
nd
approve, modify a /or
d isapprove recommen datlons
b
d b h P d
as susuch
mittemeasures
Y I e as
resis/he
ent
on

tion of legislation concerning the reason for it to go to the with President Saldivar having
President and not the Vice- carried out the duties. We
expenditures . . ."
• What is the reason for the President?
recommend, though, that a
Court Decision's omission of • If the President may not committee be formulated as
the word "recommendation" review and modify, then wUI soon as possible so that there
and how does the Court wish he have any other Input will be no further violations."
Saldivar says that the senate
for this omission to be inter- before it goes to the Account
preted?
Manager, besides the original University and Community
Three questions are request and the power to Affairs Commttee has been
centered around the court Vet.o?
formed and working since
decision that "the decision of (In the constitution, Sec. August. He also said that the
h F O C (F al O
th
pageant and other Pan
b:m~i~e~) s~:uld
!~:l~e~y:eco:~~;;1~;~ America Days events have
th e p resi dent, who t hen sends proval, mod ifi·cation or rejec- their comm·1ttees headed by
f
.. tlon of the expenditures to the the PAUSA Directors that
it to the Senate or approva1.
• When the F.O.C. dec1·s1on Senate. No mention is made have been working on the
goes to the President may he of it going to the President.)
projects since November.
shall have
" Thdeemed necessary
h
review an d mo dify Ihe decI•
Concerning the court deci• • What committee should be
is Art!
same P rase is slon before h e presents It to slon in reference to 5 .01 1D formulated as soon as possible
· · ·
again used In
cle IV, Sec. the Senate?
which says "However, so that there will be no further
4.415 of the executive branch
violations?
"
J J
• If the President may not
because there Is no apparent
hi
h
t
In the memo, Saldivar says
w c says o regu ar y pre__
an_d_m_od_i_;fy:_,_w_h_at_ls__c_o_m_m_itt_e_e_,_w_e_fi_n_d_no_fa_ul_t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
sent to the Student Senate in- _r_ev_i_ew
7
formation concerning the state
of the Students' Association
and recommend for their consideration such measures as
s/he deem necessary and expedient." Also concerning the
second question Is Article IV,
Sec. 4.44 of the executive
branch which says to "deal
with non-policy matters in a
manner consistent with the
Constitution and its by-laws
until such time as the Student
Senate establishes policy on
the matter lnquestion."

e What Is the PAUSA
Judicial Branches official interpretation of "non-policy"
and of "measures as s/he
shall have deemed necessary"
and how does It apply to the
decision?
e What are the 'PAU VOTE
82' and 'PAUSA BACKS
THE BRONCS' classified as?
Again concerning the court
decision In reference to
5.01 lA, which was previously
stated, Saldivar quotes the
original Section which says
"All legislation concerning expenditures must go through
this committee. The committee may recommend approval, modification, or reiec-

TBE

PBD·SBOP
;la.- SPORTS W'EAA

Tcnnu aacqut11
· ._,... Ball
SHO~
Fooc Joy
Ntte
AdMla•
Etonic

T.8 .S.
Tmon,
!Ucp•
Kcds

SPORTSWEAR
Nike

O P,
Ta«-hinl
T F.M./Toil
Wnc-1

~.-do
Hane Ten
WHM>n

10" dlac:ount
with atudent I.D.

On non-aale Item•

Town & Country
Shopping Center
SOOi North 10th Street
McAllen

th=~a;~~~

The difficult part of the job search is contacting
the thousands of companies that may be looking
for you. Now there is a direct way to the job
source!
Further your career by having your profile/
resume published in this Spring's College Edition
of the KENCO RECRUITER'S GUIDE. It will
reach over 3,000 southwest and Fortune 500
corporations.
The Guide provides corporate recruiters with a
current book of profile/resumes of graduates and
undergraduates looking for full time, part time,
temporary, or summer jobs. The cost to you is

only $30. 00!
You are competing in one of the most
competitive job markets in history. You owe it to
yourself to be in this Spring's College Edition of
the KENCO RECRUITER'S GUIDE and increase
your options and employment choices.
Pick-up your profile/resume form and
instructions today at ...

Placement Office University Center
Room 116
Mast he naai.led 'by March 14th, 1983

ALL AMERICAN
-<(l GYM IJJ,~
Next to D. J .'s
Across from Pan Am

NOW OPEN
Become A Member
Of The Few, Proud & Unique.

Now accepting
Limited Membership
Come by and see our
modern equipment.

• Experience the ultimate in modern
means of fitness
• Body Toning, Body Building
• General Fitness Exerc ise, Power
lifting
• Diet Counseling
RATES:
MARRIED COUPLE - $30.00 per month
MALES . $25.00; FEMALES · S15.00 monthly
PAU & HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS:
MALES . $20.00; FEMALES· $12.00 monthly

HOURS

Mon-Sat
• KENCO RECRUITER S GUIOE 21Cl0 Wesl 18tn SC!""1 Houston Te-.as 77008

9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sunday 12·6
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Broncs get on winning streak
By Brad Nibert
Scoring two victories on
their home court, Pan Am hit
a three game winning streak.
Saturday the Broncs defeated
St. Edward's 89-74. Then on
Monday Pan Am played a
close t~ugh game against
Northern Iowa 61-60
'
·
In the Northern Iowa game
Pan Am took an early lead,

but the Panthers fast-paced
With four seconds left, Ranstyle caught up with the dy Kraayenbrink fouled AnBroncs. UNI went out with a drew Lance giving PAU the
29-27 half-time lead.
chance to pull the game out of
reach. Lance missed both
shots, and Northern Iowa's
Battling back for the lead In Brent Carmichael missed a 40
the final half, Pan Am went foot toss at the buzzer.
· ahead early and never let go.
Fighting for their life with 10
seconds left UNI scored, to brFree throws were essential
ing themselves within one to PAU's win . Pan Am scored
point, 61-60.
on 19 of 30 attempts at the
line, while Northern Iowa got
AH Seats Anylfme
only four shots of which they
TUESDAY
scored on two. In shooting
Indoor Theatres Only
field goals, Pan American
With Pan Am 1.0.
FRIDAYS ONLY
trailed with a .466 percentage
ALL THEATRES
to UNl's more accurate .580.
'-=Sr
. :;.,.,;.;Cltlz
=en.;.;-',,;
s A~nyt-lme- -

$2

..__

TIII F irst Show Starts Sat. & Sun.
Indoor Theatres Only
Call Theatres For Show Time

g.·

Midnight Shows Every Saturday $1.50.

1

NOMINATED for
10
ACADEMY AWARDS

THISISAKELLCFAWAY
TOMAXEALMM;.

~
IIOITMAN

A COLUMBIA ~
P1CTUR£S AEL f ASE

• ~ ,_ .
•~
. ~.

NOMINATED
for
11 ACADEMY
AWARDS

2

-

1

Your big chance to
go totally crazy!

PLUS -

" TAKE THIS
JOB AND SHOVE IT"

SPRING

1FIVIR m
-

2

PLUS -

"SWAMP
THING"

-

1

COMING SOON " HIGH ROAD
TO CHINA"
CINE

EL CENTRO MALL

The Broncs shooting was
worse In the first half with a
.385 percentage of the Panther's .560. However, in free
throws Pan Am connected on
7 of 10 to Northern Iowa's 1
of 2.
Three Broncs broke into
double figures , Terry Jones
scoring 15, Tony McDaniel
scoring 12, and Mike Hatch
adding 10. Kraayenbrlnk added 18 for the Panthers, and
-Mike Pijanowski scored 14.
Leading rebounders for the
Broncs were Jones with seven
followed by David Monroe
and Mike Hatch with six each.
Against the St. Edward's
Hilltoppers, Pan American let
their strong lead dwindle to
two points early In the.second
half. Two fould by St. Edward's and a 20 foot corner
shot by Alan Martin gave a

them Iowa bolstered the the Field House. Then TuesBroncs season record to 7-9. day Pan Am will travel to
On their home court they are Chicago playing against
DePaul, which will be televis6-6.
Saturday the Broncs face ed locally over cable on
Lamar University at 7;30 in WGN-TV.

•

--Basketball ba/let--Blll MoNI', No. 44, takH to the air,
after a ehot, for the rebound. MoNI' collected 8 rebound■ for the game. (Photo by Delcla Lopez)

Bronc Sport. Calendar

"
you
apart!

Men'• Baaketbalb

•••.•,

Your big chance to
go totally crazy!
•

FIYERIEl

•Blggat Litt~ Game R - In

Cs

r-•

March 5 -

~ 2 for 1 Special wltb couponr.;"\. <'.!:"'\
Umlt $3.00
v"l LJ

hi/

511 SOUTH CLOSNER
MON - THURS. 6 PLAYS FOR Sl.C)O

March 3 -

Weekly High Score Winner 1st 2 nd. 3rd

4 -

OFFER ENDS FEBRUARY 28, 1983

COMING SOON " SUPERMAN
Ill"

Broncs vs. Lamar University
7:35 p.m.

Baeeball:

AII-Timte High Scorte Winnu s "35"

612 I 31

2-

five point .b oost to PAU in 22
seconds.
The two fouls, one of which
was a technical on St. Edward's Coach Dan Montgomery, gave McDaniel four
free throw shots sinking three
of them.
Montgomcrv admitted that
he picked a bad time to have a
technical called on him, adding "we had a tough time trying to get back In the game
~fterwards."
Leading the Bronc scoring
drive with 21 points was
Monroe. McDaniel added 13,
all from the free-throw line.
Larry Kruse, the Big State
Conference's top scorer led
the Hllltoppers with 21 points
and four assists. Mission
native Jerry Farias scored 14
points and four assists.
The game ended with Pan
Am shooting .549 and .786 at
the free-throw line. The
Broncs season average had
been .450 and .685 for free
throws.
Bill Moser came through
with eight rebounds, playing
for only 18 minutes. Top
scorer, David Monroe, was
charged with four fouls, while
the Hilltoppers had two men
who fouled out.
"We might have played our
best game of the year from
start lo finish," Coach Lon
Kruger said. "I couldn't be any
happier for our team."
The victory over Big State
Conference playoff bound St.
Edward's University and Nor-

Broncs vs. Baylor University
7:00 p.m.
Broncs vs. Baylor University

6:00 p .m .

SUN.-THURS. 12 P.N . - 12 A.M.
FRI.-SAT. - HOLIDAYS 10-2 A.M .

5 -

Tournament 7 -

UCPC presents

(T) 8 -

Shock Treatment

(T) 9 -

It starts where the Rocky Horror Picture Show

Broncs vs. Dallas Baptist
4 :0 0 p.m.
Broncs vs. Oklahoma State
7:00 p.m.
Broncs vs. Arkansas S tate
7:00 p .m.
Broncs vs. Monrnlngside of Iowa
7:00 p.m .
(T) - tournament

Tennla:

Ends!

WHITE FLOUR

March 4 -

PATOS

PAU SNACK BAR

Broncs vs. Texas A&l
1:00 p.m.

MARCH SPECIAL
FRIDAY
&

Enchilada Plate

SATURDAY

3 Enc hiladas, epanleh
rice. ranche ro beane,

March 4 & 5

2 Showings each nite!
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.
Tickets

crackers

$1.98

·--------

y ole' s Restaurant

FOf faster service
call In order

720 HCH'lh Clo1n1 ,

(dlnt>urg. Te ...t 7Mlt

,., •23

..-.

383-0725

PAU Students $1.50
Gen. Admission $2.00

Across from Pan Am .

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY V.1OE

A spoof of America's favorite obsession.
SHOCK TREATMENT

2 locations/ McAllen. Mission
H11rlingen & Brownsville

AMERICAN

MEXICAN
o,,,,,.,

Fn ed Ct,1c111en

Me ucan

Hambut g., Steak

Ench.tldat
C .a100 1H Rea

s,.,,,np

Ch-ck1 n Ftted Si a■•
F'11h P talt

M1nudo
Gu1Nld•

c;.,,,,,

Hambu,gets

8uu1to P11 11

Ch te st 8 utg ers
Double "4ta l

Gu.camo\1

Oout:>11 MeaUOOt C he-tu

F,,ncn F,,,~

NKho1

CnaluPH
Fa1,taJ
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Broncs take on the Baylor Bears
B11 Addle Alvuez

The Broncs will battle
Baylor University today at
Jody Ramsey Field at 7 p .m.
after racking up the cochampionship of the Cameron Baseball Tournament
In Houston this weekend.
Tickets are on sale Valleywide for the first visit of the
San Diego Chicken to the
Valley . The man-sized
chicken wlll appear when the
Pan American University

baseball team is host to Baylor
University at 6 :30 p .m.
tomorrow.
Dallas Baptist hits town
Saturday to meet the Broncs
at 4 p .m.
The co-championship came
Sunday as the Broncs tied a
game with the Rice Owls,
when darkness stopped the
game.
On Friday, the Broncs shut
out the Lamar Cardinals 12 to
0 after exploding with 13 hits.
On Friday, the Broncs shutout the Lamar Cardinals 12 lo

0 after exploding with 13 hits.
Shorstop Bobby WlllialWls
went four-for-four with WK>
doubles and two singles. leftfielder Louie Chavez collected
two hits and made a S1Jperb
catch against the fence . Catcher Gilbert Beason h•d two
bunt base-hits ahd first
baseman Kevin Nava"o went
two-for-four.
Bronc Pitcher Jim Hickey
needed only 98 pitches to go
through the nine innings after
walking one and allowing only
two hits.

''e,l,tiut !'U'l
1. 74e
?ltd 1/altu,''

POP-A-TOP
EVERYDAY lOW PRICES

* NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS*
~!~~~2Roz. cans or bOs... .

259

PEARL &

~~~~n~~~~r

.......... l

Lady Broncs come close to state
B11 Karen Ruuell

The Lady Broncs stomped
the Trinity Lady Tigers on the
~ourt last Wednesday night in
tl-\elr final game of the season.
It W!JS the last game for seniors
Sylvi9 Garza, Rita Gonzales,
Kim Mynatt, Carole (C.D.)
Beene and Sonya Salinas.
In the e,sceptional game
against Trinity, the Lady
Broncs won, 74-39. In the
first half PAU scored 34 points
with Beene out In front with
10 points. Sylvia Garza and
Judy Brebner netted 6 points
each and Rita Gonzales,
Sonya Salinas, Nelda
Btllescas, Sofia De Alva,
Sylvia Lopez and Imelda
Mendiola adding 2 points
each.

9
9

229 LONE STAR &

~~~~E.~ oz. cans

518 ~~o~~c~n~,~k~~~.~! .... .219
269 ~2~!.~~ns,6 pk. or btls. .259

~I!~,

Judy Brebner had 2 stuffs In
the first and third quarters
showing the Lady Tigers who
was boss out on the court.
The Lady Broncs played
strong defense and didn't let
Trinity penetrate the key for
lay ups. Trinity having to depend on outside shooting
didn't have anyone hot In that
area.
The Lady Broncs' offense
was as tough as their defense
as the score strongly showed.
In the second half Beene had
an eye for the hoop and netted 14 points. · Sylvia Garza
had a hot hand, also, and put
12 points on the board
Trlr.lty picked up the pace
in the second half, but they
couldn't keep up with the
Lady Broncs In defense or offense.

H~t

5
319
259

120Z.cans&btls ... . .

PLANNED

cans
~i~,2El~~!
~f,I!~~ns. .. .......3°'
UTE 16 oz.

COORS 12 oz. can, 12 pk. . .

5

18

cans, 6 pk.

or btls.. .. . .

BUDWEISER LIGHT

12 oz. can. 6 pk . ...... ... . . .

269

IICHELOl l
IICHELOI LIGHT

6 pk., 12 oz. btls. ... ..... .. .

211

SCHLln 6 pk., 12 oz. cans
SCHUn 6 pk., 16 oz. cans

2
309
59

OLD MILWAUKEE &
OLD MILWAUKEE

UGHT 12 oz. cans, 6 pk.

..

l''

~~~!!,

3

!~.,

169

12 oz. btl. ........... .

WESLACO

The Lady Broncs had been
notified Monday that they
were still in the running for the
playoffs and were sent the
forms that are necessary for
attendance.
"It made us feel we had It In
the bag, but I'm happy we
made It this far and had a
good record," added
McDowell.

-H.
N

Before.
383-5082

McAllen

686•6671

Mission

585-4575

Pharr

787-9431

Wesloco

968-5039

381-6834
1200
University
Edinburg, TX 78539

w.

Open 24

Open 24

Hours

Hours

fou rteen Location!> to ~nve you In Hidalgo County

ECONOMY DRIVE IN IS SUPPORTING

THE BRONCS STRONGER THAN EVER!

-------~------------------~
3 Burritos for

TECATE

EDINBURG

TtsT PRIPHATIOII
S,(CIALISTS $INC(,.,,

11617 N. CENTRAL DALLAS, TX 75243

$1.89
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6 pk., 12 oz. cans .. . .

910W. ·UNIVERSITY
383-2011

CLASS

beginning
April 7th

Edinburg

49

W, H1t1 Al/ Br,nil Of un1 N11b
W, Hi• '11,1 uw• Pr/111 On K11 BHr
S00W. RAILROAD
969-3~04

"I was on pins and needles
all day," said McDowell, "and
every lime the phone rang I
wanted It to be McAlexander.
When it wasn't, I'd have to go
out and walk around."

PARENTHOOD

~~~a~~! ........... 149
12 pk... ...... . . .

Friday, Coach McDowell
waited for a call from Walt
McAlexander to affirm their
invitation to the NAIA
playoffs, but the call never
came

-

See

12 oz. cans or btls .... .

38

sacrificed and was safe on an
error, and Rafael Barbosa
walked, loading the bases.
Rice escaped by throwing out
a runner at homeplate, getting
the strikeout and executing a
ground out.
As darkness evneloped to
field, the Broncs were forced
to settle for lie.
Host Rice University declared a co-championship
even though PAU lost one
and tied one. Rice had lost
one game and tied two.

Then In the second garrm
Bronc rookie, Wes Jones, a
Junior, scattered eight hits In
10 Innings.
Season's homer In the third
put the Broncs In the lead.
With two outs In the fifth,
the Owls tied It up when rightfielder Mark Reissener lunged
to make a terrific catch, only
to have the ball pop out of his
glove when he hit ground.
The Broncs almost won-It In
the tenth Inning when Pat
Marshall singled, Beason

!Pufiau>'¥oi: June 11, 1983

~t~~~,8 pk ........ .. ..

... . ...

Saturday, Herbie Jordan
got his second win by beating
Sam Houston State University
in seven innings 2 to 1. Jason
Loreth came In to get the last
three outs for Pan American.
Loreth's record Is now 1 and 0
with three saves.
In Sunday's double header
the Rice Owls won the first
game 2 to 0, with the loss going to Bronc Scott Cannon.
The Broncs lost when two errors gave the Owls two
unearned runs.

--------------------------ECONOMY DRIVE IN

SUGAR ROAD AT TEXAS 107
24 hr
Game
Room

Our Name Says It All!
Open Seven Days a Week

24 hr
Game
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Career Day continued from page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·
Texas State Agencies
Texas Department of
Agriculture - Pharr, Texas
Department of Health - Harlingen, Texas Department of
Human Resources • Austin,
Texas Department of Public
Safety • Corpus Christi, Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department - Austin, Texas
Rehabilitation Commission San Antonio, Texas State
Department of Human
Resources - Edinburg, Texas
Youth Council - Austin.
The Corpus Christi Police
Department - Corpus Christi,
and- the Houston Police Department - Houston, are the
only city agencies that have
confirmed so far.
Service Organizations
Service Organizations that
have confirmed are Diocese of
Brownsville - Vocations Department - Edinburg, The
maryknoll Fathwrs - Houston,
and Christian and Missionary
Alliance - McAllen.
Health Agencies
Health agencies that wUI attend re McAllen Methodist

Hospital - McAllen, and UpJohn Health Care Services
-McAllen.
Institute of Health Education,
Baptist Memorial HospitalSan Antonio, Texas.

Graduate Schools
Graduate schools that will
participate at career .day are
Texas A&M University,
Graduate College - College
Station, Texas University of
Texas at Austin - Graduate
School of Business - Austin,
Texas.

Also Office of Civilian
Personnel-Fort Hood, Texas;
Immigration and Naturalization Service-Hidalgo, Texas;
Office of Regional Inspector,
U.S. Treasury Department,
IRS-Internal Security-Austin,
Texas; U.S . Navy Officer
Programs-S an Antonio,
Texas; U.S. Army Intelligence
and Security Command-

Additional companies participating include Sears and
Roebuck-McAllen , Texas;
McDonald CorporatlonH ouston, Texas ;· Zales
Corporatlon-Oallas, Texas;
Radio Shack-Corpus Christi,
Texas; State Farm Insurance
Companies-Austin , Texas;
Dresser Magcobar-Houston,
Texas; KRGV-TV, Channel
5-Weslaco, Texas; Stanley H.
Kaplan Educational CenterEdinburg, Texas; lnternatlonalPaper Company-Dallas,
Texas; The Monitor-McAllen,
Texas.

FREE

Arlington, Virginia; National
Weather Service, Southern
Region-Fort Worth, Texas;
NASA-Houston, Texas; U.S.
Foreign Service-Arlington,
Virginia; USCG Recruiting
Office-San Antonio, Texas.

ISO-Fort Worth , Texas;
Mid land ISO-Midland, Texas.

Texas Tech UniversityLubbock, Texas.

Windham School System,
Texas Department of
Correc !lo ns- Hun tsvl lie ,
Texas.

Christian & Missionary
Alliance-McAllen, Texas.
Brownsville '
Police
Depa rt men !-Brownsville,

Others are Austin ISDAustin, Texas; Victoria ISDVictoria, Texas; Fort Worth

Texas Department of MHMRAustin, Texas; Texas A&l
Unlvel5lty-Kingsville, Texas;

Model OAS delegation leaves Sunday
Fivestudentsandonefaculty member will leave Sunday
for Washington D. C., to particlpate in the fourth annual
Model OAS general assembly.
They are; Jerry Salaiz,
Edinburg, Lisa Cawley, Edinburg, Gus Garcia, San Juan,
Marilew Sturgis, Weslaco and
Concha Orozco of Donna.
Dr. James Gormly, assistant
professor of History will accompany the group.

The Pan American delegalion will represent the
Paraguary which is one of the
29 member states being represented.
Topics to be discussed are;
"U.S. Trade Policy and Its Impact on Latin America and the
Caribbean, the Future of NonAutonomus Terrltories In the
Americans, Employment Problems in the Americas, Regional Arms Control and the

Observance of Human
Rights."
Raul A. Quijano, permanent representative of Argentlna to the Organization of
American States and chairmen of the permanent council
will deliver the keynote address this year.
J . William Middendorf II,
ambassador, permanent re.
presentative of the U.S. to the
OAS, will speak on "The

General Assembly: What ii is
and how it works."
At the closing ceremony
awards will be given out for
certificates of participation by
delegation , award of certificates of merit to best delegate
of each committee, award of
certificate of merit to runnerup as best delegation, award
of certificate of merit to best
delegation.

ThisDeskCanReachMach 2.

Pregnancy Test
I

.

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242
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Some desk jobs are
making authority.
more exciting than
In the air, and on the
others.
ground, you have
As a Navy pilot
management responsior flight officer, your
bility from the begindesk can be a sophisning. And your
ticated combination
responsibility grows
of supersonic jet airas you gain experience.
craft and advanced electronic equipment.
No company can give you this kind of
But you can handle it. Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight training gives you the navigation,
nothirig beats the sheer excitement of
Navy flying.
aerodynamics and other technical
know-how you need.
The salary is exciting, too. Right
In return, Navy aviation demands
away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.
something of you as an officer:
That's better than the average corporaLeadership.
tion will pay you just out of college.
Your path to leadership starts with
And with regular Navy promotions and
officer training that's among the most
other pay increases, your annual
demanding in the military. It's intensive
salary will soar to $31,100 after four
leadership and professional schooling
years. That's on top of a full package
combined with rigorous Navy flight
of benefits and privileges.
training. And it's all geared to prepare
Before you settle down to an earthyou and other college
bound desk job, reach
graduates for the
f
1 for the sky. Reach for
69
unique challenge of
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Clarification meeting in limbo
By Nora Lopez
Managing Editor
The meeting to review eleven questions concerning the
Judicial Branch's interpretation of the PAUSA constitution has not been rescheduled
as of press time.
The meeting had originally
been scheduled for Feb. 25,
but was rescheduled for the
following Monday and rescheduled a second time
because Joe Bailey, the attorney general, could not attend due to an injury to his
foot.

Bulletin

JV league--Palm trees on campus are receiving
transfu■lons of antibiotics to slow down the disease

that will eventually kill them.
(Photo by David Ferguson)

The Pan American was Informed late yesterday
afternoon by Chief Justice
Wally Trejo that Justice
Judy Gomez has resigned.
Without Gomez, a quorum
cannot by made, therefore, tl1e Judicial Branch
cannot meet until a new
memeber Is appointed by
the Pre.ldent according to
Trejo.
However, according to
Wally Trejo, chief Justice, he is
cuTTently working to get the
Judicial Branch to meet and

discuss the questions brought
forth by PAUSA President
Rico Saldivar and VicePresident Tomas Gonzalez.
Trejo said he hopes his
committee can meet before
the meeting so that he may
present the views of the entire
Judicial Branch.
Concerning the questions,
Trejo feels that they are fairly
based, but that everyone still
seems to be drawing their own
interpretations.

"We interpreted the codes,
but still everyone is making
their own interpretations, and
not according to what was
decided by the Judicial
Branch, we're going to clear
this up.'' he said. "It's putting
us on the spot, because we've
already told them one thing .
. . the same thing is happening again In that everybody is
getting their own interpretation. We're going to put it in
the plainest English so that
anyone can understand it, so
that there will be no more
loopholes."
Concerning the Court's
original decision, Trejo said he
sided more with the Executive

ToSprin Break with Love
By Ella de Joa Santos
Staffwrlter
With the countdown to Spring Break winding down and
thousands of students ready
for some serious partying
perhaps the most asked question on this campus is 'Where
are you staying sat the Island'?
And why not?
Ther~ will be plenty to do
on the oeach this week, with
one of the highlights being the
free Mike and Dean concert
Tuesday.
Mike Love of the Beach
Boys fame and Dean Torrence of Jan and Dean will appear In concert along with the
Endless Summer Beach Band
Tuesday from 2 to 4 p.m.
In a recent interview with
Mike Love I have the chance
to find out what all that'
California sun and good vibrations turn out.
Since the Beach boys
always seem to go hand in
hand with summer, surfing,
and sun I wondered how
Love felt about the change in
the style of music especially
the recent twist to punk.
"The music hasn't changed
really," Love said. "The basic
primitive impulses that created
Rock n Roll are still there, the
big change is the technological
advances In the industry."
"If you listen to today's
more popular music such as
music by the Stray Cats, Pat
Benatar and Diana Ross's new
album you can tell that Its

typical of early sixties music,"
Love said.
Love said he believed that
rock n Roll seems to have
made a full circle since we
seem to be going back to the
'primitive impulses' he says
was the beginning of rock
music.
Love believes that part of
the reason for this is the fact
that music is and always has
been Important to people,
especially young people.
"Music has always been
important-the only real difference now is the more
economic importance and
consumption that the Industry
enjoys," Love said. "Music
has always been an expression of life and the environments we find ourselves
in with the biggest difference
being the marketability of the
Industry now."
Love said that especially
with cable television and the
vid~os of popular material,
the industry has grown and
musicians have an easier time
in selling their product.
Cable TV. says Love, with
the millions it reaches is a big
factor in the communication
between young people and
music.
When asked if he thought
people were growing up faster
younger, Love said no.
"There ls really not that
much of a difference in kids
today as far as growing up is
concerned. Again the difference is media communication that they have access to

since cable TV has become so
popular and the daily
messages the kids receive,"
Love said "Some of the
messages they are getting are
negative In the sense that they
learn about life sooner yet
then they are prepared for it
because they are exposed to
more things at a younger age,
and there is also more the
choose from, too.
Curious about what kind of
music a Beach Boy might
listen to we talked about the
new music this young decade
has seen.
"As In all music you will find
some good, .some mediocre
and some absolutely rotten,"
Love said. "When I listen to

music I try not to put any
kinds of labels on It but Instead
try to take in two favorites on
an album. I'm not prejudicedand not likely to label
anyone.
The labeling, Love felt, was
a big thing since the Beach
Boys has to deal with certain
label throughout their career.
I asked Love how he felt
about other artists (such as
Jackson Browne) speaking
out on political and social
issue using the nuclear issue
as an example. Love surprisingly has strong feelings about
that type of publicity.

Branch rather than the
Senate.
"The senate is there to pass
laws," he said. "As far as telling the President how to
spend money, they gave him
permission when they made
the budget The Fiscal com-

mittee Is to me the President's
second opinion. For example,
they can suggest to the President not to spend money on a
certain item because he can
get it cheaper somewhere
else."

UCPC to present laser

show March 21
UCPC will present "Consellation II," a laser light show
on March 21, al the McAllen
Civic Center Auditorium,
three shows are scheduled at
7 p.m., 8:45 p.m. and 10
p.m.
Tickets are available in the
UC building in Room 205.
Advance student tickets with
PAU ID are $4 in advance
and general admission $5.
Tickets at the concert are $5
for students with PAU ID and
general admission is $6.
Tickets are also being sold
in McAllen at C&C Music and
El Centro Mall Sound Center.

Ticket locations inBrownsville are Cowboys and
Recordtown at Sunrise Mall.
In Harlingen at Boagies and
Creasey's Bowling Alley.
A special UCPC ticket
booth will be set up on Padre
Island for the Sea-Fest during
Spring Break on March 14,
15, and 17th.
The show will feature a 20ft
by 30ft screen where music
will be seen by the Police,
Rolling Stones. The Who,
Pink Floyd, Men at Work,
Flock of Seagulls and many
more.
For more informa\jon call
Sonia Del Angel at 381-2263.

r to take Spring Break
American
not publish

next week because of Sprin
Break. The paper will resum
publication on March 24.

See Love page 9

PAUSA,UCPC
forms available
Filing for the Student
Association executive branch,
student senate and the
University Center Program
Council positions will begin
March 22.
The filing deadline is March
29 with elections scheduled
April 5-6.
Candidates must file at the
PAUSA office and obtain a
petition of candidacy.
In addition candidates must
acqurle a petition of endorsement signed by at least 50
students who are enrolled.
Students may sign as many
petitions as desired. Candidates must submit signed

petitions to the Judiciary
branch office by 4:30 p.m. on
the last day of filing.
The candidates will be given
an election code when s/he
picks up his/her petition form.
The petition form will provide
a space to be signed by the
candidate stabng s/he has
received said code. After this
time, the candidate is responsible for the contents of the
election code.
Petitions can be picked up
at the student government office in UC-314. The polls will
be open at the Learning
Resource Center and the
University Center lobby.

Chicken llckln'--The San Diego chicken made Its flret
Valley appearance last week and enabled the Broncs
to win their game against Baylor. (Photo by David
Ferguson)
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University includes
students, faculty
By Ana Martinez
Staffwriter

occupants are considered official university groups. But,
the University Is so much
Last week, we learned that more than just the administracentral services was Inspecting tion.
some mail going through camAs the president of the
pus maU, but Dr Roy Flores,
vice president of business af- faculty union here contends,
fairs, stopped the practice-• any organization that Is made
and rightly so. In fact, Flores up of faculty or students
should be commended for should be considered official.
In mailing letters which
moving so quickly on the matter.
were union-related recently,
But, even though that pro- Dr. Jim Aldridge discovered
blem seems to have been re- centra.1 receiving practice of
solved, the whole incident opening and reading mall. In
raised another question .What discussing Flores' explanation
does the university ad- of university business ,
ministration consider official Aldridge said, "lo me, that Is
university business?
defining the university as beFlores said that If "the only ing the administration . that
relation Is that some of them seems an awfully narrow
(Members of a group) are on definition."
the university staff," then the
The university adminlstra•
group Is not necessarily a tion Is currently writing up
university group of official policy which will define "ofcapacity.
ficial university business."
Just what, then, Is the
In writing that definition, Its
University? Is It not the author must remember that
Students? ls the faculty not the university Is more than just
considered as essential as the the people in the coats and
administration (if not more ties and In high heels. It is also
so)?
the student in the jeans and
The signals coming from sneakers rushing to get to
the four-story building facing class on time. It Is also the hurUniversity Drive seem to In- ried professor grading that
dicate that only the building's too-tall stack of papers.

CPS

~
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Financial forms due March 15
March 15 has been set as
the deadline for students Interested In summer aid who
do not have a 1982-83
general application on file .
Students who already have
a general application of file
and are now wanting to be

~~~--~~-'

considered for summer aid
need to fill out a revision form
as soon as possible.
There is also time for
students who are enrolled at
least half-time this spring
semester and have not yet applied for the Pell Grant.

LIBRARY HOURS · SPRING BREAK
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ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Today--March 18

March 21-25

Prints by Major 20th Century Artl■ts from Pratt Graphic
Center in New York. At Fine Arts Gallery In FA 215 from 9
am. to 4 p .m
Today

Bachelor of Fine Arts Exhibit by Merlam Morales at Fine
Arts Gallery In FA 215 from 9 a m. to 4 p m

Bake Sale by Writer's Club In front of libn1ry from 8 a.m.
until goods sell out.
Hl■tory fair for Junior and senior high school students at LA
Building from 1 p .m. to 5 p .m.

Bible Study and 75t eandwlch lunch at Baptist Student
Center at noon.

March 11, Friday

Campu■ Outreac h Bible Study at UC 307 from 10:30
a .m. to noon.

FaJlta taco ■ale by sociology club at UC Circle from 10:30
a .m to 2:30 p.m.
Alu_mnl Rectal at Fine Arts Complex recital hall at 8 p m.
with Luis Maldonado, Arturo Gonzalez, Sharon Pena, Samson Candelaria and Frank Cazares.

March 12 Saturday
Saturday, March 12
Sunday, March 13
Monday, Much 14 thru
Frtday, Much 18
Saturday, March 19
Sunday, March 20

Cloeed
Cloeed

CarwHh by the Ladles of Camelot al Edinburg Wal-Mart
parking lot from 9 a.m to 3 p.m. at $2 per car.

8 :00 A.M. · 5:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M. · 6:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M. · 10:00 P.M.

Match 14-19
Sprtng Break. Enjoy!

March 21, Monday

March 22, Tuesday

Mau by Catholic Campus Ministries at Chapel of Lord's
Prayer from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Celebration rap HNlon by Baptist Student Union al BSU
Center starting at 7 p .m.

March 23, Wednesday

Deadline for flUng for CCM officer electlom. Anyone
wanting to become Catholic Campus Ministries officer or
chairperson must pick up a Job description by this day.

75t lunch at Baptist Student Center from 11 a .m. to 1 p .m.
with programs at 11 a .m. and noon.
Mu■lcal play, -niree

Penny Opera" at 8 p .m. at Fine

Arts Auditorium.

Catholic Campu■ Mlnl■tla Meeting, prayer session,
study night and sleepover at CCM Center starting at 8 p.m.
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Gandhi: spirit, soul of peace
By Randy Klutts
Staffwrlter
"Gandhi," Richard Attenborough's latest film , begins
and ends the same way--wlth
a moment of Insanity and an
assassination bullet.
The first time it happens,
the assassination of Mahatma
Gandhi means very little. It Is
just an abstract historical event
and little else. But the second
time, It is a heartfelt tragedy--a
tragety because, during the
course of the film , Attenborough has taken us on a
journey to another place and
time, and Into the life of one
of this century's greatest men.

Movie
Review
The film begins with the
young Gandhi, a British-educated attorney, who returns to

his native India to set up practice. But when Gandhi arrives, he Is treated like a thirdclass citizen and becomes
outraged by the Injustices his
people must endure under
British rule and the Indian
caste system. Gandhi, from
that day on, dedicates his life
to achieving fairness , Justice
and change through nonviolent means.
He becomes the first and,
maybe the last, politician for
peace.
Gandhi is brilllantly portrayed by Ben Kingsley, a
British actor largely unknown
to most Americans. However,
during the course of the film ,
you often wonder how such a
superb actor could be unknown anywhere. Kingsley
does not act the part so much
as becQme it, and his transformation from the young Gandhi to the elderly Gandhi is
simply amazing.
But more than Just the

looks, Kingsley seems to have
captured the spill! and soul of
Gandhi. His Gandhi Is wise,
serene and disarmingly humorous. Kingsley also managed to resist an actor's greatest
lemptatlon--to deify a great
human being.
Kingsley Is supported by an
excellent cast of better-known
actors--actors like Sir John
Gielgud (Is there anyone better than he Is?), Sir John Mills,
Trevor Howard, Martin Sheen
and Candice Bergen--all of
whom generate a feeling that
they are part of something
special, something unique.
And "Gandhi" Is a special
film , owing much of Its beauty
and uniqueness to director
Richard Attenborough. Attenborough's two previous films,
"Young Winston" and "A
Bridge Too Far," both critically acclaimed, where historical
dramas that prepared him to
direct a big, sprawling $22
mlllion epic like "Gandhi."
Attenborough took great

pains during production to
film "Gandhi" where the
events actually happened and
sought to be as historically accurate as posslble--even to the
extent of staging Gandhi's
"funeral" with over 300,000
people attending, the largest
crowd ever assembled for a
film.
The film Is Just plain
beautiful to look at. It features
breathtaking views of India's
countryside, Its overcrowded
cllles and, of course, the Taj
Mahal. Strangely missing from
the film, though, are scenes of
the extreme poverty that Is a
way of life In lndta. Very likely, this was done for the benefit of squeamish Western
viewers.
Although "Gandhi" Is a
huge, complex film , Its
message Is simple and clear:
one act of violence does not
justify another.
"An eye for an eye," Gandhi said, "makes the whole
world blind."

PAU represented at TAS 01eeting

Give peace a chance-·Ben Kingsley stars a• Mahatma
Gandhi In Sir Richard Attenborough's fllm, "Gandhi,"
the atory of India'• spiritual father, who always strlv•
ed to resolve conflict by nonviolent means. Kingsley
received an Academy Award nomination for his role
in "Gandhi."

The School of Science and
Mathematics was represented
at last week's 86th Annual
Texas Academy of Science
meeting In Nacogdoches, at
Stephen F. Austin State
University.
Attending the meeting were
Dr. Frank W. Judd, Dr.
Robert Lonard, Dr. Terry
Allison , Michael Wood, Mike
Meadors, Roy Boom and Ella
de los Santos from the
Biology department.
Dr. Edwin Lemaster, head
of the Physics department also
attended the meeting. Dr.
Judd and Dr . Lona rd

Queer Day rated success
The number of companies
and student participation
made this year's career day
the most successful ever, said
Romulo Marinez, career
placement and testing director.
He said even though there
was no way to c.ount the
number of students who attended, he could safely say
there were more students than
In any other career day.
"We estimated that we had
the largest number In career
day history," he said. "Last
year we had over 2,000

students this year we had a lot
more than that."
He said he was very pleased with the turn out and In the
event itself.
"All of the credit goes to the
Pan American, student
organization, faculty and administration," he said. "It was
an acummalatlon of alot of
planning. We will be planning
next year's career day during
spring break."
What really added to the
event was that many of the
recruiters were former
slt•..l~n•s Martinez said.

He said it was clearly evident that the students came
out and took the opportunltv
to explore different career options.
All of the companies were
very Impressed as was evident
in their evaluation sheet he
said.
The Board of Pardons and
Paroles thought there was excellent student participation.
Central, Power and Light
said the event was very well
planned and would be expecting some resumes from the
students.

presented papers at the
meeting. Judd's paper was
entitled "Reproductive
Ecology of the South Texas
Picket Gopher, Geom.vs per1onatu1." The paper was a
collarboration with a former
graduate student,· Stan M.
Doerr working under Judd.
"A Comparative Vegetatlonal Analysis of a Shallow
Water Lake and a Dry Lake
Bed SIie In the Lower Rio
Grande Valley, Texas" was
the title of Dr. Lonard's
presentation.
PAU December graduate,
Kyle Selcer, also presented a

paper that was his master's
thesis while at PAU. The
paper
was
entitled,
"Reproduction In a South
Texas Population of the
Mediterranean
Gecko ,
Hemldactylu• turclca1."
Selcer Is presently working on

his doctorate at Texas Tech
University.
The teaching assistants.
Bloom, Meadors, de los Santos, and Wood along with Dr.
Allison Judged paper presentallons of the Junior academy.

I'm nobody! Who are you?
Are you nobody too? Then
there's a pair of us--don't tell!
They'd banish us , you
know.--· Emily Dickinson.
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Being aware lessens chance of being raped
Sally Wadsworth of
Editor'• Note: Thia I• the
flnt In a aerla The Pan Women Together, a women's
American will run on the help group, spoke here
•ubJect of npe. In our next recently to about 50 people
luuea, we will dlacuH the on the subject of rape and on
aftermath of the crime for "how to lessen the chance of
rape." Wadsworth explained
a victim.

By Anna Martinez
Staffwrlter
You are walking across a
parking lot toward your car
after a night class. You hear
footsteps behind you and
suspect that you are being
followed.
Should you Ignore your
uneasiness and continue
walking, hoping your suspicions are wrong? Should you
begin running, just In case
they aren't?
Or should you tum around
and confront the suspected
follower?
If you took the third action,
you are following the recommendation of a rape crisis
center coordinator.

that there Is nh absolute
means to prevent the crime.
In confronting someone
who is following you,
Wadsworth suggested that
you look him in the eye and
ask a ridiculous question like
"Are you following me?" or
"Does your mother know
where you are?" By doing so,
the would-be victim can have
possible c0ntrol of the situation.
But, Wadsworth also stressed the Importance of avoiding
situations during which you
could be attacked. "Don't go
out alone at night if you don't
have to," she said. "And If
you're In a situation you're uncomfortable in, get out of It."

If you are walking alone,
though, Wadsworth suggested that you walk with a
sense of self-assurance and
assertiveness. She explained
that a potential rapist wlll not
want to take on an agresslve
woman who might resist.

those locks are secure. If someone knocks on the door,
Wadsworth reminded the audience that that does not
mean the door must be opened. Look through a window
and if it Is a service or delivery man, who was not expected, she suggbsted extra
precaution. But expected or
not, an identification card
should be demanded.

As you are walking,
Wadsworth suggested that
you size up your situation. Be
aware of any open public
businesses Into which you can
If you get home and notice
run If needed. Know where that someone has been in the
there is a public phone if you house, Wadsworth said you
should need to make a call. should leave and call the
"Be aware of where you're police from the home of a
going and what you're doing," trusted neighbor or some
she said.
place other than your home.
Your dress should also be Before entering your car, you
considered. "Spike heels and should check to see tf anyone
a tight skirt are not good runn- Is hiding In the back seat and if
ing clothes," she said.
someone is there, you should
call the police immediately.
In the home, women must
remember to lock their doors
If you are attacked,
and windows and be sure that Wadsworth said, "If there isn't

a gun Involved, you need to
flght--resist. You do not wait.
Do it immediately."
She explained that If you
resist early enough, the attacker does not have as much
at stake in legal terms and in
terms of his ego. He can still
back out at this point, she
said.
But knowing to resist quickly Is not enough. "You need
to resist Immediately and you
need to know how to resist,"
Wadsworth said.
She suggested poking the
attacker in the eyes or in the
Adam's apple area. "You
need to hurt them,"
Wadsworth said. If the attacker is holding the victim
closely, she suggested kneeing him in the groin area or
pounding his Instep with your
shoe--an especially effective
technique with spike heels.

She said kicking the attacker in the groin area was
not a good idea since the
woman could lose her balance
or the attacker could reach
out, catch her foot and throw
her on her back.
"Carrying a weapon is not a
good Idea," Wadsworth said.
She explained that a gun, a
knife, a can of mace or any
such weapon could too easily
be turned against the victim.

lf a woman still chooses to
carry a weapon, she should
do so only if three consdltions
all exist simultaneously:
• If you know where it is and
it's easily accessible.
• If you know how to use it
safely.
• If you are willing to use it.
Wadsworth reminded the
group, "Your hands, your
elbows and your knees are
always there."

Freshman elected to Texas Pre-Law Society post
A PAU freshman honors
students was elected vice
president of the Texas PreLaw Society at the state convention in Dallas recently.
The election of Jay Lugo to
the state society office was indicative of the "strong participation by the Pan Am contingent," according to John S.
Stolarek of the political science department, who is the
faculty adviser for the group.
That strong participation by
the PAU students was seen as

"especially impressive," by
Bob Hansen, president of the
Southern Methodist University Pre-Law Society, which
hosted the convention.
Besides officer elections,
the convention consisted of
meetings among representatives of the various schools,
seminars on specific legal
issues, and a lunch which
featured a keynote address by
Robert F. Turner, counsel to
the President's Intelligence

Oversight Board.
Following Turner's address
on the War Powers Act, the
Pan Am delegates led an
hour-long impromptu debate
with Turner, according to
Stolare.
Even though the Pan Am
delegates mostly disagreed
with Turner's main points, he
told the group that he enjoyed
the experience and was quite
impressed with the knowledge
and abilities of the PAU

group. In fact, he invited them
to visit him In the White
House if any of them would
be in Washington some time.
"The entire trip went extremely well," Stolarek said.
"Not only did the students
learn a lot from the seminars
and programs, but the group
from Pan Am was clearly
recognized as one of the
outstanding delegations in attendance."
This was the first state convention to which PAU sent a
delegation and its members

lda,\ S:)~

are already looking forward to
next year's meeting in Austin.
Besides Lugo, other delegates included George Dale,
Sylvia Garza, Diana Gonza-

New York trip
being planned
Alpha Psi Omega and the
University Theatre are planning a trip to New York on May
4-21.
A $500 deposit is due today
All Seats Anytime

$2

IEACH RESORT • SOUTM PADRE ISLAND

WELCOMES YOU DURING SPRING BREAK

TUESDAY
Indoor Theatres Only
With Pen Am 1.0.
FRIDAYS ONLY
ALL THEATRES
'"'sr.:;.:.:...Cl;.;.t1"'u-n1
_A
_ n_y_tlm_e
_ _ __
TIii First Show Starts Sat. & Sun.
Indoor Theatres Only
Call Theatres For Show Tima

Midnight Shows Every Saturday $1.50.

1

NOMINATED
FOR 11

ACADEMY
AWARDS

(PO)

DANCE TO

lez, Rosie Martinez and Letty
Mata. Also attending were
Georgina Mosely, Gaspar
Ramirez, Marina Ramirez,
Rene Rios and Marla Ninfa
Rodriguez.

The
Man of
the
Century.
The
Motion Picture
of a Lifetime.

~

Total cost is $975.
The trip Includes a round
trip air fare from McAllen to
New York. Participants will
spend seven nights and eight
days at the Century Paramount hotel.
Price Includes transportation fees to and from the
hotel, tickets to see three
Broadway hits, and interview
a Broadway cast.
For more information contact Dr. Doug Cummins or Dr.
Marian Monta at 381-3583.
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Summerjobs available
Applications are available
now for different types of
summer jobs according to
Enedelia Pina, coordinator for
cooperative education.
Students should come by
Room 111 in the University
Center and fill out an education application, she said.
"We have 15 to 20 applications so far," she said. "Mobil
Oil has already hired two
students for the summer."
Some of the Jobs available
include:
A Youth camp in Waco has
internships for psychology,
sociology, health and physical
education majors. ·
A Girls' Summer camp has
the following positions-Nurse,
$700-$1,000; swimming and
boating,
$525-$700;
horseback, $700-$900; and
program
assistants,
$385-$560.
A Girls' youth camp has a
camp counselor position
available.
If a student would like to work
out of town there are a few
openings available Pina said.

Jobs available are: Tennis
instructor in Maryland, $200
to $400 per week. Summer
lab program In California
needs students majoring in
physical and life sciences,
engineering and computer
sciences. Salaries begin at
$5.38 per hour. Travel costs
will be paid by the lab. appUcation dealine Is March 15.
Other openings a re
available with the health Institute in Maryland. They are
hiring science majors who
want to work in various kinds
of bio-medical research
laboratories. Salaries are
$5.12 and $5.74 per hour.
There are also boys' camp
counselors positions available
in Massachusetts. A national
park In Wyoming has openings which include food and
beverage manager, general
manager, location controller
and other positions related to
a park's operation.
Applicants must have a 2.0
grade point average, have
over 30 hours completed and
be currently enrolled for at
least six hours.

Business students
help merchants
Students in a business class
at. Pan American University
put their tale nts and
knowledge to work helping to
bring success to small
businesses In the valley.
In the nine years that the
program has been in operation, 233 companies have
received assistance from Pan
American students. Sixty-five
of the businesses served were
In McAllen, 41 In Harlin.gen,
38 in Edinburg, and the others
ranged from Brownsville to
Rio Grande City.
The students are seniors
and graduate students in the
Small Business Institute class
who are sent to a business on
the request of the owner to
help solve business problems.
Douglas Bartley, who
teaches the class, said a new
group of students goes out
each semester, visiting assigned business seven to 15 times
over the course of the
semester and the making a
report on their work.
Each student is assigned to

a different business, generally
In the cities nearest to Edinburg.
Bartley, on a consultation
with the owner, makes an
evaluation of the business,
then assigns tasks for the student to complete within the
semester. The student suggests to the client recommendations to Improve his
business
Students give business
owners assistance with such
problems as record-keeping,
profit and loss statements,
employees' wages, advertising, and merchandising.
Bartley said the students
work with businesses that are
just starting and others that
have been operating for many
years. The businessperson is
under no obligation to accept
the student's recommendations.
Students are reimbursed for
their transportation expenses
out of funds from the Small
Business Administration,
Bartley said.

Model OAS--Students from Pan American are In Washington, D.C., during this week to participate In a
model General Assembly of the Organization of American States. They will represent Paraguay and will be
joined by •tudents from 29 other collegea and unlveraltlea. On the team doing reaearch on Paraguay In
preparation for the trip were, left to right, seated, Marllew Sturgis of Weslaco; Concepcion Orozco, Donna;
Paula Runell, McAllen; and Dr. Roberto Salmon of the History Department. Standing, left to right, are
Alma Lopez, San Juan: Dr. Gary Mounce, Political Science Department; Sam Tapia, McAllen: Gus Garcia,
San Juan; Lisa Cawley, Edinburg; Jerry Salaiz, Edinburg; and Dr. James L. Gormly, faculty advisor, History
Department. Those making the trip are Sturgis, Orozco, Garcia, Cawley, Salaiz, and Gormly. (Pan
American Unlver•lty ¢hoto).

Organimtional

formsdue
Several student organization presidents have still not
submitted their February updates, Elvie Watson, assistant
dean of students said Monday.
The up-dates are lo keep
the organizations file current.
Organizations should include a list of members in
good standing, a summary of
the organizations financial
status showing the Income
received, the expenditures
and the balance of funds
·available at the time the statement is submitted.

If no changes have occured
in the organization, presidents'
should indicate that fact on
their forms.
All the necessary forms are
in the organizations mailbox
on the second floor of the
university center.
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The difficult part of the job search is contacting
the thousands of companies that may be looking
for you. Now there is a direct way to the job
source!
Further your career by having your profile/
resume published in this Spring's College Edition
of the KENCO RECRUlTER'S GUIDE. It will
reach over 3,000 southwest and Fortune 500
corporations.
The Guide provides corporate recruiters with a
current book of profile/resumes of graduates and
undergraduates looking for full time, part time,
temporary, or summer jobs. The cost to you is

only $30.00!
You are competing in one of the most
competitive job markets in history. You owe it to
yourself to be in this Spring's College Edition of
the KENCO RECRUITER'S GUIDE and increase
your options and employment choices.
Pick-up your profile/resume form and
instructions today at. ..

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

On non-Nie Item•

Placement Office University Center
Room 116

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL
,:own & Coumry
Shopping Cemer
5001 North 10th·Street
McAllen

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

Must be naailed by March 14th, 1983
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Dancer comJXJres cheerleading, Jazz Dancing
By Randy Klutts
Staffwrlter

Pam Rendon is no stranger
to cheering crowds.
As a cheerleader in Junior
high, high school, and finally
for three years at Pan Am, she
has represented her school,
boosted spirits and entertained.
But now, she Is doing all
that In a very different way--as
a PAU Jazz Dancer.
Although her cheerleadlng
career has been long (ending
only last year so that she could
devote full time to being a Jazz
Dancer). Rendon said that
cheerleading was not her first
ambition.

Rendon stuck wlth It until
last year, when, as she put It,
"I finally decided to hang up
the old ttl'lnies."
"I loved being a cheerleader
and thought I would really
miss It when I got out," she
said. "But not really. I guess
that it was just time for me to
quit. My knees have been hurt
since high school--falling off
stunts and so on. So I figured
it would be best if I quit."

But before she quit, Rendon had the opportunity at
Pan Am tc study dance and
perform--somethlng she had
been unable to do in high
school.

"I had always liked dancing
and had always wanted to be
"I had really started out a part of drill team or the
wanting to be a twirler," Ren- twirlers," she said. "But since I
don said, "because my sister was a cheerleader, I just
was a twirler. You now how couldn't do it. But, then,
that goes: you always want to when I got here I found out
be like your sister. But, then, that I could be both. I could be
this friend of mine asked me a cheerleader and a Jazz
to try out with her my Dancer."
freshman year in high school.
The difference between the
And it turned out that I made two, Rendon said, is really just
it, and she didn't.
a matter of style.

"I had, of course, been
cheering In junior high and
really didn't want to keep on
doing it. But since I had
already made it as a
cheerleader, I went ahead and
stuck with it."

"Cheerleading,,I would say,
Is more vigorous," she said.
"And I had to work alot when
I first got to be a Jazz Dancer
not to do things like a
cheerleader. Cheerleading
also has sharper, more

definite motions. Whtie in Jazz
Dancing, there are more flow•
ing motions."
Even after years of appearlrg In front of crowds as both a
cheerleader and a Jazz
Dancer, Rendon says that
performances can be
nervewracking.
"A lot of times you can
know a routine perfectly," she
said. "You've done it a thousand times. But then when
you get out there, you get nervous and your mind goes
blank. That happens to me
sometimes and I star. thinking, 'I know that I'm going to
go blank, I know I am."'
"But after awhile, you Just
kind of get used to it. You
block people out and don't
think about it."

Feature
And If you make a mistake
during performance, there Is
only one thing to do.
"You Just smile," she said.
"They've drilled it into our
heads:
keep smiling .
Sometimes I think about it
later and get so depressed
when I get off the floor and
realize I've made a mistake."
An elementary education
major minoring in PE, Rendon said that she, like most of
the Jazz Dancers, has had no

previous dance training. She
simply tried out for it three
years ago and was accepted.
And last year, she was
chosen by director Rhonda
Johnson to be a Jazz Dancer
officer. Rendon and three
other officers assist Johnson In
screening dancers at auditions
and teaching dance routines.
Being an officer has Its ad•
vantages and disadvantages,
Rendon said.
"We have a lot of advantages," she said. "Like. for instance, we don't have to audition. We don't have to be
screened. But we do have to
help Miss Johnson pick the
girls, Issue demerits, and we
have the authority to tell girls
what to do.
"We also go to dance clinics
In Dallas, San Antonio or
Houston, and we learn dance
routines there and come back
to show the dances to the
girls."
Officers must also do what
Rendon laughingly calls "the
dirty work," which Is the lssu•
Ing of demerits when dancers
exceed the ideal body weight
for their height.
"Every time we perform,
we weigh In," Rendon said.
"And If you are overweight,
you get a demerit. If you get
five demerits within a

University to improve management skills
Pan American has embarked on an institution-wide program to improve faculty and
staff management skills, Im·
prove communication among
its more than 800 employees,
and identify strategies for solv•
ing management problems.
The program will involve
every segment of the universl•
ty. from the board of regents
to students, according to Dr.
F. J . Brewerton, dean of the
university' s School of
Business Administration.
Brewerton explained the
project to regents Tuesday,
saying they would be among
the first people surveyed and
asked to identify what they
perceived as communication
and management problems.
Brewerton is a member of
an eight-member task force
that is Implementing the program, called the Higher
Education Management Institute project, which was

brought to the campus at the
request of president Miguel A.
Nevarez.
Nevarez told the regents
that In a time of enrollment
growth and tight money "a
program like this, aimed at in·
stltutional efficiency, will help
us make the most of the
resources we have."
Brewerton called the project "one of the best management development programs
I've seen."
"The project represents a
major change in organizational thinking" and "an Investment in the long-run
management expertise in the
institution .'' he said.
It begins with an orientation
for all segments of the university, followed by a "needs
assessement,'' a confidential
survey of all employees and
others associated with the
university, including regents
and students.

"Everyone will have the opportunity to Identify perceived
problems," Brewerton said.
"Employees must want to
participate and feel free from
repercussions to make un·
popular observations," he
said.
Brewerton told the regents
he expected the survey to be
completed by the end of the
Spring semester and to be
compiled by computer by the
end of the summer.

reunite
Attention! All '74 McHi
graduates it is "Class Reunion
Time" and your mailing address ls needed.
Contact
Armando
Rodriguez at 686-0489 or
Danny Vela at 631-3855. In
addition the addresses of
other class member or their
whereabouts is needed.
Those who wish to appear
wise among fools, among the
w ise seem fo o lish .--·
Quintilian
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The Jazz Dancers perform
an average of one performance a week, sometimes
two, Rendon said, and this requires from six to 10 hours ot
practice a week.
They perform at pep ralltes,
halftimes during basketball
games, for clubs like the
Rotary Club and the Lions, as
well as the annual spring concert with the Folkloric Dancers
April 23 and 24.
Although the Jazz Dancers
have a university budget,
Rendon said that the dancers
must pay for a large part of
their costuming. Costumes
usually consist of leotards,
gloves , bandanas, leg
warmers and other accessories.

•.._ TE~J\S

.,
•
•

"I was out one semester
because I got a Job," Rendon
said. "So I thought: 'Oh, well,
I'll just work and quit the Jazz
Dancers.• But, no it was horrible. I missed It a lot. So I had
to come back."
"I just like dancing," she added. "Even If we didn't per•
form, I'm sure that I would still
be In the Jazz Dancers."
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•

DOORS OPEN 12: 15
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Other members of the task
force are Bill Chess, comp•
troller; Lalo Gomez, engineer;
Elizabeth Gratz, associate pro·
fessor of education; John
Huber,
head of the
mathematics department; Ed
Mercer, vice president for institutional advancement; Linda Renner, assistant director
of admissions; and Judy vinson, dean of students.

Rendon, who will be
graduating In December, said
that she is not sure yet If she
will be able to continue to perform during the fall because
she will be doing student
teaching to complete her
degree In education. If she
doesn't, she Is obviously not
looking forward to It.

·----------------
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NOW PLAYING!

....

"GARTERS IN LACE"
~

•

effectiveness and Identification of additional needs.

"We have a small budget,"
Rendon said, "but most of It
goes to pay for the dance
clinics."

····~·············· ..

•

Once the results are
available, groups within the
university will identify
management priorities and
establish a plan for managerial
improvement and begin train·
ing.
All managers, anyone who
supervises a . budget or
another employee, will be encouraged lo participate in the
training.
Training will~ followed by
evaluation of the program's

'74 McHi grads

semester, you're put on probation and can't perform."
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Concert Hall hurts performance

Ricky Skaggs makes best of bad situation
By Ellaabeth Grant•
Glbaon
It Is said that a true professional can always make the
best of a bad situation.
There was living proof of
that last Saturday night when
Ricky Skaggs and The Whites
performed at the Villa Real In
McAllen. As a long-time fan of
both Skaggs and the White
family, I was anxiously
awaiting Saturday night's
show. Unfortunately, many
bad experiences cast a pall
over the evening.
The show was billed to
begin with Bo Garza and the
South Texas Wailers at 8 p.m.
I decided to "beat the crowd"
and arrived a few minutes
after 7 p .m. KTXI radio station has announced that the
doors had just opened, so I
was in quite a rush. When I
reached the Villa Real, the
doors had "NOT ' opened,
and did not until 7:45 p.m.
The show, which should have

begun at 8 p.m .. started at a platform holding a spotlight.
five minutes before 9 p.m.
The spot was a large fixture,'
When the show finally about two feet in diameter,
opened, I was pleasantly sur• and about four feet long. Durprised by the performance of Ing the first break, the
Bo Garza and the South spotlight fell backwards off Its
Texas Wailers. I think Garza is stand and plunged down
very young, but he has a real about ten feet onto a table at
future ahead of him In country which several people were sitmusic. Their numbers were ting. Luckily no one was hurt,
tight, and the three original
songs they played were as
good as anything coming out
nationally right now. They
had an excellent repertoire,
Including a terrific version of
Doc and Merle Watson's "Let•
the Cocaine Be." After their
25 minute set, there was a 25 ·but the situation could easily
minute break.
have been a disaster.
At ten minutes before 10
During this break, an incl- p.m., The Whites came on
dent occurred which is an ex• stage. They have been perforample of the quality of the ming Bluegrass music for
equipment at the Villa Real.
many years, and have recentI had already listened to the ly crossed over Into the counterrible acoustics, but this inci- try field. They performed for
dent was truly shocking. 40 minutes, playing a large
About halfway between the selection of songs including
stage and the back wall stood their two recent top ten hits,

Concert
Review

"You Put the Blue In Me" and
"Hangln' Around."
Both songs were sung by
Sharon White Skaggs (Ricky
Skaggs' wife). Their performance was excellent, but the
technical aspect (lights,
sound) was atrocious, thanks
to the VIiia Real. Unfortunately, the same problems continued when Ricky Skaggs
took the stage.
After a second break, this
one 30 minutes, Skaggs finally started playing, at five
minutes before 11 p.m. The
crowd was very excited (and
"VERY" drunk) by this time.
He played through three hits
nonstop, and then chatted
with the audience for a
minute. He performed for one
hour and twenty minutes, Including an encore. He played
acoustic guitar most of the
time, but occasionally he picked something different.
One very interesting thing
he did was during "Sally

Four steps to job-hunting process,
says prof at job search seminar
There are four steps In the
job hunting process.
The first Is knowing the success characteristics and myths
about job hunting. Next Is
recruiting by the company,
then the interview. Fourth Is
what you are evaluated for
once you are hired.
Jerry Lattimer. on loan to
the School of Business Administration form IBM. began
a job search skills seminar by
listing seven success characteristics in their order of importance. Companies look for
integrity first and foremost
Lattimer said. This is followed
by loyalty, indusbiousness,
compatibility, business
knowledge, leadership and
education. He emphasized
that education ls important but
even Harvard credentials will
only get you In the door. Your
motivation keeps you the job,
he said.
Eight myths were brought
up for Job seekers to beware
of. Lattimer said it Is erroneous to believe:
1. You should let the govern-

ment be your guide; "You'll
get a better idea of job trends
by checking the Houston papers' want ads and reading
Megatrend, by John

Neasmith," Lattimer said.
2. A high tech boom means a
low tech bust
3. It is better to be a specialist
than a geneallst
4. An MBA is your ticket to
the top
5. Big corporations offer the
most opportunities; "Most
new Jobs are made by small
companies."
6. There is no job security
workin9,for yourself
7. You should avoid the
female ghetto; "Many Jobs
dominated by women are not
necessarily low paying."
8. The last thing the world
needs is another writer; "A lot
of people are making money
for companies in terms of
writing speeches, press
releases for the media,
especially with the coming of
cable."
Recruiting involves four
steps. First the company must
picture what the Job calls for.
The next process ls to locate
prospects. "Eagles don't flock,
you have to catch them one at
a time," says Lattimer concerning employer attitudes. The
prospect is then compared lo
the picture. Finally, the company tries to sell you on the
job.
The five points, or pen-

tagon, that the Interviewer
checks are job experience,
personal goals, how you get
along with others, your
knowledge of the company
and what kind of contribution
you think you'll make. He said
you should be knowledgeable
and able lo talk freely on all of
these subjects.
"It's not unusual for an Interviewer to just stop talking,"
Says Lattimer. "This gets you
hemming and hawing and
gives the Interviewer a chance
to see how you handle nervousness. You should be
ready with some questions of
your own."
" Another interview are
where people are questioned
Involves critical incidents.
Things that have happened In
your life that demanded re-

Once you are hired employers evaluate you on three
points. One Is your personal
traits, do you flt in? Another Is
activities: how well earnestly
do you participate with coworkers? And results; do you
get the Job done?
Lattimer advised that although you must be yourself
you must also a positive enthusiasm toward your work.
"We all carry problems with us
but you have to be able to put
these aside on the Job."
Quoting Oscar Wilde In his
closing, he left it thusly,
"Nothing great ts achieved
without enthusiasm."
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Applications for two Student Publications editorships
are due now and must be received by April at the office of
the faculty edvlser. Joyce Prock. Emll!a Hall 100.
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When the Skaggs set was
over, a lot of the audience left
to "beat the traffic." Those
who stayed were either real
Skaggs fans, or real rowdies
and they stomped and yelled
until he came back out. By
this time, many of the patrons
were standing up on the long
tables and dancing around.
Skaggs did a wonderful solo
version of "Wallin' for the Sun
to Shine," accompanying

Apply by April at Emilia Hall 100.
Describe their qualifications.
3 Provide names of three references whom
they have asked lo write letters of recommendation directly to the adviser.
4. Stale their philosophy or policies for opera
tlon of the newspaper or yearbook.

1
2

612 N. MAIN • McAU.EN, TEXAS

tacross the street from the llbrary>
TELEPHONE:686-2156
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have a professional do ltl
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REMEMBER: For all of your
custom woodworks planning-•
CUSTOM WOODWORKS would
work Call 631-0015 for free
estimates on any size bookshelves. desks. etc. Special orders
accepted.

Classified rate Is 25 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 .25 for each
insertion, payable In advance
Bring Ad copy to The Pan Ameri
can, Emilia Hall. Room 100
Deadline 15 Friday noon pnor to
'CLIP AND SAVE'
publication on Thursday. To estiProfessional Typin!J Service All mate cost. count 30 leMers and
work guaranteed $1.50/ pg. spaces to a line For Display Ad·
381-6513 after 4 30.
vertising call The Pan American at
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3_8_1_
.254
__1_
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _........_. .

5. Qualifications:
A Successful completion of one course in
reporting and one In ed1t1ng; or
B Equivalent professional experience on
a newspaper or other publication: or
C. Two years staff work on El Bronco or
The Pan American:
D Minimum GPA of 2.00.
E. 60 semester hours
F Good standing with the Division of Stu•
dent Affairs
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TRADITIONAL & INTERNATIONAL GOURMET FOOD

• WEDDINGS

• PICNICS

• HOLIDAY PARTIES

• COCkTAJL PARTIES • GRAND OPENINGS • DINNER PARTIES
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• LUNCHEONS

• BARBEQUES
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After the show I spoke with
both Ricky Skaggs and
Sharon White Skaggs. Since
they have family In McAllen,
they said they would probably
return to the Valley again. I
doubt, though, whether they
wlll return to the Villa Real.

The University Stage band Flea," by Sammy Nestico is a
will present a concert May 7, fast tempo selection featuring
at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts-Chris WUey tenor sax, Ed
Recital Hall.
Miranda, guitar, and Ruben
Gonzalez, drum.
Directed by Wallace
"Keepin' Track of the
Tucker, the band will play
selections in the styles of Time," and "Watkin' Home,"
many of the popular big both swing style and "Chasin'
Your Tall'' Jazz rock style are
bands.
"Nick" a slow ballad arrang- all by Chuck Sayre.
ed by Gordon Brisker,
features the trombone section
Letty Valadez, KRGV
and a trumpet solo by Ruben television reporter and comAdame. "Take The Time" munications major will anand "Coffee and Castanats" nounce the program. Mrs.
by Les Hooper demonstrate Valadez is former music major
latln Influences and feature and has sung with the band
flute soloist Chris WIiey.
and performed In the Jazz improvisation ensemble.
"Fortysecond and Broad
way" by Gerry Mulligan
Admission is $3 general ad·
features Ramiro Garza. mission and $ 1.50 for
soprano sax soloist. "Magic students.

t

t
t

himself on the acousltlc guitar.
The audience, however,
was rude, screaming and
whistling throughout the song.
Skaggs stuck It out, though,
even Inviting the audience to
join In near the end (probably
hoping It would shut everyone
up). Then the band came
back on, and they finished off
with twelve minutes of rollickIng good music, during which
time the police and the security guards expelled several of
the more belltgerent patrons.

Stage band to perform
big band style numbers

I

Students applying for the editorship of The Pan
American newspaper and El Bronco yearbook, must:

Classified Ads
WANTED part-lime sales
marketing position for an aggressive & innovative student
with a thorough knowledge of
campus activities. May require
alter hours or weekend work.
Should have 2 or more remaining
years at PAU Please sent resume
lo Box 1471 Harlingen Texas
78550.

sponslblltty; perhaps of a crisis
nature. There ls a correlation
between such events and a
person's maturity in dealing
with Job situation."

Good'in," an old fiddle tune.
He began playing the fiddle.
then got rid of his bow and
picked the fiddle llke a mandolin. It was a unique sound
and an exciting number. Also
very different were the songs
In which he played a little
mint-elecbic guitar, probably a
Chiquita.
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!..oDe mntit....edfror. pa~ 2 - - -- ·-rve always believed that
artlsts, musicians, wrltets, and
poets especially are sensitive
to things like their environment and that we are close to
life and are concerned about
it---it's reflected In our work,".
Love said. "But If you feel the
need to do something about It
you should do something that
will be effective and bring
results.
"I can give you the example
of Joan Baez who went to
Vietnam for one weekend and
carried one bag of rice to the
starving people. I think that
was hypocritical, ineffectual
and trite. What did she accomplish? Nothing. All she
did was show all the people
back home that she wanted to
do something but after she
gave them the rice she came
back to the States and the
Vietnamese were still going
hungry," Love said. "I would.
not do that."
Love is presently working to
put together a philanthropical
foundation (the Love Foundalion) that he says is to be a sort
of 'United Way' of the Entertainment business, and he
hopes will be effective.
"What we are trying to put
together will be a sort of
altruistic goal. The money

resident i evarez:One year tater

earned will be used for educatlon In the field of entertainment. This wlll help teach tj,e
highly advanced technology
now used In the field and wlll
expand It at the same time.
The education wlll come
through fun-generated activltles such as learning about
recording," Love said.
This type of exposure is
more positive and effective
and will help since It is geared
t9wards the type of medium
that entertainers can use to
express their political and or
social views yet at the same
time be effective in getting the
message across, Love said.
Getting the message across
seems to be a Lovely attribute
and music the medium. Although It seems this Beach
Boy has definitely bypassed
boyhood it was easy to tell
that growing up doesn't mean
growing out of style.
How did the Beach Boy feel
about returning to the beach?
"I can't wait to be back," exclaimed Love "I'm really just a
life-long student."
All students everywhere are
ready for Spring Break - that
Is an understatement but with
only two days to go, 'Are
there anymore places to stay
at the Island.'?

By Ellaeo Rodriguez
Editor
A little more than a year ago Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez took
the reins as university president of Pan american University.
In a recent Interview with the Pan American Dr. Nevarez
remarked on his past year in office and the inception of his
plans for the university.
The PA: In your Inaugural addreaa, you aald that
people "will commit themaelvea to thoae thing• they
help create," can you expand on thl■?
"When many people support the creation of an idea they
are more likely to give their support down the road. This way
we can get meaningful input on policies and programs. Take
for Instance the promotion and merit for faculty, ii has gone
through the faculty senate, deans and board. One can get a
lot more support than making a decision from the top and
passing It down. It's more of a "we did It philosophy." People
become much more supportive when given a part. An example would be recruitment where the faculty and the students
went and talked to the students In Valley high schools. The
projected goal was a three to five percent Increase. As a
result, we had over nine percent Increase. The goals were
mutually shared.
The PA: What goal• have been Implemented alnce
you took office?
"The University College concept and the freshmen studies
program are some of the programs that have been implemented."
"The University College concept allows us to keep an
open admission policy. By taking the ACT students can
enter Pan American, but they will have to meet the requirements set forth by the University College."
The PA: What other long-term goal• do you envt•lon for Pan American?
"We have almost $20 million in building projects-the office

'Threepenny Opera' will perform
"The Threepenny Opera,"
is scheduled for presentation
by the University Theater at
the Fine Arts Auditorium
March 23 through the 26 at 8
p.m. There Is a Friday afternoon matinee at 2 p.m.

Randall Ashley will portray
the trifler with women and the
law who weds and deserts
Rosalinda "Cooky" Estrada as
Polly Peachum, a girl whose
parents run a shop for outfitting thieving mendicants.

The shop specializing in
beggars' props, presided over
by the hard-crusted Mr.
Peachum and his spouse are
being played by L. Scott Klippel and Shirley Whalen.
The female contingent in
this society will Include Leslie
Law as Jeanny, a jilted lady
out for revenge, Rise Dawn
Atkins as Lucy Brown, a
prison trollop who succumbs
to a murderer's charm, and
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HOME, PERSONAL AND
BUSINESS COMPUTERS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS.

TWIN PALM PLAZA
1101 N. CAGE BLVD. SUITE t.· t

Jacquely Linn, Sylvia Anne
Benbow, Paulette Glndler and
Laurie Wood.
Charles M. Pokorny,
Gilbert Vela, Ed Arguelles Jr.
and Audie Richard Siegel are
the thugs who make up
MacHeath's gang.
Mark Watson, Mark Reed
and Carlos Campos will portray representatives of the law.
Director of Threepenny is
Dr. Doug Cummins.

Send a Clown
To Say

EY.PWY 83ATUS281

Alone and Pregnant?
Need someone
to talk to?
CALL
Vicky
787-0033

Sister Irma
or Blanca

Hidalgo County

425-3422

Balloon Somebody
located in

Cameron County
Our Counseling Is free and confidential
A service of Catholic Charities

1619 South Closner

383-5420
• Permanent Centers open
• Opportunity to make up
days, evenings and
missed lessons.
weekends.
Voluminous
home-study
•
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
materials constantly
full·time staff.
updated
by
researchers
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE•
expert in their field.
facilities for review of
class lessons and supple• • Opportunity to transfer to
mentary materials.
and continue study at any
• Classes taught by skill~d
of our over 105 centers.
Instructors.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & 810 •MAT• PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOHL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS
SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

C
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lCAIPIAN
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TEST PREPARATION

sPECIAUSlS s..ce 1938

381:683~

ca

Weekends

1200 W. University
Edinburg, TX 78539
11917 N. Central
Dallaa, TX 75243

The Pan American

classroom building, the Health Physical Education, Student
Services buildings and biology annex are scheduled. We got
two years behind In our construction needs. We have since
moved quite rapidly.
"I have also felt that fund raising can help. Utilizing the
faculty expertise to write research proposals has helped in
securing grants from Gulf Oil for the School of Business and
the Kellogg Foundation for nursing. It takes awhile to get
new programs started form the private sector."
The PA: What degree proSrama do you plan to
develop?
"I would like lo see a doctoral program offered here at Pan
American. To offer a doctorate, we have to show that our
bachc .;,r's and master's programs are well rounded
discipline. The goals for the doctorate will be set in a year or
so. We still need more input for a professional school before
any decision Is made.
The PA: In your Inaugural addreu you placed a
"greater emphaala on content and leaa emphaata on
methodology" would be atreased. Why?
"We need to assure the public that the person who has
graduated has the basic skills to teach. Writing and math skills
to rely on are being inplemented by the University college.
"By state law, in '84 there will be a competency test for
prospective teachers. In '86 there is another test for teachers
to retain their certification. We need to start gearing up for It
now. The Education faculty is already looking into the
changes. We don't want only 30 percent of our students to
pass the test."
The PA: Has a link with the local public schools
been eatabllahed for preparing teachers?
"We have to rely on the local public schools to tell us what
product is needed. Communication between the university
and the school has to be established so students can be successful in the public schools."
The PA: Can you expand on the highly sti-uctured
cuntculum?
'This is in reference to the University College. We need to
assure the students and comunfty that we are going to produce a competent graduate. Many courses in the sixties did
not count towards a degree. The student should know the
basic skills and competencies and, thus, be a "college
graduate." We will be shortchanging ourselves If the student
does not receive a quality education.
The PA: WIU you continue to establl•h the liberal
arta aa a baala for all fields of •tudy?
"People must have the ability to think, to interpret and
make value judgments. To have those skills that transa:end.
The well-rounded individual has an application of history,
music. The students should be able to function In society.
These are all teachable things."

.------1i=o-:--stu--d-=-e-n-ts--p--;l;-a-c-ed-.---,
last semester
Last semester 70 students found jobs by going to the Student Employment Center.
The SES is a referral service that will help students in need
of a job. Various Jobs are available through the SES.
Below is a listing of the postlons available; however, these
jobs are subject to change without notice. SES Is located In
University Center Room 107.
Full-Time
Method Engineer/Elsa/Salary $20,000 yearly
Family Practitioner/Raymondville/Salary $40,000 yearly
Loan Processr/McAllen/Salary - open
Survey Worker/Brownsville/Salary $4 an hour
Computer Operator/Elsa/Salary - open
Switch Board Operator/Edinburg/Salary 3.62 an hour
Travel AgenVMcAllen/Salary - open
Auto Parts Clerk/Harlingen/Salary ¢3.50 an hour
Medication Aide/Edinburg/Salary $3 35 an hour
Baker-Pastry/ Harlingen/ Salary - open
Part-Time
Teacher-Secondary/ Brownsville/Salary $13,000 yearly
Clerk General/Brownsville/Salary $3.50 an hour
Teller/Weslaco/Salary $3 .35 an hour
Cashier-Checker/McAllen/Salary $3.35 an hour
Secretary/Donna/Salary $3.35 an hour
Administrative Clerk/McAllen/Salary - open
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colorist will conduct a five day
portrait workshop here during
Spring Break, March 14-18.
John Adams is an experienced teacher to Valley
artists through his classes at
the Hill Country Art Found a-

!~t~t!~d San Antonio Art InAdams will conduct threehour morning sessions and
continue for two hours after
lunch. until 3·30.
Workshop participants may
elect to work in oil or pastel.
The total five fee is $100.
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Palm Valley Tourney opens this weekend
By Addle Alvarez
The Broncs face four teams
including sixth-seeded
Oklahoma State when they
host the Palm Valley Tournament at home this weekend.
Last week was one heck of
a week of baseball for the
Broncs, and the co-champs of
the Cameron Baseball' Tournament are hotter than ever!
In the first game In a double
header against Louisiana
Tech last week March 2. the
Broncs made hitting homeruns look easy, slamming
three at the end of the seventh
to hand a rather depressing

loss to the Bulldogs after a 6 to
5 comeback at the top of the
seventh. Dave "Kaz"
Kasprzysksi started for the
Broncs and in the second
struck-out the sides.

cher Gilbert Beason and a fly
to right by first baseman Kevin
Navarro.

In the bottom of ti third
Centerflelder Mitchell Moran
hit one to leftfleld bringing In
Gilbert Trevino and Bobby
Joe Williams who got on base
by a fielder's choice and a
double to left, respectively.

Bulldogs Rene Fonte and
James Jagnow scored on an
over-run ball by the Bronc
centerflelder. Then, Steve
Sobojinski brought one more
in to tie the game. The situation really looked bad when
on a passed ball Carl Boyd advanced to third only to have
William Pittman single to left.

In the fourth, the Broncs
added one more to make it 3
to 0. Jim Hickey got to first
when the throw from third
wasn't any good. He scored
after a sacrifice bunt by Cat-

After terrific pitching
showmanship, "Kaz" gave
way to Mark Relssner. Scott
Sanders got on and walks by
three other Bulldogs walked In
a run. It all happened In the

bottom of the seventh. While
the Bulldogs where shredded
and the fans were overjoyed,
Broncs Trevino, Willlams, and
Moran got rolling on a homerun binge.
The second game was another show of power. Again,
the Broncs hit three homeruns
to win It 9 to 2.
In a quick rally, the Broncs
loaded the bases and picked
up two runs on a single by
Bronc third baseman Rafael
Barbosa In the bottom of the
first.
In the bottom of the second
leftflelder Pat Marshall hit a

Sooner Or LaterYou'll Get
Responsibility Like this.
In The Navy It's Sooner.
You're maneuvering
ment experience that
445 feet of guided
.,.,,_:•. ,..""'
could take years in
missile frigate through
...-ta.,:,;;
private industry. And
the navigational
they earn the decision•
hazards and non-stop
making authority it
traffic of one of the
takes to make that
world's busiest ports.
responsibility pay off.
But you'll dock
As their manage·
safely. Because you
..,._ _......,......--~
~.-111...!...:~--i ment abilities grow,
know your equipment.
Navy officers can take
You know your men. And even when the
advantage of advanced education and
responsibility weighs in at 3,600 tons...
training in fields as varied as operations
management, electronics, and systems
you're ready,
After 4 years of college, you're
analysis. In graduate school it would cost
ready for more responsibility than most
you thousands; in the Navy we pay you.
And the Navy pays weU. The start·
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the
kind of job and responsibility they want,
ing salary is $17,000 (more than most
and they get it sooner.
companies pay). And that's on top of a
Navy officers are part of the managecomprehensive benefits program that
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot
can include special duty pay. After four
7 years, with regular
camp, officer candidates
I NAvv OPPORTUNITY1
T 367 I promotions and pay inreceive four months
of leadership training.
creases, the salary is up
07015
It's professional school- I
I to as much as $31,000.
. g des1·gned to sharpen I D I'd rather have responsibility sooner. Tell I
If you qualify to
lD
me more about the Navy's officer program.
their technical and
t0G>
be an officer in the
management skills.
I Nome r,m tPluuPnntl Laot I Navy, chances are you
Then, in their first I Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. , . _ _ I have what it takes to
assignment, Navy
City_____________
succeed. The Navy just
officers get manage- I Stat:~ _ _ _ _ _ _z;,.._____ I makes it happen faster.
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Get Responsibility Fast.

single to left to get an RBI but
also loaded the bases.
Reissener, playing right field,
walked forcing In a run.
The Bulldog's two runs
came In the fourth Inning
when Boyd hit a homer and
brought In Jagnow who had
walked.
Broncs Moran and Williams
paid them back Moran
homered after WIiiiams walk-

ed making It 6 to 2.
Beason added a 350 footer
to make it 7 to 2 In the fifth
and Williams made It 8 to 2
when he hit his second homer
of the evening in the sixth.
Moran then got a base-hit to
left, Relssener walked, and on
a single by Barbosa, Moran
scored for a final 9 to 2.
One more out and the
Broncs win It but the fans
stood around possibly
wondering If a "rumble"
would occur. On Wednesday,
the Bulldogs bid the Broncs
farewell by beating them 6 to

2.
On Bronc errors, the Bulldogs picked up four In the
fourth. The Broncs picked up
their first when Donald
Guillot, running for Beason,
scored on a wild pitch. Thesecond one came when Barbosa
scored from third base on a
passed ball and In the top of
the ninth the Bulldogs got two
more. Baylor University and
The Broncs met on Thursday.
Bronc pitcher Jim Hickey
started and finished the game,
taking the victory 8 to 4.
The scoring started when
designated hitter Beason hit a
triple to right field scoring Marshall who hit a single and
Relssener who had walked.
In the bottom of the second
came two more on a double
by Williams after Navarro and
Catcher Dave Fisher singled
and Trevino walked.
The Bears came In the third
to score two but gave the
Broncs three unearned runs
by allowing six walks.
In the fourth, Relssener added a little extra Insurance by
hitting one over the "Coker Is
it!" sign and made It 8 to 2.
Baylor came back In the sixth
to get two more runs after a
basehit to center brought them
In.
Pitcher Herbie Jordan
started on Friday and picked
up the win 10 to 3 . The San
Diego Chicken made his ap•
pearance In the second
among 4,000 people and
while the Chicken took the
home field advantage; so did
the Broncs.
In the second, It started with
Beason beating out the throw
from the Bear shortstop.
Navarro and Trevino then
singled to load the bases.
Moran hit a single which was
misjudged giving him a strtple
and three RBl's. The Bears
got a run on two singles In the
third.
There was controversy In
the fourth When Navarro got
basehlt to right and Trevino
bunted and the unplre called
runner's Interference. Navarro
was called back to first and
Trevino was out.
Williams then tapped a
single to Centerfield. Good

ba.se running by Navarro advanced him to third which
allowed him to score on single
to left by Moran.
Marshall walked to load the
bases and Relssener walked to
bring one In. Louie Chavez hit
a shot right at the Bear shorttop's which brought In a run.
In the fifth, the Bears got
another run but the Broncs
struck right back. Marshall, on
a single to center, brought In
Trevino after he tripled to
right.
Two more opportunities
came In the sixth and seventh
for the Bear to score, but good
defense by the Broncs got
them at home-plate.
In the eighth an error by the
second baseman let caused
the Bears pick up their last
run, but In came the Broncs In
their half and Relssener hit a
homerun to literally, "go to
Valley Mart."
The final run of the game
came when Navarro hit a double to score Guillot who ran for
Chavez who walked.
Dallas Baptist had lost twice
already when they finally met
the Broncs on Saturday only
to lose again 7 to 5.
The Indians attacked Bronc
Pitcher Scott Butcher In the
first scoring two runs. Coach
Ogletree brought In Billie
Wilson to replace him but
before Wilson could get two
outs they hit him with another.
The Broncs did not sit back
and when their time to bat
came along Williams started
the rally by walking. Moran hit
as single sending Williams to
third and on a fly to right by
Marshall, Williams scored.
Relssener then walked, stole
second and another sacrifice
fly to right accounted for
Moran scoring the second run
of the Inning. Barbosa hit a
line drive single to center scoring Relssener to tie the game.
In the second, the Indians
went ahead when Ex-Bronc
Richard Salaiz flew out to right
and Julio Garcia tagged
home.
The Broncs started their In- j
nlng well when Moran singled
on a bunt to third base; Mar- l
shall singled to left and both I
scored on a homerun by j
Relssener Walks by Wilson I
and Barbosa forced Indian •
Mark Rexroad to come In and l
pitch for Billy Elliott. He did
his job by getting the batter to ,
hit Into a double play.
The final run for the Indians
came on a squeeze bunt by
Thom Kruslnskl after a single
by Eric Smith and a walk by
pinch-hitter Russel Gregory.
The Bronc second bueman,
Nert Pena, stopped a sure
base-hit to center for the first
out by tossing from the ground
to shortstop Williams who
forced out the runner al SC· !
cond.
The Broncs got their final 1
run In the bottom of the fourth
when Relssener walked and
pitcher designated hitter Billie
Wilson hit a double to the
fence at left scoring Retssener.
Ex-Bronc Richard Salaiz now
plays left field for the Dallas
Baptist Indians. He failed to
get to that ball htt by Wilson;
thus his ex-teammates waved
their caps.
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Broncs end season
On Saturday night the
Broncs broke their winning
streak, losing 51-60 to Lamar.
In the first half, Lamar totaled 8 fouls. Tony McDaniel
and Terry Jones were the
brunt of the fouling. McDaniel
hit the floor at the end of the
second quarter and Jones
joined him in the second half
when he was knocked to the
floor while going up for a rebound. The Cardinals drew
12 fouIsin t h e second half.
Mike Hatch was strong with
his specialty, outside
shooting. He totaled 12 points
from the floor and 4 points
from the free throw line.

Broncs
travel to
Laredo
The tennis team is on the
road this Saturday In Laredo
at the Border Olympics. They
will retulm home March 19 to
battle It out with St. Mary's
University.
Texas A&I came to Edinburg on March 4 only to be
beat by the Broncs. ln singles,
Javier Sartorius took his
match against Anthony
Langnler; 7-5, 6-3. Fernando
Sartorius swept his match
agaisnt Paul Halliburton; 6-0,
6-3. Kyle Posey out volleyed
Ronnie Ramirez; 6-1, 6-0.
John Valdez didn't get to
finish his match because of
default. Even though, it was
considered a win for Valdez
with a final score of 6-1. Ray
Villarreal beat Mike Guevara;
6-2, 6-1.
In doubles the Broncs came
out victorious again. J. Sartorius and Posey played a
good match against Langier
and Ramirez winning 7-5,
6-2. F. Sartorius and Valdez
beat Guevara and Halliburton
In a tough match winning 6-4,
7-6 .
The Broncs had a 7-0 final
score at the end of the day
and hold a season record of
10-3-3.
"The weather was great and
the players played very well as
usual " said Raul Martinez.
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Jones put 15 points on the
board. Five of those points Jenni•:
Kansas vs. Central Michiga ............... 4:00
Mar. 12--Border Olympics
were free throws.
Central Michigan vs. Pan American ........ 7:00
Laredo, Tx.
Mar. 15--Central Michigan vs. Sam Houston ......... 10:00
The Broncs were working
Sam Houston State vs. Northern Iowa ....... 1:00
well together and this showed Trac~: (Women'•)
Kansas vs. Pan American ................ 4:00
when Jones was fed the ball Mar. 10--Southwest Texas Staste Invitlational
Missouri vs. Pan American .......... ... .. 7:00
through the key for a lay-up In
Mar. 16--Missouri vs. Central Michigan ............. 10:00
the first half. This reoccured in Track: (Men'•)
Kansas vs. Northern Iowa ................. 1:00
the second half with David Mar. 10--Southwest Texas State Invitational
Sam Houston State vs. Kansas ............. 4:00
Mar. 12--Rice Invitational
Mar. 17--Sam Houston State vs. Missouri ........... 10:00
Monroe. The Broncs were March 19--Howard Pazyne Invitational
al,o rebounding very well.
Bueball:
Missouri vs. Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:00
Central
Michigan vs. Northern Iowa ......... 4:00
The crowd got upset over Mar. 10--Oklahoma State w. Momlng•lde (Iowa) . . 1:00
Northern Iowa vs. Pan American .......... 7 :00
some of the calls throughout
.__.__
s
s
f
,vaanA• tate v•. tephen . Au8tln .... 4:00 Mar. 18--Central Michigan vs. Kansas .............. 10:00
the game and Coach Kruger
Stephen f. Au.Un v•. Pan American ..... 7:00
Missouri vs. Central Michigan .............. 1:00
joined them when the ball was Mar. 11--Stephen F. Austin vs. Morningside (Iowa) .... 10:00
Northern Iowa vs. Sam Houston State ....... 4:00
tipped out by the Cardinals
Central Michigan vs. Oklahoma State ........ 1:00
Sam Houston vs. Pan American .......... 7:00
and was called on the Broncs.
Oklahoma State vs. Pan American ......... 4:00 Mar. 19--Northem Iowa vs. Kansas ................ 10:00
The Broncs kept the score
Arkansas State vs. Pan American ........ .. 7:00
Sam Houston vs. Pan American .......... 1:00
within 6 to 8 points of the Car- Mar. 12--Morningslde (Iowa) vs. Stephen F. Austin .... 10:00
Missouri vs. Pan American ............... 4:00
d· I b t
Id 't get u
Arkansas State vs. Oklahoma State .......... 1:00
ma s,h uh.llcoltu
n
t
Ph
Missouri vs. Central Michigan .............. 4:00
JODY RAMSEY TOURNAMENT
1
•
over t e
was a oug
Central Michigan vs. Pan American ...... . . 7:00 Mar. 21--S. Dakota vs. Mich. State vs. Pan American .. 2:00
th
loss, because e team played
Mar. 22-Michigan State vs. South Dakota ............ 4:00
hard, but they just couldn't get
CITRUS TOURNAMENT
South Dakota vs. Pan American .......... 7:00
the ball through the hoop Mar. 14--Missouri vs. Northern Iowa ............... 10:00 Mar. 23--South Dakota vs. Michigan State ........... 4:00
enough to out score the CarSam Houston State vs. Kansas ............ . 1:00
Michigan vs. Pan American .............. 7:00
dinals.
-..........--....~11111111111111111.--...._..1111111111111111.--....,a--jllllllll1111111111111111.--..,--...--._.......,,......,_,...._........,......,_,,.....,_,.._.......,,,_..___......,_........_.

Introducing
a slice ofcheese and
farm fresh eggs
scrambled up with
pure pork sausage
all rolled up in
a hot flour tortilla
for breakfast.
TheTaquito.
Come on in and try a Taquito for yourself. It's a delicious way to start your day.

New for breakfast from

WHATABURGER~,

TGFSB
(Thank God For Spring Break)

UNIVERSITY
FASHIONS
101 North Sugar Road
Edinburg

Hours
M-F 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

"THE LITTLE STORE WORTH LOOKING FOR"

--~----~~

Get this .Chic-Jae freel

-.

It's a '20 value, and it's yours free, with any Chic purchase.

Spring

Break Special

With Purchase of $30. 00 or more
receive FREE your choice: Sunglasses, Visor, Earrings.

Danskinx

Cotton
Tte-Sli:r
the
perfm '"'1S$tH'y ID top 61(
yowOanskil-CottaR . . . . .
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Election or pageant?

Executive dumps pageant;
Se~ate left ·with pieces
By Nora Lopez
Managing Editor
Tomorrow. the Student
Senate will meet to vote on
whether or not there will be a
Miss Pan American Pageant
this year.
On March 10. at an informal Senate meeting, Thomas
Gonzalez PAUSA VicePresident, read a memo from
Rico Saldivar, PAUSA president, in which Saldivar turned
the pageant over to the
Senate.
According to Gonzalez, due
to several instances and circumstances. the Executive
Branch is unable to put on the
pageant as they had hoped.
"It is not that we don't have
time . . . in effect we have
run out of resources," Gonzalez said.
The pageant, which had
originally been set for April 5
& 6. is up in the air right now
unless the Senate decides that
they can put on a pageant
with the amount of time left to
them.

A little more than three
weeks ago, the Executive
Branch discovered that they
could not put on a pageant as
had been planned.
According to section 1.02
of the Election code, Miss Pan
American's duties shall be to
represent the University in the
Miss Texas USA Pageant and
the Miss RGV Pageant.
However in order to compete
in the Miss Texas USA
pageant, a Miss PAU candidate must conform with all
Miss Texas USA qualifications.
The qualifications proved to
be a stumbling block, as the
Executive Branch discovered
that Miss Texas USA qualifications call for a panel of five
judges. with two from at least
200 miles away, and none
can be residents of any of the
four Rio Grande Valley counties. Furthermore, room,
board and travel expenses
must be paid for by PAUSA.
As PAUSA does not have
the money for this type of expense, and as they could find

no other alternatives to waive
the section, If a pageant took
place, it would be in violation
of the Constitution
Gonzalez said the Executive
Branch turned the pageant
over to the Senate following
the suggestion given to them
by the Dean of Students, Judy
Vinson.
According to Elvie Watson,
assistant dean of students,
when the executive Branch
cancelled the pageant, it gave
the Senate the opportunity to
Introduce their own pageant
as a project thereby following
any guidelines that they vote
on.
However, because of the
time factor , the Seante has the
option of reverting to a
Special Election, and elect instead of seleot Miss Pan
American
Following are the tentative
dates for special eledlon procedures If approved by the
senate.
Filing for Candidacy-April

12-19
Election Date-April 26-27

Role of Mexican journalis01
topic of noted author
Mack the chormer••Randall Ashlev Mack the Knife uee• hi•

•u avaveneN on Rise

Dawn Atldne (Lucy Brown) In 'Threepenny Opera' which opened last night. See re..
view o n page 3.

Editor applications due April 1·
Applications are being accepted at Student Publlcations
for the 1983-84 editorships of
· The Pan American and the El
Bronco yearbook.
Forms are available In
Emilia Hall Room 100.
Applicants will apply directly to the faculty sponsor for
the yearbook and newspaper
according to the policy, the
forms are due April 1 or
sooner.
The applican~ must
describe their qu,alifications,
provide the names of three
references whom they have
asked to write letters of
recommendation directly to
the adviser and state their
philosophy or policies for the
operation of the publication In
which they are interested.
Minimum qualifications for
applicants esta51ished by the
committee require applicants
to have had at least one
quarter In reporting and one
in editing In mass communications or equivalent profess Ion al experience on
newspaper or other publications or two years of staff work

on The Pan American or El
Bronco.
The applicants should have
minimum grade point average
of 2.0. have a minimum of 60
semester hours and be In
good standing with the Dean
of Students. The committee
may waive the minimum
qualifications if conditions
warrant.
After the applications have
been received by the faculty
adviser. she will evaluate

them and rank each applicant
according to her evaluation.
The evaluation and ranking
will be forwarded to the
chairperson of the Publications Committee, who will call
a meeting the first Monday
one week after April 15, this
year it is AprU 25.
The committee will study
the evaluation and applications. Applicants must be on
hand for the committee in
case an interview is desired.
Joyce Prock is adviser for
student publications.

The current political system
in Mexico and role of journalists in that system is the
topic today of a noted Mexican novelist, journalist and
political commentator at
10:30 a.m. In LA-101.
'
Dr. Mauricio Gonzalez de la
Garza will meet with students
aspiring to write about their
own experiences.
The presentation will be
followed by a question-answer
session. Afterwards there is a
luncheon with interested
faculty In the cafeteria.
At 2:30 p.m. he will meet
with the Forum for the Study
of the Americas In the regency
room of the LRC on the second floor.
Dr. Gonzalez Is the author
of the best selllng book in
Mexico, "Ult!ma Uamada," In
which he makes an analysis of
PRI and Mexico's po~tlcal
system.

Candidates meet March 29
All candidates for president,
vice-president of PAUSA and
UCPC and senatorial positions are to meet March 29 at
4 :30 p.m. in the PAUSA office located on the third floor.
Questions on the election
code, ballot position and campaign procedures will be
discussed.
There is to be no campaigning during filing week which

ends March 29 according to
Bibi Rodriguez, election commissioner.
Voting will take place April
fifth • and sixth. Hours for
voting are at the LRC from 9
to 8 p .m. both days and the
University Center lobby from
9 a .m to 4 :30 p.m . Students
must have a validated ID card
to be eligible to vote.

He wrote for Mexico City's
powerful newspaper "Excelsior." Including several
novels and taught at the
Unlversidad
Nacional
Automoma de Mexico in
Mexico City.
His doctorate is in
psychology with extensive
academic creditials In
literature , history and
philosophy
After the publication of
"Ultima Llamada" in 1981 he

started to receive death threats
and other forms of Intimidation. The newspaper which
ran his column then found it
imposssible to get paper, and
the publisher was threatened.
He finally went into self-exile

in the U.S. where he Is currently beginning a sequel to
"Ultima Llamada."
The forum for the Study of
the Americas and the
Borderlife Project are hosts for
the series.

Black' n Blue movie showing
tomorrow, Saturday night
Two Heavy Metal Bands,
"Black Sabbath" and "Blue
Oyster Cult" are featured
tomorrow and Saturday night
in a rock cult film sponsored
by UCPC.
The movie will be shown in
Science Building Auditorium
Il at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. Admission Is $2 for PAU students
with a validated ID card and

$2.50 for general admission.
The movie has a concert
setting and Is a filmed record
of their standing room only
tour. Blue Oyster Cult is
knownfor their "Don't Fear
the Reaper" and Black Sabbath for "Heaven 'n Hell."
The director of the movie Is
Jay Dubin.

Pan Am game forms ready
Pan American Days game
applications are available today from the PAUSA office
located on third floor of the
University Center.
There Is a meeting on April
fourth for all organizational
representatives at 3:30 p.m.
in University Center Room
306. This will be an infor-

mative meeting concerning
the rules of the upcoming
games.
The deadline for all applications Is April eighth at 4 :30
p .m. in the PAUSA office.
The games are scheduled
for April 12 during activity
period and third period.

Paper to take Easter break
The
Pan
American
newspaper will not publish
next week due to Easter break

next Thursday and Friday
The Pan American will
resume publication on Apnl 7.
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Editorial

Elect

Miss Pan American
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Remember last semester when The Pan American urged
you the student not to vote for the traditions By-Laws
package.
Did you heed our warning, noo and they were promptly
passed.
Since then PAUSA has found that the By-Laws are so binding that they allow little freedom to be implemented.
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PAUSA should revert to electing a queen instead of having a pageant this year. As It Is there were questions about
last springs' Miss Pan American pageant.
In the first place there was no money allocated for a
pageant.
legislation for the Traditions By-Laws package was passed by proxy vote which Is illegal according to the constitution.
There is also not enough time to conduct a pageant with
so little time left
PAUSA also discovered that the judges must be out of the
Valley with two having to live at least 200 miles or more from
pageant itself. All of the judges expenses and accommodations must also be paid. This was another area PAUSA had
over-looked.
PAUSA is planning or was to make some revenue off the
pageant by charging registration fees. To be sanctioned there
are not supposed to be any registration fees.
Article 3.04 of the Traditions By-Laws says that the Executive Branch wlll organize and execute the events during
Pan American Days one of them being the Miss Pan
American Pageant. If the pageant cannot be organized and
executed for a particular reason, the executive can cancel an
event by:
A . A four-fifths vote of the total PAUSA senate.
B. If a quorum Senate cannot be present during this vote,
then a written request must be submitted to the Dean of
Students and appoved by the Dean.
The executive has stated they cannot do the Miss Pan
American pageant In effect washing Its hands of the matter
and has decided to let Senate pick up the pieces.
For this year PAUSA should revert to electing a Miss Pan
American as there is not enough time to plan a pageant.
Previous Miss Pan Americans have been elected.
Planning for next year's pageant should begin in the summer as the pageant requires year round preparation.
PAUSA should not forget to allocate the needed money
for a pageant.

ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Today
Muelcal play, "Three Penny Opera," a PAU music and
drama production . At the Fine Arts Auditorium at 10:30
a.m. and 8 p.m.
Charity bukeball game between Kappa Delta Sorority
and KBFM team at 7 :30 p.m. at Edinburg Junior High
School gym. Free admission but donations will be accepted
for the Committee for National Child Abu~ Fund.
March 25, Friday
Chapel Bible Study at noon at Chapel of the Lord's Prayer
by the Baptist Student Union.
"Three Penny Opera" at FA Auditorium at 2 p.m. and 8

p.m.

March 26, Saturday
Social Work workshop at LA 101 from 8 a.m. to 12: 15 p .m.
spnosred by Social Work Club and Rio Grande Valley Unit
of National Association of Social Workers.
"Three Penny Opera" at FA Auditorium at 8 p.m.

March 28, Monday
Bible Study and 75¢ sandwich. lunch at noon at Baptist
Student Center by BSU.
March 29, Tuaday
f'a)lta Taco Sale by Psi Chi Honor Society from 10 a .m. to
!p.m. at UC Circle. Tacos $1 each.

c.Atl 1T ge 'PEPPE-Rs'•., ~o
IT WON'-r WOR.~. II
APRIL 1--The day upon what we are on the other
which we are reminded of 364.--Mark Twain

Campua Outreach Bible Study at 10:30 a .m. at UC 307
by Baptist Student Union.
Celebntlon rap MMlon at 7 p .m. at Baptist Student
Center.
April 6, Wednaday
Degree application deadline for graduate students expecting to receive a master's degree in August, 1983. Must
be flied with the Office of Admissions and Records.

75t lunch from 11 a .m. to 1 p.m. with programs at 11 and
noon at the Baptist Student Center.

April 8, Friday
Unlfthlty Choir concert at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
April 10, Sunday
Vlaltlng Artlat Serla, Julianne McLean on the piano at 3
p.m. at the Fine Arts Auditorium. Sponsored by Mu Alpha
Epsilon.

Campua Outreach Bible Study at 10:30 a .m. at UC 307
by Baptist Student Union.
Puaover Meal at Catholic Campus Ministries Center from
10:30 a.m. to 11 :30. Please contact CCM by Friday March
25 if planning to attend so they will know how much food to
prepare.

THE r,tlN AMERICAN STAFF

University Band perform• at 8 p.m. at Fine Arts
Auditorium.

''n\Q: IT TED, t1M ~ 'Pef'fcR'
4-tJD crVtL- cN(:,'itJ~ERS JUST

April 5, Tuaday
MaN by Catholic Campus Ministries at Chapel of the Lord's
Prayer from 10:30 a .m. to 11:30.

Editor'• Note: If you want Information Included In the
next Activity Calendar {April 7) pleue eubmlt It to
the paper at Emilia Hall Room 100 by noon April
March 30.

Celebration rap HUion by Baptist Student t:Jnlon at BSU
Center starting at 7 p.m.

likie.-

April 4, Monday
Bible Study and 75¢ sandwich lunch at noon at Baptist
Student Center.

March 30, Wednaday
1983 Health Fair from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Ballroom
and third floor of the University Center.

75t lunch at Baptist Student Center from 11 a .m. to 1 p.m.
with programs at 11 a.m. and noon.

March 31 ·· April 3
Eaater Recen. Enjoy!
April 2, Saturday
Alumni Artlat Sertea. Dahlia Guerra on the piano at Fine
Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Artl 4 ·· 8
Rio Bravo Artlata Exhibit at Fine Arts Auditorium foyer.
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'Threepenny Opera,, a tale of a man and his women
The University Theatre and
the Music department opened
their presentation of
Threepenny Opera, a musical
last night.
Threepenny Opera, the
story of the criminal Mack the
Knife, his women, and their
betrayal Is a truly enjoyable

musical although It runs
longer than most other productions.
In the lead role Randall
Ashley protrays the ladies
man whose womanizing gets
him put In prison.
Mack weds Polly Peachum,
played by Cooky Estrada and

when his new In-laws find out
they decide to turn him in and
get the reward money.
Peachum and his wife want
their daughter to divorce the
criminal although they
themselves run a shop
specializing in beggars props.
Peachum is portrayed by L.

Scott Klippe and his wife Is
portrayed by Shirley Whalen .
The Peachum's use Mack's
weakness for women to catch
the wily thief who has a standing agreement with the
police commissioner Tiger
Brown, played by Mark Watson.

Peter Watson, Ted Lyra, Kerri
K. Logseon, and Marty
Bourgeois.

Perhaps the most outstanding performance is by Jenny
Diver, played by Leslie Law
who portrays the jilted woman
out for revenge. Her rendition
of the Soloman Song in the
third act is very good.

Members of the orchestra
are Pat Strawn, Vidal Flores,
Tom Kessel ring, Ruben
Adame, Bobby Garza, Luis
Maldonado, Marty Richard~on and Brooks Osborn.
The orchestra was directed
by James Stover.

Another woman in Mack's
life Is Lucy Brown played by
~ise Dawn Atkins who helps
Mack escape from prison.
Other members of the cast
include Jaquelyn Linn, Sylvia
Anne Benbow, Paulette
Gindler, Laurie Wood, Elsa
Garza, Martha Alicia Gonzalez, and Mary Kay Mueller
who played the 'girls' and
Charles M Pokorny, Gilbert
Vela, Ed Arguelles, and
Audie Richard Siegel as
Mack's gang.

Threepenny Opera was
directed by Doug Cummins.
Cummins and Stover should
be commended for such a
successful production of this
musical.
Scenic and lighting design
was done by Tom Grabowski
and the costumes were
designed by Jack Alton
Strawan.
Threepenny Opera will run
through Saturday with shows
beginning at 8 p.m. There is
also a Friday matinee scheduled at 2 p.m.

The chorus of beggars were
played by Kelly Fitzgerald,
Elsa Garza, Marthd Alicia
Gonzalez, Elisabeth GrantGibson, Ann Oizdar, Javier
Hurtado, Mary Kay Mueller,
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A bunch of hooda--Charle• M. Pokorny, Gilbert Vela, Randall Ashley and Audie Richard Siegel portray
members of the underworld In 'Threepenny Opera.'
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ECONOMY DRIVE IN IS SUPPORTING
THE BRONCS STRONGER THAN EVER!

FROM: 9:00 P.M. TO 2:00 A.M.

----------------------------2 Reg. Corn Dogs for 99¢
WITH COUPON
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CLUB

24 hr
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Our Name Says It All!
Open Seven Days a Week
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WOni'eii must prepare foraftermath 0fl'8J)e
Editor'• Note: thla la the you do decide to report the
eecond In a aerlu on the crime, Wadsworth suggested
aubject of rape. In our neat that you not bathe, shower or
laue we will dlacUN aome change clothes immediately
of the mytha and the facts after the rape. Wadsworth exof rape.
plained that doing so would
By Anna Martinez
destroy evidence. Nor should
Stafhll'lter
a rape victim wash her hands,
douche, brush her teeth or
Rape. It is a harsh word for
wash out her mouth.
a cruel reality.
While some women prefer
Wadsworth e><plained that
not thinking about the subject, lorn clothing, bruising,
It ls best to choose to think of semen, hair and skln under
rape before it becomes a mat- fingernails can be considered
ter about which you have no evidence. A rape victim also
choice.
needs to get medical attention
If a woman has been raped, Immediately.
she will have to decide
Wadsworth said that
whether or not she will report Women Together, or Mujeres
the Clime. Sally Wadsworth of Unldas as It Is also known, has
Women Together, a women's held training sessions with
help group, spoke on the sub- emergency and pathology
ject recently on campus. She personnel at Valley hospitals
told a group that In consider- in caring for rape victims.
At the hospital, the victim's
ing reporting a rape, a victim
should keep in mind that rape ,injuries will be cared for and
is a crime and that rapists she will be checked for
venereal disease.
are repeat offenders.
In getting help from a
If you have been raped and

VAL.LEY
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HOME, PERSONAL AND
BUSINESS COMPUTERS
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TWIN PALM PLAZA
1101N CAGE BLVD SUITEA•l

PHARR, TEXAS 785n
EXPWY 83ATUS291
(512)791-8580

Alone and Pregnant?
Need someone
to talk to?
CALL
Vicky
787-0033

Sister Irma
or Blanca
425-3422

Hidalgo County

Ca.m eron County
Our Counseling I• free and confidential
A service of Catholic Charities

EVERYONE
IS PICKING UP
ON PILOT PENS

hospital or from police,
Wadsworth warned that rape
victims have sometimes
waited overnight. One suggestion she stressed was to ask
your gynecologist or famUy
doctor if he or she wiU treat
you if you have been raped.
Some doctors, she said,
would refuse to treat a rape
victim. One possible reason
she gave was that the thought
of potential courtroom time
might discourage some doctors from treating rape victims.
On campus, rape victims
can seek help from student
health services. Dora Castillo,
who heads the department,
has been designated as the
contact person on campus for
rape victims.
lf the crime occurs on cam-

pus, the victim should report It secutes, going to court will not
to the traffic and security cost the victim anything. The
department. Chief Greg booklet reminds readers that
Salazar pointed out that there there might be some news•
is a woman officer on the paper coverage but that the
force that a rape victim can victim's names are usually not
Included.
talk to.
After the Immediate conWhen repor11ng the crime,
it Is important to go as you are cerns are dealt with, however.
and to report the crime Im- the victim must deal with the
mediately. In a booklet on emotional problems associrape put out by a publishing ated with rape. "They not oncompany in Massachusetts, ly have to deal with their own
readers are told that the police reaction of guilt, they also
will need evidence of a sexual have to deal with the reaction
act, of force or violence and of friends," Wadsworth said.
"It very often causes problems
evidence of res.lstance.
The booklet also Informs with Interpersonal relationreaders that a rape victim does ships."
These include relationships
not have to file charges, but
that she should give police as with boyfriends, husbands
much information as possible. and parents among others.
ff the district attorney proOther emotions a victim

By Ruben Moreno

Staffwrlter
A delegation of five
students who attended the
model OAS meeting in
Washington D.C., last week
received a runner up award,
one
of two
awards
only glven to the best two
delegations at the meeting.
The delegation Included
Concha Orozco, Marilew
Sturgis, Gus Garcia, Lisa
Cawley and Jerry Sala.iz. All
of these students were put Into
different committees In the
meetings and were asked to
act on the different Issues they
were faced with.
The task before the delegatlon was not simple
They had to represent an
OAS country and had to think
like the government from that
country and make decisions
like leaders of that country.
Pan American was representlng Paraguay
Orozco was the head
delegate and ambassador.
Sturgis was the delegate
assigned to the political committee which provided her
with an opportunity to portray

a member of a country that is
against human rights "I had
to keep the human rights
resolution as low in the agenda as possible" she said "I
was successful '1n keeping this
resolution low In the agenda,
when It finally came to the
floor there was very little time
to take any action." Garcia
was the delegate to the
economic committee.

"It was hard getting this
committee organized al the
start," he said. "We finally got
very organized and passed 15
resolutions."

Cawley was the delegate
assigned to the education,
cultural and scientific committee.
She said that the only
negative aspect of the meeting
was that some students were
only there for the awards and
they provided only an indivldual effort.
Salaiz, who won the
outstanding delegate award
from his committee, was
assigned to the administration

Easter bunnies coming
to Pan American
On Wenesday students,
faculty and staff should be on
the lookout for Easter eggs on
the Pan American grounds.
The eggs are part of
UCPC's annual Easter egg
hunt

THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS
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PAU wins honors at OAS meeting

Two human size rabbits will
be spreading the goodwill of
Easter.
The eggs will contain gift
certificates and must be
redeemed on Wednesday In
UC-205.
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must deal with include confusion, shame and even fear of
the return of the rapist, according to the Information
booklet on rape. Later, more
emotions Including anger,
helplessness, guilt, worthlessness, Isolation and
distrust set In.
The booklet states that talkIng to a close friend should
help the victim overcome
these feelings. If emotional
problems persist in expressing
affection, in relating sexually
or In relating to persons close
to you, you should seek help
&om a hospital or a rape crisis
center.
Women Together can be
reached through their
emergency number at

"1

and budget committee. He
said he knew he was being
considered for an award but
thought It Just "a small
award"
"I ~as shocked v·hen I was
named outstanding delegate,"
he said proudly. "I felt a Uttle
bad about the other members
who all were outstanding. J
assumed the leadership role In
this committee In the terms of
stability."
At the start of the event the
PAU delegation met with a
Paraguayan representative
and discussed some of the
resolutions that they had
come up with and researched.
This consultation provided
a great Insight In the way of

thinking and the way of llfe
that
Paraguayans have, Orozco, head
delegate, said.
Dr. James Gormly, who
headed the committee In
charge of the program, accompanled the delegation to
Washington. He said that the
delegation had the task of
"becoming Paraguayans and
understanding their govern ment"
"They have only one party
In their system like Mexico,"
he said.
"Paraguay Is very low key
and does not speak out too
often The delegation had to
capture that essence of
Paraguay."

closely together.
"The delegation sat down
and thought everything out
and decided what was needed
to be done," he said. "It was
totally a Joint effort." He said
that at the start of the meeting
t_lle PAU students were awed
by the whole situation and the
type of students who were In•
volved from other universities,
however, after the first day,
they realized they were "as
good or even better than the
other delegates."
"The philosophy behind the
model OAS was to put
students in the shoes of
representatives of the countries involved," he said. "Also
to create a deeper appreciation of countries located in the
Western Hemisphere."
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Pan American competed
against schools such as
Boston University, University
of Wisconsin, Kentucky and
South Carolina
Gormly said that the reason
behlng PAU's success was that
the delegation worked so
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Management seminar slated Apr. 7
By Ana Perez
Top management executives from industry and
from governmental agencies
will discuss "1983 Management Perspectives" at the second annual executive
management seminar April 7
in the business Administration
Building.
Sponsored by the School of
Business, the one-day
seminar Is free and open to
the public, as weU as to
students , faculty and staff.
Registration Is from 8 :30
a.m. to 9 a.m. in the LRC
Auditorium foyer.
The opening speaker,
Robert F. Ogden, manager,
employee relations planning
for the General Electric Corp oration, will discuss

"Economic and Human
Resource Issues," at 9:15
a.m.
In the second session at
10:45 a.m. two representatives from state agencies will
discuss "Planning and Managing In the State Government."

worker and rose through the
ranks to the agency's highest
office.
The first speaker of the
afternoon, from 1: 15 p.m. to
2:30 p .m., Grosskopf, vice
president, management services for IBM's Customer Service Division.
During his 26 years with
IBM, Grosskopf has held
numerous field engineering
line and staff management
assignments within branch
and reslon. organizations.

They are Marcus L. Yancy
Jr., deputy engineer-director
of the Texas Department of
Highways and Public
Transportation, and Marlin
W. Johnston, commissioner
of the Texas Department of
Human Resources.
Yancy is concerned with
many factors affecting
transportation including legal
affairs, finance, economics,
social and environmental considerations and planning.
Johnston began as a case

In 1971 he was named field
engineering vice president
and regional manager in
Chicago. Three years later he
became vice president of the
division's western operations.
Since moving to IBM's corporate headquarters In 1976

he has served as director in
charge of benefits and personnel services and later as director of personnel resources. He
assumed his present position
In 1981.
From 2:45 p.m. to 4:30
p . m., three speakers
representing the university,
military and business will
discuss "Developing Management Potential."
Dr. Donald C . Lelong Is
director of the Institute of
Higher Education Management at the University of
Texas System In Austin. The
purpose of the Institute Is to
assist Individuals and lnstltu·
tlons In their management
through short-term educational programs.
Col. John P. Caruso, dean
of students and administration

at the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces In Maryland,
has a top managerial position
with a progressive organization in the private and public
sector. Caruso, who has extensive managerial experience
with the military, has also coauthored an article, "Beyond
the Nation State--The
Political, Cultural and Social
Roles of the Multinationals."
The third speaker of the
session is WIiiiam Wlggenhorn, director, Motorola
Training and Education
Center, Motorola Inc.
At an Invitation only dinner
in the UC Ballroom, Vergll V.
Miller, chief opeatlng officer
and director of the American
General Capital Companies,
will speak. AGCC, which are

wholly-owned by American
General Corporation, the
eighth largest diversified financial services Company In the
United States.

As CEO Miller serves as executive vice president of a
mutual fund advisory company, as president of a pension management company.
ln addition he Is vice president
of all 17 open-end and three
closed-ends funds advised by
American General Capital
Management Inc. and serves
on the boards of directors of
five of the funds.
The American General
Capital Companies comprise
the 11th largest advisory and
sales complex for mutual
funds and pension accounts In
the United States with more
than $3.3 billion under
management.
Since Joining AGCC, MIiier
has been instrumental In
developing six consecutive
years of record as sales and
five successive years of record
profitability for the companies

Theodore Grosskopf

Marcu• L. Yancy

John Carueo

Graduate program
By Joe Miller
Currently In the middle of a
self-study, the School of
Business has applied for accreditation of its graduate program, according to Dr. Vern
Vincent, director of graduate
studies In business:
This is the year of record,
the year in which the school
conducts a study to closely examine its program in light of
standards in eight areas set
down by the American
Assembly of Collegiate
Schools
of
Business
(AACSB).

"The Bottom line of accredltiation is for the student,"
Vincent said. "It guarantees to
the student all of the standards
of quality required by the
AACSB. There are certain
companies that only recruit at
accredited Institutions.
"Also there are certa n
scholarships that are on,y
given to accredited Institutions, so the student turns out
to be the winner in the long
run. 0

In applying for accreditation
of the graduate program, the
School of Business Is fulfilling
an obligation ii assumed when
ii
received
AACSB

Mulln Johnston

gets self-study for accreditation
undergraduate accreditlation
In 1979, according to Dr. F.J.
Brewerton, dean of the
School of Business.
When a School's undergraduate program is accredited,it must meet standards for graduate accreditation within five years, or it will
lose Its undergraduate accreditation, Brewerton said.
Pan American comes under
this regulation.
However , under new
AACSB policy, schools applying for accreditation must
meet both graduate and
undergraduate standards at

the same lime, tsrewerton
said.
Organized in 1916 to promote and Improve higher
education In business administration and management, the AACSB Is the only
accrediting agency for
bachelors and masters degree
programs in business administration recognized by the
U.S. Department of Education and by the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation.
Pan Am ts one of 16 accredited undergraduate
schools in Texas. Currently
only about 18 percent of the
business schools nationwide

Renovation plans go before legislature,
school expands computer facilities
By Carlo• Ramirez
Major renovation plans for
the School of Business are
pending approval In the state
legislature, the final stage of a
five stage procedure.
The $550,000 budget proposal to renovate a section of
the Business Administration
Building into a fully-equipped
computer laboratory plus office space has already been
approved by the University
Administration, the Board of
Regents, the Coordinating
Board of Higher Education
and the Legislative Budget
Committee.
Now in session, the legislature will probably decide on
the proposal by fall, according
Dr. F.J. Brewerton, dean of
the School of Business.

"If the budget is approved,
the renovation of the former
computer center in this
building will house between
30 and 40 computer terminals
which will be at the disposal of
our students enrolled in
business computer courses,"
Brewerton said. "Our present
conditions are not satisfactory
at all for the 1,000 students in
our school who need to use
the computer terminals.

"The new computer lab
would make all the difference
In the world and make for better learning conditions."
With the new lab, students
in computer classes will have a
chance for hands-on experience as the classes move from
the present theory/lecture approach to a lab and instruction
approach. Brewerton said

Vergll Miller

He formerly served as dean
of the school of business administration at California State
University, Sacramento, and
was dean of the College of
Business Administration at
Oklahoma State University
until joining AGCC In 1976.

With 2,600 students enrolled in business this semester
the school of business is the
largest on campus. The largest
number of students, 750, are
accounting majors. Other majors are economics, management, marketing, finance,
general business, Office administration and computer Information systems.
For the first time, the school
departmentalized last year,
along untraditional lines. The
majors are divided as follows:
department of marketing,
finance and general business;
department of accounting and
economics; and department
of management and computer
Information systems.
The grouping was selected
to maintain a balance among
the departments, according to
Brewerton.

In addition, a division of
graduate studies and Bureau
of Business Research were
established. A research
bureau Is necessary to meet
standards of the American
Assembly of collegiate
Schools of Business, the
agency which accredited the
undergraduate program.
Although established In
1965, the business undergraduate program was not accredited In until 1979.
The Masters of Business
Administration program,
established In 1975. Is being
considered for accreditation.
Thirty-five students are currently enrolled in the two-year
program, which requires 36
hours. Since the beginning of
the program, 47 students
have graduated with the

MBA

have wbeen accredited, Vincent said.
The self study will check
standards In the following
eight areas:
1. Objectives, 2. Admission of
Students, 3. Personnel, 4.
Curriculum, 5. Library and
Computer
Resources.
Facilities and Services, 6.
Financial
Resources,
Facilities, and Equipment, 7.
Educational Innovation and
Technology and Main tenance of Accreditation.
The first area, Objectives,
requires the school to clearly
state Its objectives which "shall
be consistent with the overall
high quality embodied In the
AACSB standards," according to the AACSB acredltatlon guide.
In the second area, Admission of Students, the School
of Business moved In this
direction when it tightened admissions standards for the
graduate program In the fall of
1980, Brewerton said. This
move came following acof
the
c red ltatlon
undergraduate program In
1979.
The immediate result In
tightening graduate admission
requirements was a 70 percent drop In graduate enrollment, Brewerton said. But the
program Is rebounding, he
said, showing a 52 percent Increase this year.
"Also, the students we are
getting now are more capable
than we got before," he said.
At the masters level,
AACSB expects schools to accept only students with
bachelors degrees from accredited Institutions. Further-

more, to be admitted,
students must show a "high
promise of success" in
postgraduate business study.
High promise, as defined by
AACSB, Includes three areas.
1. Testlng--performance on
the GMAT or any other relevant testing device; 2.
Previous
schooling-candidates overall or upper
division grade point average
prior to masters admission
and 3. Experlence--a record
of appropriate employment al
Increasing levels of responsibility.
In the third area of self
study, Personnel, the school
must have the personnel,
faculty and otherwise to foster
high quality in education for
business administration. Furthermore, the school must
establish policies and practices
for managing its personnel
resources which also foster
high quality.
For masters accreditation
75 percent of the faculty must
be full flme and 75 percent of
the full-time faculty must have
the doctorate.
The school must have
enough faculty that students
attending day or night classes
have a chance to take classes
with professors, doctoral, fulltime, and other qualified
faculty In each subject area.
Also, support personnel
should be sufficient
The faculty is limited to
teaching only 12 hours, no
more than three preparations
and to only two fields.
(See Criteria pg. 6)
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Economists say Mexican economy volatile
By AdoUo

Peaquera

Measuring expectations In
the United States and restoring confidence among Mexicans were the watchwords of
an economic conference here
ln February
Keynote speaker Dr. Robert
Krueger said, "The most Important thing De La Madrid
can do ls restore the confidence of his people."
Krueger, the former
Ambassador-at-Large to Mexico said, "Nothing Is more important than example. He
(Madrid) must show and expect a model of absolute
simplicity from himself and his
administration."
The purpose of the conference was to begin designing
a model for planning future
development in the Valley.
Dr. Edward Vento, PAU, said
it is a model which will enable
us to predict better the events
that will effect our future."
Speakers examined the
economic futures of the
United States, Texas, Mexico
and the Valley.
In hls speech, the exCongressman Krueger said
the U.S. government does not
give enough attention to Mexico, neither does the general
population.
He said,
however, that Mexico has
more visibility now and this Is
due to the growing Hispanic
population in the U.S.
"Twice as many Hispanics
voted in 1982 as in 1978,"
Krueger said. "This was
observed by members of both
political parties."
He stressed that a fun..da_!!lental reason for the success of the U.S. was the result
of an attitude that the whole
population ought to develop
Itself and own part of the
resources, inferring there Is a

loss of this attitude in Mexico.
"People must feel there Is a
place for everyone in society
and that they all have some
opportunity," he said.

for economic growth with a
major role for the private sector and the government
subordinate. This includes an
open economy with pragmentarily defined limits for trade
relations wtth the U.S. This
While explaining numerous calls for fiscal austerity
economic indicators, the
Mexico has been oscillating
academic director of the Jn- between the two views, but is
stltuto de Banca y Finanzas recently leaning more towards
predicted negaUve growth the Nationalists, he said. Garthroughout the slx year term cia, a Liberal-Rationalist,
of Madrid. Dr Roberto Newell repeatedly referred to the NaGarcia dropped formalities ttonalist' s policies as "inand plain-talked his way credibly stupid."
through a testimony of
Garcia warned that should
disasters and potential Mexico default or have condisasters.
fidence continue to decline,
the impact on this side would
"Inflation ls running in ex- be traumatic.
cess of 100 percent •--if the
"It means slx to seven
price per barrel of oil drops to million workers could be
$20 Mexico cannot continue dumped In to your laps," he
to service its debt," he warned said, "Not migrants competing
"Also, if Fidel Velasquez, 80, for Jobs nobody wants, but a
(the top union leader) does different kind of worket' fr.om
not live through the summer I the middle class who will comam afraid labor problems pete for jobs everybody
would fall into chaos and wants."
violence."
However, another speaker
predkted recovery In 1983.
At the heart of the dilemma
"I look for '83 to be a superIs the political polarization betboom compared to last year,"
ween the Nationalist-Populists
said Dr. Charles Maurice,
and the Llberal-Ratlonallsts,
chairman of the economics
he said. The Nationalists want
department at Texas A&M
a strong and independent
University.
Mexico with a private sector
In what was no doubt the
subordinate to the public.
most optimistic report
They want a closed economy
delivered, he said, "For the
with minimal relations wtth the
first time In a long lime the narest of the world and a direct
tional outlook is optimistic . .
involvement of government In
the recession has bottomed
social programs, wtth suffl•
out."
clent financing to provide
Among his other predicvehicles for the poor. This
tions: 'unemployment wtll go
means price controls, governdown to eight percent .
ment subsides and a re"real GNP may increase by
allocation of resources.
three percent in 1983 .. ' a
rise In real Investment by six to
seven percent. .
'the rate
The Llberal-Relattonalist of Inflation may go down to
want to create a sound basis one percent but not more . .

• the prime will drop to eight
percent by year's end.
Despite the clamor about
deficits he doesn't think they
are an Important Influence.
He said that what really
counts is net new investment
and that the only problem
which may occur is if the expectations of people drive up
Inflation because of a fear of
deficits. He says actual deficits
wt!I be much lower and that
the Reagan Administration Is
exaggerating them to make
themselves look better later
He opposes the gasoline tax
and the jobs bill. Maurice,
who is also agalns Import
restrictions and government
subsidies for business, said,
"Bailing out smokestack Industries won't revitalize them
or make them competitive."

maybe not." Dr. Charles
Frankie, Vice President and
Chief Economist, First City
Bank of Houston, said "It may
go up or down or maybe not."
Humor aside, Frankie was
neither I as optimistic nor as
certain of Texas as Maurice
was willing to be of the nation.
However, he did predict the
prime to drop to 10 percent,
Texas unemployment to
seven percent and Inflation
maybe five to six percent
statewide.
There are very strong con•
nectlons between the United
States and other countries that
Maurice did not account for,
Frankie said. He noted that
just as the Texas economy
performs relative to the national economy, so the Valley
economy performs relative to
Influences In Mexico as well as
Texas.
On forecasting the Prime
In determining an economic
..It may go up or down or outlook he noted the impor-

lance of gathering data local•
ly. He said information, even
from city-to-city within the
state, Is subject to distortion.
"People looking at a particular economy from afar do
not have good information,"
he said. "Oat.a is usually outdated. When planning one
(model) for your own use,
you should use institutions like
Pan American."
He advised that some light
Industries could be attracted to
the Valley. Consideration
should be made In stressing
the quality of life here, he
said.
He predicted the local
population would grow. but
not as rapidly as In the past.
He said such diverse
economic areas as Austin and
Dallas would do best In the
future. However, Houston,
San Antonio and other border
cities would have a slower rate
of recovery.

"1983 Management Perspectives"
(Bulnesa, Industry and Government)

Sponsored by
School of Business Administration
Pan American University
April 7, 1983

Leaming Resource Center Auditorium

8:30 • 9:00 a.m.

Coffee - LC Auditorium Foyer
General Audience

9:00 • 9: 15 a.m.

Introduction to the Conference
Dean F.J. Brewerton
Welcome to the University
President Miguel A. Nevarez

9:15 · 10:30 a.m.

"Economic Human Resource luuea"
Mr. Robert F. Ogden
Manager • Employee Relations Planning
General Electric Corporation
Fairfield, Conn.

-Criteria------------------

10:30 - 10:45 a.m.

Break

10:45 • 12:00 a.m.

"Planning and Managing In the State Government"

The fifth area, Library and
Computer
Resources,
Facilities, and Services, got a
boost recently from part of a
$400,000 grant from Gulf Oil
Some funds from the grant
were used to purchase slx
word processors and two
printers, and additional
holdings for the library. For
example, back copies of
several business-related
periodicals will now be
available in the library

The computer center moved from the business building
to the former administration
building in December when
those quarters were remodeled after the new Administration Building was completed
In September.
In the sixth area, Financial
Resources, Facilities, and
Equipment, the budget for the
school must be sufficient to
support the objectives of the
business unit Although the
plans for a business annex
received support from the
university and the Board or
Regents, the Texas Coordinating Board denied the request. But funding for the
renovation of the current
building is spending before the
legislature
In the seventh area, Education a I Innovation and
Technology, schools are encouraged to develop and test
new learning approaches and
technologies and to disseminate their results. This
area encourages creative
teaching and research.

"Our students will also have
better access to computers
once the renovations on the
space formerly occupied by in
the business ouilding by the
computer oenter," Brewerton
said, "Until now, cur computer classes are limited largely to theory and lecture. This
will soon change."

Finalt~•. the eighth area.
Maintenance of Accreditation,
requires schools to adhere to
the standards Once accredltated a school cannot
simply rest on Its laurels, but
must maintain the quality
criteria necessary for accreditation. The Accreditation
Council will conduct periodic

In the fourth area, Curriculum, the program must
prepare students for imaginative and responsible
citizenship and leadership
roles in business and society.
Furthermore, the curriculum should be responsive
to social, economic and
technological developments
and trends in economics and
the behavlorlal and quantitative sciences. To stay ac·
credited, a school of business
must encourage continuing
development of new and existing classes

surveys to make sure schools
comply with standards.
Furthermore, any new programs or changes In existing
programs which jeopardize
adherence to standards must
be reported to the Accreditation Council.
Also, when referring to ac•
creditatlon, the school must
clearly indicate which of Its
programs, graduate or
undergraduate
are
accredited. Following completion of the self study, the
school will undergo visitation
next year An AACSB visitation team will come to Pan
AM to examine such things as
faculty committee minutes,
budget data, course outlines,
library facilities. labs,
classrooms and faculty accomodallons. Also the team
will visit with university administration, faculty, students
and alumni,
If all things are In order,
following visitation, the
School of Business graduate
program will be accredited by
1984
Once accredited, the school
will recognize worldwide as
having standards equivalent
to those at such prestigious
schools as Harvard, Stanford,
Clemson, Alabama, UT, and
SMU. for example

Mr. Marcus L. Yancey, Jr.,
Deputy Engineer • Director
Texas Department of Highways Public
Transportation
Austin,

Mr. Maritn Johnston
Commissioner
Texas Department of Human Resources
Austin,
12:00 • 1:15 p.m.

1:15 • 2:30 p.m.

Lunch Break

"Building and Implementing a Buslnue Strategy"
Mr. T.E. Grosskopf Jr.
Vice President of Management Services
IBM Customer Service Division
Franklin Lakes, NJ.

2:30 • 2:45 p.m.

Break

2·45 • 4:30 p.m.

"Developing Management Potential"
(University, Military, Business)
Dr. Donald C. LeLong
Director, Institute for Higher
Education Management
The University of Texas System
Austin,

Col. John P. Caruso
Dean of Students Administration
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
Fort McNair, Washington DC.

Mr. Wtlllam Wlggenhorn
Director, Motorola Training &
Education Center
Motorola. Inc
Rolling Meadows, Ill.
Adjourn
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Backus heads Advisory Council
By Enrique Zavala
Businesses and universities
alike have long known that interplay between the two is
necessary if schools of
business are to turn out

graduates who meet the
needs of the business community.
In fact the Accrediting
Council of the American

Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business, the
agency which accredits degree
programs of business schools
is composed not only of deans
of accredited institutions but
also of representatives of in-

dustry and business from
across the nation.
In keeping with this theory
of interplay between business
and industry the School of
Business last year instituted an
Advisory Council composed
of 15 executives, eight from
Valley banks and businesses
and seven from Dallas,
Houston, Austin and San Antonio businesses.
Thomas Backus Jr., IBM.
Austin, was recently elected
president of the council for
this year. Joe G. Garza,
Valley Federal Savings &
Loan, is vice president and
Mark L. Rigg, The Southland
Corporation, Dallas, is
secretary-treasurer.

T homas Backus

Joe Garza

IBM

Valley Federal

Mark Rigg
Southland Corp.

Appointments to the council run for three years, with

five positions rotating each
year.
Backus is manager of plans
and control, Information
Systems Division of 1MB In
Other members of the
council are Glen Roney,
president, McAllen State
Bank; Pete Diaz Jr., Valley
Mart Food Stores, Rio Grande
City; Robert A. McAllen,
president, First National Bank
of Weslaco, Weslaco; Porter
P. Mitchell, general manager
residence, Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co., San Antonio;
Gasper Mir Ill, CPA, Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell and Co.,
Houston.

L. L. Rudd, employee relations adviser, Mobil Oil Corp.,
Dallas; Michael F. Frost, president, Rio-Tex Citrus Associalion, Edinburg; Dale Cunn-

Ingham, vice president, Texas
Instruments Inc. , Dallas; Carl
Chilton, Long, Chilton,
Payte, & Hardin, Brownsville.
Also Eddie Cano, president, Cano Coors Distributing Co., McAllen; Willidm P.
Cameron, Gulf Oil Exploration and Prouction, Hosuton;
and Frank Birkhead, vice
president, lndusbial Board ,
McAllen.
The council assists the
School of Business in determining that the programs and
objectives of the school are
compatible with the needs of
the busines community.
In addition, the council is
committed to helping provide
Job oportunities for graduates,
to assisting in finding financial
support for the school and to
helping evaulate the business
school's role within the university.

Corpo ration funds improve business programs
Ecomomlc conditions and
the resulting budget cuts in recent years have forced more
and more state universities to
seek funding from the private
sector to bolster programs,
particularly in the area of
business administration.
For business schools, the
problem Is often acute
because the university must
compete with demand of the
open market for professors,
according to F.J. Brewerton,
dean of the School of
Business.
"We can supplement faculty salaries through grants from
industry," Brewerton said.
"This year our accounting
department has gone from
one of our poorest areas to
one of the best in terms of
doctorates, pa,tially because
grants were available for salary
s upplements and partially
becuase of a more precise
recruiting effort on our part.

"We decided what we
needed and went after the
doctorally qualified can didates. As a result we in·
creased the number of doctorates on the faculty this year
by 35 percent."
Faculty with doctorates
were needed to meet the accreditation criteria of the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business,
Brewerton said. "That was
one of the areas we were deficient in," he said.
The funds used to supplement the salaries were part of
a $400,000 grant the school
received last year from the
Gulf Oil Corp.
Additional monies from the
grant are being used to
upgrade the school in other
ways, Brewerton said. For example, 14 computer terminals
were purchased, more than
doubling the present number.
With about 1.000 students

taking computer courses each
semester, there was no way
they could get adequate time
on just 10 terminals, Brewerton said. Additional termimals
are planned for next year to
equip the computer lab when
renovation Is approved by the
legislature, he said.
The money was also used
to purchase six word processing micro computers used in
the School of Business. Also
back copies of several majo;
business periodicals were purchased for the library.
Another company, IBM has
comtributed substantially to
the School of Business
through its faculty loan program, Brewerton said.
Brewerton estimates that
IBM has Invested almost $1
million in the School of
Business through the faculty
loan program and smaller
cash grants for faculty salary
supplements.

Grants supplement salaries,
upgrade business faculty
By Chrtsttna Phillips
Just who Is that person
behind the podium?
Knowing the background of
your professor is almost as Important as knowing the subject
matter he or she teaches.
Students In the school of
business can be sure that
credentials of their professors
are being examined closely
since the graduate program is
up for accreditation.
To maintain the high standards of the American
Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business Pan Am
must hire quality professors.
In 1979, Pan American's
School of Business became
the tenth state-supported
school of Texas to be accredited. This means that the
school meets the quality standards set by the AACSB. the
only accrediting agency for
bachelors and masters degree
programs in business administration recognized by the
U.S . Department of Education.
The standards are so high
that less than one-fifth of all
business schools In the
·d
Stales are accredited.

The school has five positions to fill this year due to expansion, renewals and vacancies. The postions include:
marketing , assistant or
associate professor; computer
information systems, assistant.
associate or full professor;
operational management,
assistant or associate professor; accounting, assistant
associate or full professor; and
finance assistant professor.
Full professors must hold a
doctorate.
In an effort to build ~ better
b~siness school, a major
organizational change took
place in February 1982 when
the school was divided into
three departments.
The department of accounting and economics is chaired
by Dr. Ron Kettering, who
holds at bachelors and
masters degree from the
University of Southern
Mississippi and a doctorate In
accounting from Louisiana
Tech University.
Others in the department
are:
Dr. Charles Strong, who
holds a bachelors and masters

from Oklahoma State University and a doctorate in ac•
counting from the University
of Alabama. Strong is also a
Certified Public Accountant.
Dr. Gilbert Cardenas, who
holds a bachelors from UT
Austin, a masters from
Michigan State University,
and a doctorate In economics
from the University of Illinois.
Cardenas is recognized nationally as an expert on
Border Economics.
Dr Charles Ellard. who
holds a bachelors from the
University of Connecticut,
masters degrees from the
University of Rhode Island
and University of Houston,
and the doctorate in eco·
nomics from the University of
Houston . Ellard was president
of the Faculty Senate last
year.
Dr Edward Vento, who
holds a bachelors and doctorate in economics from
Texas A&M.
Dr. Mike Crews, who holds
a bachelors and masters
(See Faculty pg. 8)

lBM lends a qualified person to an Institution for a
period of at least a year and
keeps the person on its payroll
at full salary. The cost to the
institution is nothing.
IBM's objective In the faculty loan program is to provide
Important faculty and administrative support to institutions and related projects with
substantial focus upon the
education of minority, handicapped and disadvantaged
students.
Figures released by IBM indicate that in 1981 the company spent $ 20 million of the
faculty loan program, social
service leave program, scientific centers overseas and the

fund for community service.
In the last decade 271 IBM
personnel have been lent to
institutions.
For the last seven years Pan
American has had an IBM
professor on loan. They are
Joe Davenport, IBM, Austin;
Joe Diaz, Oswego, N.Y.;
Barry F. Kinkle, Dallas; W. H.
"Bill" Kelsey, Raliegh, N.C.;
Fred Emry, Atlanta, Ga.; and
Darrell Piersol.
All but Piersol are still with
IBM. Piersol recently joined
the faculty of Southwest Texas
State University after returning
to teach at Pan American on
retiring from IBM.
Jerry Lattimer, the IBM
professor at Pan Am this year,
said industries also benefit

Welcome!
1 am pleased to welcome you and our other special guests
to this year's management conference titled, "1983 Management Perspectives." We are extremely fortunate to be able to
assemble an outstanding group of top executives and
management strategists for this conference. These ex·
ecutives, who represent some of the most prominent
business, industry, and government organizations, are here
to share their management views on strategic issues of the
1980's. It Is rarely possible to assemble so much top
managerial talent in a concentrated one-day seminar such as
this.
This year the Conference Coordinators are Dr. James
Wilson, director of community programs, and Jerry Lattimer, IBM faculty loan professor; many of our speakers are
with us today through the efforts of Dr. Darrell T. Piersol, a
former faculty member and former IBM executive. 1 hope
that you enjoy hearing these speakers as much as we enjoy
sponsoring this annual conference, and that you will continue to attend and support our other School of Business Administration programs and activities in the future.

F.J. Brewerton, Dean
School of BuslneS!I Administration
1 take great pleasure in welcoming you to the School of
Business Administration's management conference, titled.
"1983 Management Perspectives."
The on-going competitive process of planning, developing
and implementation of man.agement strategies can bec_ome
highly divergent in our current changing times. Therefore,
the information shared by our distinguished speakers will
enhance our Insight and prove to be invaluable in Pan
American University's goal of building highly qualified
business leaders of the future.
I wish to thank both our speakers and their respective firms
for donating their expertise and time
Miguel A. Nevarez

President

from the faculty loan program.
"The real value of the faculty loan program is three fold,"
Lattimer said. "First, the corporation fulfills Its responsibility to society. Second, blending theory with academic experience is vc1luable for the
student's knowledge of the
realitlties of what they face.
"Third, is the lnvah.iable experience the person on loan
gains and is able to take back
to his business environment."
The program broadens the
horizon of the administrator
allowing him to move away
from the problems of business
and gives him a chance to do
research, Lattimer said.
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Clubs expand class theory to real world
By Sandra QulntanUla
Students major in business
for many reasons, and a very
logical one is for the money.
But incoming business majors
and minors have a lot to learn
about the field besides the
money It has to offer.
Business students can rely
on campus business fraternities and societies to provide
help. They will be more fami·
liar with their field If they are
aware of what the several
business related organizations
for students have to offer.
Alpha Kappa Psi (AKPsl) Is
a fraternity that prepares
students in the field of commerce, economics or business
administration. Members gain
experience in organization,
administration, management,
leadership, training, willingness to assume responsibility, public relations, service and other activities which
will be essential and of practical value to them in their
future careers in business.
"One of our objects of
AKPsi is to further the individual welfare of Its
members." Armando Chapa,
president of the fraternity,
said. "We thrive on professionalism here at AKPsi and
knowledge and training are
some of our strongest tools
that we use to achieve at a
professional level,"

AKPsl also assists members
in forming worthwile and permanent friendships with
students, alumni, business
leaders, faculty members and
college and university administrators.
"AKPsi gives students an
opportunity to get to know
their fellow students and facul•
ty to work together towards
achieving the same goals
which is professionalism,"
Gloria Leal AKPsi member,
said.
AKPsl Is made up of
chapters which are encouraged to conduct annual service
projects for the school of
business, the university and
the local community.
"Many of our projects Include seminars, fleldtrips and
service to the school and community,'' Chapa said. In national competition, each year
AKPsi rates its chapters on the
requirements and objectives
of AKPsi as a professional
fraternity in business. This also
includes the projects which
they prepare. Points are
awarded to each chapter and
the highest In its region is
awarded a certificate of
achievement. AKPsl has won
eight awards in its 10 years of
existence.
To qualify for membership
a student must be enrolled in
the school of business; have a
firm intention of obtaining a

degreee In commerce,
economics, or business administration; have a grade
average no lower than 2.0; be
interested In the advancement
of professional ideals and ac•
livities; and be invited to and
approved for membership by
the members of the students
chapter.
AKPsi is a well-organized
business fraternity. It has given
many college students their
first inspirational bounce on
the springboard of leadership.
Beta Gamma Sigma (BGS)
is the national scholastic
honor society for students in
the field of business and adml n lstra tion . The BGS
chapters can only be on campus universities who are accredited by the prestigious
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
PAU Is one of these universities who honor the students
who have attained such an
"outstanding academic record
and fine moral character" for
election to membership in
BGS. Such membership is
one of the highest scholastic
honors that a student in a
school of business or management can attain.
"BGS Is particularly for
those who have achieved high
scholastic standing," Laura
McKinzie president of the
society said. ''Our goals are to
maintain the high standards of
the honor society."

Every semester BGS con•
ducts a ceremony for induction of student, faculty and
honorary members according
to their grade average. To be
eligible for membership, a student must rank in the top 5
percent of his or her junior
class, the top 10 percent of his
or her senior class, or rank in
the lop 20 percent of those
students receiving masters
degrees.
American Society Personnel Administrators (ASPA) Is
an organization for those
students who are particularly
interested in learning personnel. ASPA is basically organized for business management
majors, but other Interested
business majors or minors are
welcomed.
"Our goals are to make
people aware that ASPA Is
here and that ii can help people who are interested in personnel administration learn
more about the field," Martha
Lopez, president of the society, said.
Each year ASPA competes
for the Merit Award. Points
are awrded according to the
activities performed. The
honor or receiving this award
is to encourage outstanding
activities and projects by the
student chapter. ASPA provides activities and programs
such as seminars, internship.
fundraising, fieldtrlps. Also;
they provide parent chapter

------Faculty---------------.------degree from the University of
Oklahoma and the doctorate
from Utah State University.
Dr. Ed Baldwin, who holds
a bachelors and masters from
UT Austin and a doctoarate in
accounting and economics
from the University of
Houston.

studies) from the University of
North Carolina. Vincent is
director of graduate studies
and is heading the accreditation self study.

degrees from Kansas State
University and a masters in
management from the University of Missouri.

The
department of
Dr. James Wilson. who
marketing,
finance. and
holds a bachelors and masters
from West Texas State Uni- general business is chaired by
Dr. Bill Platzer, who holds a
verstiy and a doctorate in
bachelors
degree from Lamar
Dr. Forest Carter. who management (community
holds a masters and doctorate programs) from the University University and a masters and
from the University of of Arkansas. Wilson has also doctorate in marketing fromMichigan and another doc- served as director of continu- the University of Arkansas.
Others in the department
torate in accounting frc,11 the ing education for the school of
are:
University of Indiana. Carter is business.
Dr. Jerre Gratz, who holds
also a CPA.
degree from Ship·
a
bachelors
Dr. Victor Powers, who
Dr. Les Munneke, who
holds a bachelors from holds a bachelors from Coe pensburg State College, a
Golden Gate University, a College--Cedar Rapids, Iowa, masters from Penn State
masters from Brigham Young and a masters and doctorate University and a doctorate in
University and a doctorate in in management from the State office administration and
business education from the
international rrade and ac- University of Iowa
Universtiy
of Houston
counting from the University
Dr. Carl Rush. who holds a
Dr Karl Stein, who holds a
of Washington .
bachelors and masters from
Beth Dietz. who holds a Wayne University and a doc- bachelors and masters from
bachelors and masters in ac- torate in management from the University of Oxford In
counting from Pan American Ohio State University. Rush England, a masters from Harand who Is working toward also heads the Pan Am vard and a doctorate In
marketing from New York
certification as a CPA.
Bureau of Business Research.
State University.
'lick Nichols, who holds a
Jon Harrison, who holds
Dr. Susan Jarvis, who
..:lors from Pan American bachelors degrees in history
J a masters from Texas and accounting from Rice holds a bachelors in business
form Sam Houston State and
A&M.
University and is a CPA.
a law degree from Tulane
Charles Yundt, who holds a
Andy Medina, who holds a University.
bachelors and masters in ac- bachelors and masters from
Dr. Jerry Prock, who holds
counting from the University Pan American and teaches
and masters from
a
bachelor·s
of Chicago.
computer information systems East Texas State and a docThe department of classes
torate in finance from Arizona
management and computer
State
University
Dr. Claudia O'Dell, who
information systems is chaired
Dr. Donald Slacum, who
holds
bachelors,
masters,
and
by Dr. Les Rydl, a Pan
holds a bachelors from the
American graduate who also the doctorate from the UniverUniversity of Oklahoma and
sity
of
Kansas.
Her
doctorate
holds a masters from Texas
A&I and a doctorate In com- is in foundations of educa- masters and doctorate in
economics and finance from
puter information systems tion/computer science .
Mississippi State University.
from Texas A&M.
Ivan Williams. who holds a
Others in the department
Doug Bartley, who holds a bachelors degree from Indiana
are·
bachelors degree from the University and masters In
Dr Vern Vincent. who University of Illinois and a
finance from Eastern Illinois
holds a bachelors from West
masters in management from University
Texas State University, a
the University of Pittsburgh
masters from Washington
Pat Strong, who holds a
State University and a docRobert Cell, who holds bachelors from Southwestern
tarate in statistics (graduate
bachelors and masters State in Weatherford. Okla.,

and masters in business
education at Oklahoma State
University.
Margaret Allison, who
holds a bachelors from Texas
A&I, and masters degree in
office administration and
business education from Sam
Houston State Universtiy and
the University of Houston.
Clara Buitenbos. who holds
a bachelors from Southern
State College, Springfield
S .D., and a masters In office
administration and business
education from the University
of South Dakota.
Pat Pardi, who holds a
bachelors from Purdue
University and a masters In
marketing from
Xavier
University.
In addition to the regular
faculty the school has five
teaching assistants and 11
people who teach part time.
Teaching assistants are
Charles Brough. Helen Hall,
Janet Balley, Ma L. Roxas
and William Hodges.
Part hme teachers are
David Smith, Felipe Segura,
8111 Schmuck, Francoise Kettering, Joe Chance, Wolfgang
Zev Bairey, Gilberto de los
Santos. John David Strong,
Danny Reyna. Antonio Serrato and Detlve Nitche.
The faculty is aided by
research assistants Anil
Menon, Leslie Schwarz, Kavl
Nath, Dora Valverde, David
Fisher and Mary Rose.
Others are: a professor on
loan from IBM, where he was
formerly director of managerial servies, IBM . World
Trade Middle East/ Africa
Corporation
Dean Brewerton. who
holds the bachelors, masters
and doctorate in management
from Louisiana State University

and ASPA members as speakers. They provide help with
can,.!r days and the CO-OP
program, and they help with
interviewing in the placement
office
One major reason ASPA
raises money is to send its
members to the national con•
vention. At these conventions, students are able to
meet on a one-to-one basis
with professionals In the
management field . Students
are able to learn about the
businesses and how they
operate by listening to the professional experiences. ASPA's
next convention is scheduled
for June 1-3. Four members
w!II be chosen to attend the
convention which will be held
in New York City.
In nationwide competition,
the national chapters award
scholarships for undergraduates who prepare excellent research projects on
the ASPA organization, according to Lopez. Fivehundred dollars plus paid
round trip fare will be awarded
to the student.
To qualify for membership,
a student must be enrolled in
the school of business and
must have intentions and interests in learning personnel.
No specific grade average is
required for membership
Data Processing Management Association {DPMA) Is
an organization for students
who have an interest in the
field of information and computer management. It is
dedicated to the advancement
of the profession in all areas of
business, industry, science,
education and government.
This group of like-minded
individuals are joined together
to advance their knowledge
and skills, their career and
profession and promote the
welfare of their organization
and society. DPMA seeks to
encorage high standards of
competence, promotes a professioanl attitude among Its
members and gives a broader
understanding of the principles and methods of data
processing.
DPMA chapters provide
many activities during the
year. Seminars and regular
monthly meetings feature extensive educational programs
designed to enhance career
Interests of members and provide opportunities for Informal
direct contact with peers. Just
recently, DPMA members attended a seminar in San Antonio. Captain Grace Murray
Hopper, one of the three
primary developers of Cobol
(language used for writing
business programs) was guest
speaker for the DPMA
members. The J .C . Penney
Co. Is donating money for
DPMA's next fleldtrtp planned
for the Easter Holiday. The
seminar will be held in Dallas
where J .C. Penney's original
office (the largest plant In the
computer field) is located.
DPMA participates in other
activities such as fieldtrips,
fundraislng and annual conferences. The annual conferences feature In-depth
educational sessions and programs designed to keep
members informed of rapidly
changing trends in the Information processing industry

The J .C . Penny Co.
awards scholarships for the
recognition of an individual's
achievement in the organization CIS, IBM and ADAPT
are some of these scholarships
available for DPMA members.
To qualify for membership
a student must be enrolled In
the school of business and
must be concerned with the
effective management, operation or administration of data
processing and information
handling systems. No specific
grade averge Is required.
It is important for people to
belong. Through this organization, one can significantly
Improve the odds favoring
success.
Pi Omega Pi is an organization for those students who
are business majors with plans
of teaching business. This
organization is rather small,
having only three members,
according to Esmeralda
Guerra, president of the
organization. The main
reason for this is that many
students don't have Intentions
of teaching business until they
reach the junior or senior
level, according to Guerra.
She said many of the students
didn't have the lime to get Involved because of their student teaching.
"But we're a unique group
because we do share a common Interest which Is teaching
business," Guerra said. As of
now, Pi Omega Pi doesn't
have any major projects because of their size, but they do
set up a breakfast date when
ever possible.
Pi Omega Pi raises money
to attend the national convention every two years. Their
last convention was at Orlando, Fla. in December. Pl
Omega Pi chapters from all
over the United States sent
delegates to these conventions.
The Accounting Society Is
organized to prepare those
students who are Interested in
the accounting field. This
organization Is basically
organized for accounting majors, but other Interested
business majors or minors are
welcomed.
The Accounting Society offers several special programs
to help students become
familiar with what they will
face In the field of accounting
In these programs, students
also have an opportunity lo
meet the accounting professors on a one-to-one basis.
This gives students a chance
to know the professors before
they enroll in their classes.
Guest speakers are also invited to discuss how accoun·
ting firms operate. This gives
students a broader understanding of the principles and
methods of operating different
accounting firms.
The Accounting Society
holds a mixer every semester
mainly so the new members
can get acquainted with the
old members and professors
as well
To qualify for membership
a student must be enrolled in
the school of business and
must have intentions and Interest In the accounting field .
No specific grade average is
required Also, a $6 fee is requlrE::I
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Spring Break

Music, sun, surf ... and gone
By Ella de los Santos
Staffwrlter

describe Spring Break Is with a
few highly graphic adjectives
and or some crazy pictures of
partying students. Spring
Break week was a week of
non-stop partying.

Aah Spring Break . . . the
much awaited break from the
'rigors of academia' came and
The highlights of the week
went so quickly!
From all points north, were the scheduled activities
students migrated to the land co -sponsored by Anheuserof sun and surf---South Padre Busch and Seafest, which InIsland where they were cluded free dances with live
greeted by the 1983 version of entertainment every night, a
Chill Cook-off, a Joe King
Beach Party Revisited!
Perhaps the best way to Carrasco concert, a Mike

June 18, 1983

Love and Dean Torrence concert and also an appearance
by the Greg Kihn Band on Friday.
The concerts and contests
were great for mingling and
meeting people from other
schools, but of course the majority of Spring Breakers were
there to soak up some rays
before returning to the
classroom.
The crowds were disappointed with Mother Nature
late Tuesday when the storm
blew In and the Island was
placed under a tornado warning; many people still ventured out in the storm,
however, to 'Pogo out' at the
various nightclubs on the
Island. There was more disappointment Wednesday when
the winds kept people from lying out and absorbing the
rays.

381-6834

Educational Center
SPECIALISTS SINC( 1931

TEXAS-The Place where
there are the most cows and
the least milk and the most
rivers and least water In them,
and where you can look furtherest and see_tile least.

11617 N. Central, Oallu, TX 75243

612 N. MAIN• McALLEN, TEXAS

<across the street from the llbrarv1
TELEPHONE: 686-2156

SAV■ ftM■I

have a professional do ltl
RePOrts

TYPING
Resumes

comp051t10ns

Term Papers

Theses, Etc.
. . . . . . 0,

Reasonable Prices!

NEW 3 MONTH SPECIAL
PAU & High School Students:
Males: $50.
Females $30.
Married Couples: $75.
Males: $60
Females $35.

NEED

to serve in PAUSA:

Break '83. All monies that
were earned from the recycling of the cans were credited
to the Seafest '83.

(Next to Dis, Across From Pan Am)

WE
Student
Government

aluminum cans that were
turned In at collection sites for
shirts, hats, posters, towels,
koozies that advertlzed Spring

ALL AMERICAN

ART--A human activity consisting of this, that one man,
usually means of external
signs, hands on to others feelings he has lived through, and
that other people are Infected
by these feelings , and also experience them.--Leo Tolstory.

COMPLETE REVIEW!
1200 w. University
Edinburg, TX 78539

TUT PREPHAT!ON

The most publicized event
was the Mike Love and Dean
Torrence freebie that was held
Tuesday afternoon. Sounds
of the sixties and beach music
kept the crowd rocking. Some
students were so enthusiastic
they climbed the flagpoles
which they probably hoped
would give them better exposure In a crowd of 4 ,300.
Miss Budweiser, Charlotte
Kemp, was also on hand to
sign autographs and posters at
the concert.
Spring breakers also did
their part in conservation as
they gathered hundreds of

to run for an office:

(PAU Students' Association)

President
VI ce-Presl dent

6-tude>t.t 9ovCAnin~ bod\/
fupe11.4emettt 05 6tl,dent activity
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Student Organization Senators
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Become A Member
Of The Few, Proud & Unique.
Come by and see our
modern equipment.

Elections

April 5-6 For rrore tnfornntion, call F.x1.. 2517 or 2260

Deadline for filing:

March

29

'.!I

>
'.!I
>
'.!I

>

• Experience the ultimate in modern
means of fitness
• Body Toning, Body Building
• General Fitness Exercise, Power
lifting
• Diet Counseling
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturday 12-6 p.m.
Phone 381-0177
(Please Call)
-----,------ - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
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==SPORTS==================
Bronc Sporu Calendar

Second Baseman lost to injury
By Addle Alvuez
Neri Pena, second baseman, for Pan American, suffered an injury Friday night
that may cause him to be out
the remainder of the 1983
baseball season.
Coming home to score,
Pena slide headfirst and broke
his lower arm In two places.
To avoid some shifting after
the healing process Pen-2 went
Into surgery Saturday morning: A bone plate was placed

on the break so that his arm
would move more freely.
On the drop for the slide,
Pena's weight landed on his
arm causing it to break.
When he rounded third he
recalls Coach Ogletree telling
him to "run for it, it is going to
be close."
Approaching home plate
Pena noticed the bat was very
close to the plate and that no
one took the time to remove it
or lay it to one side. He slide

when he saw the Sam Houston State catcher going down
as If to catch the relay home.
"The baseball bat was too
close." Pena said, I tried to
avoid the bat and ended up
hitting the plate. My whole
body weight landed on my
arm."
Obviously, there was a
miscue becuase the throw was
cut-off by the third baseman
so there was no need for a
slide. Yet, there was no-one

there by home--plate to let
Pena know.
As Pena stated, "It was a
misfortune that It had to happen. But, it did and now It's
too late. It was just one of
those things."
Well, "one of those things"
has cost the Broncs one heck
of ballplayer for the season.
Fortunately, the Broncs have
Gilbert Trevino, who used to
share the position with Pena,
to fall back on.

Baaeball: Jody Rameey Tournament la ftnlahlng up.

South Dakota vs. Pan American 4 p.m.
Michigan State vs. Pan Amencan 7 p.m.
Michigan State vs. South Dakota 4 p.m.
25-South Dakota vs. Pan American 7 p.m.
South Dakota vs. Michigan State 4 p.m.
26-Michigan State vs. Pan American 7 p.m.
(data and •tarting tlma may be changed due t
Mar. 24--

weather.)
Mar. 2829--

l'ennl•:
Mar. 2i-Mar. 27--

Broncs battle it outfor tourney
By Addle Alvarez
The Broncs are finishing up
the Jody Ramsey Tournament this week and then win
play Michigan State on March
28 and 29.
Winning the Jody Ramsey
Tournament will give the
Broncs a 4-for-4 record as far
as tournaments go.
In the Jody Ramsey Tournament the Broncs will face
two good teams: South
Dakota State University and
one of the Big Ten, the
Michigan State Spartans.

To win the tournament Pan
American has to have the best
percentage as compared to

the other two and if the ed schools this time were CenBroncs keep the pace that tral Michigan, Kansas, Mislooks like how things will go. souri, Northern Iowa, with
Sam Houston State falling
Before the Broncs could twice. While the Broncs enenjoy some sun they won the joyed the first place trophy,
Palm Valley Tournament by Missouri has to settle for sebeAtlng Oklahoma State, cond place.
Unfortunately, an accident
Arkansas State once,
Morningside-Iowa and Cen- at home-plate last week caustral Michigan. What gave the ed the Broncs to lose a topBroncs the first place berth notch player: Edinburg
was the fact that Oklahoma Sophomore, Neri Pena. But,
State beat the Arkansas State fortunately, highlights outIndians.
numbered the disappointments.
Centerfielder Mitchell
Even after they won the
Palm Valley Tournament, Moran can boast about ten
they still could not really enjoy homers he has hit In almost
the sun. As Is customary, the seven weeks of play.
Shortstop Bobby Joe
Broncs give up their Spring
Break to play some ball In the "Cowboy" Williams can warn
him to go with the flow for he
Citrus Valley Tournament.
They went all the way with Is right behind him with eight.
a 7-for-7 record. The vlctlmizAll Seals Anytime

TUESDAY
Indoor Theatres Only

G

1-

EAK IRI

lb

HIGH ROAD

CHINA

1

Track:
Mar. 2526--

A&J Invitational (men and women)
Pitcher Jim Hickey who Is
at Kingsville
also a first baseman and designated hitter surely can't be
modest. In the last week of
baseball he has hit four
Promotions announced
homeruns.
Up to deadline, the Broncs
had a 26-7-1 record. Listen
Several big promotions are be available.
around the ball park and coming up for baseball home
April 29 and 30 will be
many fans are making predic- games.
"Coke is it!" nights, with free
tions. What does Coach OgleHarry GIiiigan, associate Coke and Bronc ball T-shirts
tree have to "predict"? "We director of athletics, also an- to all fans 17 and younger,
don't predict anything. We nounced that the next Tues- plus many other prizes providjust take one game at a time." day night (March 29) would ed by McAllen Coca-Cola
The travel plans of the be Ladles Night at Jody Bottling Co.
May 7, Mother's Day, all
University of South Dakota Ramsey Stadium. All women
mon's will be admitted free
caused a few changes In the will be admitted free.
schedule for the Jody Ramsey
The other upcoming pro- and flowers will be given to a
limited amount of mothers.
Baseball Tournament here motions are:
On all these dates the
this week.
March 25 and 26 are BoThe UD Jackrabbits now nanza Sports Bag Nights. A Broncs wlll play at 7 p.m.
will be playing Michigan State free sports bag to all girls and Many of the dates will be
preceded by earlier games
at 10 a.m. Friday and will play women attending the fame.
PAU at 7 p.m. Thursday.
April 15, free hot dogs wUI starting at 4 or 5 p.m.

6-3, 6-1. Fernando Sartorius
played Ed Striker 6-2, 6-2.
Kyle Posey beat York Strother
6-3, 1-6, 6-3. John Valdez
stomped Blake Jackson Into
the court winning 6-0, 7-5.
Ray Villarreal lost to Don Tittle, 6-2, 2-6, 6-0. Ruben
Nunez also lost, losing his to
David Gordon 6-3, 2-6, 6-0.
In doubles, J. Sartorius and
Posey teamed up against
Woods and Striker only to suffer a loss of 6-3, 6-4. F. Sar-

TOM SELLECK BESS ARMSTRONG(PG)

2

Broncs vs. North Texas State University a
Denton
Broncs vs. Midwestern State University
at Wichita Falls

Broncs take to the road

The tennis team wlll be
traveling to Denton on March
26 to play against North Texas
Sr. Clllzens Anytime
TIii First Show Starts Sat & Sun.
State
University and then to
Indoor Theatres Only
Wichita Falls on March 27 to
Call Thealru For Show Time
play against Midwestern State
University.
Mldnlght"s-h_o_w_s_E_v_ery_S_a_t_urcl_a_y_S_1.-5-0.--- On March 11 and 12 the
O
G SOON
Broncs participated In the
c..:;,~URN OF Laredo Border Olympics taking consolation.
In singles against Baylor
University Javier Sartorius
played Don Woods and won
With Pan Am 1,0,
FRIDAYS ONLY
ALL THEATRES

Michigan State 5 p.m.

FREE

torlus and Valdez beat Gordon and Jackson, 6-2, 6-2.
Nunez and Villarreal lost to
Tittle and Strother, 6-4, 6-2.
The Broncs lost to Baylor
over all with only 4 wins and
Baylor with 5.
The Broncs played some
more tennis that day against
Texas A&l. In singles J. Sartorius beat Anthony Langnler,
6-4, 6-2. F. Sartorius won his
matches against Paul Halliburton, 6-1, 6-2. Posey beat Ron
Ramirez, 6-3, 6-1. Valdez
beat Rene Ramirez, 6-1, 6-1.
Villarreal won his matches
against Mike McCullum, 6-1,
7-5, 6-2. Nunez also won his
matches against Guevara 7-6,
6-4.
01)_ March 12 the Broncs

played Laredo Junior College. In singles the Broncs
took all their matches except
for F. Sartorius. He lost to
Julio Vasquez 6-2, 4-6, 6-4.
In doubles F. Sartorius and
Valdez lost to JLC 6-3, 3-6,
6-1. Villarreal and Posey won
matches, 6-2, 6-1. Nunez and
J. Sartorius also their matches, 7-5, 6-3.
The Broncs walked away
with an overall record of 7
wins and 2 losses.
TDhe Broncs were scheduled to play St. Mary's University on March 19, but they
canceled because they had no
transportation. This will be
considered a win on their
record.

Pregnancy Test
T0~1 SELLECK BESS ARl\1SrnO\C,

2

HIGH ROAD

111

1b CHINA (PG/

Fun and adventure at every tum.

1

COMING SOON "SUPERMAN

!!11111- -olock Stallion

EL

cfJfiffMALL

~turns

PHARR - 612- 8'31

2 -

COMING SOON " OCTOPUSSY"

"'lffiB
10 ENOUr.o
uu~

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

• Gift
Wrappina

• Ensrmnl

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs
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Intramural VoHey_,all Reaults
Men
First Place - Hep Alumni
Second Place - Catholic
Co-Recreational Softball

Entry Deadline:
Team Make-up:
Length of game:
Batting Order:
Play Starts:
Rules:

Third Place - Camp

April 7, 12 Noon.
5 women and 5 men
7 Innings
Woman man woman, man, etc.
April 18, 4 p.m.
Same as regular softball

Fourth Place - No's
Hep Alumni Roster
German Flores
Ramiro Vera
Jose Luis Gonzalez
Humberto Hernandez
Lupe Favarro
Martin G .
Frank Rodriguez
Ruben De Leon
Willie Uresti

PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
INTRAMURAL TEAM ENTRY FORM
Co-Rec.
•softball
Activity

Organization

1.

11.

2.

12.

3.

13.

4.

14.

5.

15.

6.

16.

7.

17.

8.

18.

9.

19.

10.

20.

Date

Hep Alumni Roster
Dolores Delgado
German Flores
Lupe Pavarro
Martha Enriquez
Elizabeth Gomez
Ramiro Vera
Humberto Hernandez
Jose Luis Gonzalez
Willie Uresti
Mario Pavarro

Women
First Place - Camp
Second Place - Hep
Alumni
Third Place - Catholic
Ministries
Fourth Place - No No's
Camp Roster
Tonie Leal
Sulema Figoroa
Ana Marla Medrano
Angle Balderas
Irma Lara
Orpha De Luna
Ana M. Rangel
Mary Villarreal
Sonia L. Garcia
Cynthia Frores
Norma Diaz

Intramural Softball Reeults
First Place - Beaveraters
Second Place - H.P.E. & R. Club
Third Place - 1.K.'s
Fourth Place - Generics
Beavereaten Roster

Eloy Perez
Jerry Basaldua
Albert Tijerina
Roy Lopez
Robert torres
John Delgado
Mack Gilbert
Dwitht Ritter
David Chavez

Co-Recreational
First Place - Hep Alumni
Second Place - Camp
Thrid Place - Catholic Ministries
Fourth Place - A.P .O .

I certify that the above-named students:
1. are Pan American University students.
2. have had a physical examination and are In good health.
3 . will bide by the policies and rules of the lntruamural Pro
gram.
4 . All exemplify the best of behavior while Involved In the In
traumral Program.

Eddie Longoria
Gabe Faria
Joe Chavez
Hector Gonzalez
Eddie Torres
Eddie Gonzales
Salvador Villegas
Ruben Villareal
Jaime Longoria

I

The Most Sophisticated
Training Ground
For Nuclear Engineering
Isn't On The Ground.

/

1-M Manager

Organization

Telephone
• A team must have 18 players on the roster before It can be
accepted In the lntraumural Program.

····~··············.

•,t TEVAs
~

,.
•
•

:

PHARR. TX.
79 322
1-1

DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY,

•
,t
,.

•

r _____ - - - - -

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)

,.

••
•
••
•
•
•
••

115 E. PARK

THEATRE

AT ITS BEST
-

-

. - -~

-- --

NOW PLAYING!

___.___

"LIQUID ASSETS"

f'U'Sl

4lm).

"ANTICIPATION"

I

_ NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-

® :
....
****

.·----------------·
:

ll IK) OFF SINGLE TICKET W COUPON OR PAU ID

• • **•

•

LATE SHOWS

FRIDAY & SATUR DAY, DOORS
OPEN AT 10:15 SHOWS AT 10:30
"HOT DALLAS NIGHTS"

•

it

- NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED- IV\
s I m or, SIM,U TICKET w COUPOr-. OR PAU 111 \,el

•

.....................

•

I
I
I

tCollege/University·_ __ __

Lall

_

_ __

Age_ _ f Year ,n College_ _ t CPA _
& Major/ M inor_ __ _ __ __ __

Phone Number

(ArH Codf'I
&-st Time to Call
Thi, i,c for ~n•ral l"tM'nmment ,nformatioo. You do not h•'-'f'
hl furnish anf of the- tnformat1on rf'qut"llilNI. Of coul"Sf'. tM'

I
I
II

mun• v.,r kno" , tht' MOr\" " e c a n hi-Ip to d<>trrnune 1h., k ind.,

L ~ •:==' ~ h~ ou_::h:_ ___ J

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast•

.£1:r:),
"NEW YORK BABE"

It's on a Navy ship.
get them fast. Because
The Navy has
-.'"'l!!:_ .---t in the Navy, as your
more than 1,900
---•
knowledge grows, so do
reactor-years of nuclear ~-==~~~~~ij~
your responsibilities.
• • r r:::::iiilil!I!
Today's Nuclear
power experiencemore than anyone else
Navy is one of the most
in America. The Navy
challenging and rewardhas the most sophistiing career choices a
cated nuclear equipman can make. And
ment in the world. And
• that choice can pay off
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear while you're still in school. Qualified
juniors and seniors earn approximately
reactors in America.
With a nur:1"ar program like that, you $1,000 per month while they finish school.
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4
know the Navy also offers the most comprehensive and sophisticated nuclear training. years with regular promotions and pay
Every officer in t he Nuclear Navy
increases, you can be earning as much as
completes a full year of graduate level
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits packtechnical training. Outside the Navy, this
age that includes medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands. and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you earn a place among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the
qualified and respected professionals. So,
l if you're majoring in
operation of the most
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
T J68
math, engineering or
advanced nuclear
propulsion plants
I INFORMATION
CENTER
I
the physical sciences
I P.O. Box 5000' Clifton , NJ 07015
I send in the coupon. '
ever developed. You
•
l
D Pl ease send m e m ore information about
Fi d
b t
get a level Of t ech mca
becomingan officer intheNuclearNavy.( 0NI I n out more a OU
and management
I
the most sophistiexperience unequalled I Nom e
,r1.... Pnnll
I cated training ground
I Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ A pt. ~I for nuclear engineeranywhere else.
You get important
City__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ing. Today's Nuclear
responsibilities and you I s,at,,•_ _ _____z,,.._____ I Navy.
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Pianist to perform in visiting alumni artist series April 2
The program for Saturday
On April 2, at 8 pm. in the
Guerra began the study of
University Fine Arts Audi- evening Includes Sonate In A piano at the age of seven with
torium the Music department Minor, K. 310 by Mozart, the Mrs. Hinojosa of Edinburg
will present Visiting Alumni Busonl transcription of J.S. with whom she studied until
Bach's Chaconne Is D Minor graduation from Edinburg
.,.-11st Dahlia Guerra, pianist
This performance Is part of and Sonata for Plano by High School. Under Eugenia
the Alumni Artists perfor- Glnastera
McMullan she received her
mances which features
General admission ls $3 Bachelor of Arts degree In
graduate students of the and student and Senior Plano Performance from Pan
University.
Amerlcanln 1976, graduating
Citizen admission ls $1.50.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - Summa cum laude and as
valedictorian of her class.

Classified Ads
REMEMBER; For all of your Classified rate is 25 cents a line

was

awarded

a

and masters degrees In Plana
Performance and Plano
Pedagogy. She has continued
to study with John Raimo ct
the Pan A~erlcan faculty .
Guerra presently resides Ir
Houston, where she teache!
privately and Is Vlce-Preslden1
of the Gulf Coast Musk
Teachers Association and
Vice-President of the Ba!,,

Area Music Teachers Association.

See
PLANNED
PARENTHOOD

Concert band to play Tuesday

with a minimum of $1. 25 for each
The Pan American Concert
insertion, payable In advance. Band, under the direction of
Bring Ad copy lo The Pan Ameri• Dr. Dean R. Canty, will precan, Emilia Hall, Room 100 sent a concert on Tuesday, at
Deadline is Friday noon prior to
publicaHon on Thursday. To estt, 8 p.m. In the Fine Arts
UNIVERSITY FASHIONS
mate c~t. count 30 letters and Auditorium.
As a distinct medium of
This Ad entitles you to the follow• spaces to a line. For Display Ad
musical expression, the band
vertismg
call
The
Pan
American
at
Ing Special buys at University
will perform ''PROCES381-2541
Fashions:
SIONAL" by Burnet Tuthill,
1) $5.00 off ANY DRESS (strait
1.ane, Byer of California, Jerell
Sweetheart, Ragtime, Parade size
3 to 16)
2) ·$5 00 of Bonjour Jeans for
men. Suggested Retail 40.00.
Our Regular Price $28.00 (less
$5.00 with Ad)
3) $5.00 off with Ad on ANY lt~y Bitsy Item , (size 0, 1, 2, 3
Overalls. shorts, mini skirt, slacks.
Blazer, Skirt, Baggy Jeans)
4) Men's Golf Shirts for $6.00
with Ad.
5) $5.00 off Missy slacks or
Skirts by LADY DEE CEE with
ad.
6) ALL Short's $8.99 with Ad
DON'T forget to Bring this Ad for
the Special Buys.
custom woodworks planning-CUSTOM WOODWORKS would
work Call 631-0015 for a free
estimate on your special order

Guerra

scholarship and assistantship
to study with nationallyknown plano-pedagog Louise
Bianchi at Southern Methodist
University In Dallas. While
there she studied piano with
Alfred Mouledous, concert
pianist and pianist for the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra
Guerra graduated from SMU
In 1978 with highest honors

Before.

"LONDON SUITE" by Eric Margulna, "Espana" y Toros"
Coates, "ZAMPA OVER- and "Espana Canon" wlll proTURE by LJ.F Herold, vlde an International flavor to
"THE IMPRESARIO OVER- the concert, end the audience
TURE" by W.A. Mozart, will have an opportunity to
"SYMPHONIC EPISODE" ~• participate In the performance
Done to Donatelli Bl'\~ of "ON THE MALL" march
"SLAVA": by Leonard Berns- by Edwin Franko Goldman.
teln.
The concert is open to the,
Two pasodobles by Pacual .P_!!bli~

Edinburg

383-5082

McAllen

686-6671

Mission

585-4575

Pharr

787-9431

Weslaco

968-5039

-:=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=.J~~~~~~~~'._2~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~!,_________J~~~~!!!~!!~~-

COIJ.EGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate"
subscription cards on campus
Good Income, no selling lnvolv·
ed. For Information and appllcahon write to. CAMPUS SER
VICE. 1745 W. Glendale Ave
Phoenix, AZ. 85021.

•
s.

To make tax
time a little easier to swallow,
Whataburger~
announces a special offer.

UNIVERSITY FASHIONS

Buy Chic Jeans by March 31st at
University Fashions and get a
Chic-Jae REE. Send your size
Ticket and 1tore sales slip with a
Chic-Jae Request form to H.I.S
Sportswear post marked no later
than April 1st. (Allow 6 to 8
weeks for delivery)

With every purchase
of $3. 00 or more you' 11 get three
$1.00 Tax Break Certificates
good on future purchases of $3. 00
or more at participating
Whataburger restaurants.
Limit one certificate per,customer
per visit.

Chic 5-pocket stretch $28
Chic White & Blue Denim Baggy
$26.00

Of course, these

certificates won't help you on
your income taxes.
But they'll sure give you a nice
break at Whataburger.

MARCH SPECIAL

Enchilada Plate
3 Enchlladu, epulsh
rice, ranclaero beane,

..

aacken

Sl.98

It's not just a hamburger, it's a

WHATABURGflt

For faster service
call In order

-

383-0725
Acrota from Pan Am.

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY Y.'IDE
2 loaitions/ McA~n. Mlsll
Harlingen & Brownsville

You may ~deem one SI Tax Break Certificate per cu,1omer per vl\it on purcha\Cs of SJ or more. No portion may be redeemed for cash. Certificates will be given only
patron placing the order Cert1fica1e~ cannOI be U\Cd 10 conJuncuon with any other coupon or offer and cannOI be tr.ided for Sl Whataburger Gift Certificates. Whataburger

10 the

emplo-1ccs and their fam1hc~ are nOI eligible for this offer. Tax Break Cen1ficate,, e~p1re Ma) 15. 1983, and arc &ood only at pan1c1pa11n& Whataburger restaurants.

